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* 1. Overview

Over the past year, we have carried out an experimental program -t0 investigate the

interface electronic states and band structure at 'GaA, lnP, and i:metal interfaces

formed by chemical reaction and interdiffusion at room temperature, elevated

temperatures, as well as following pulsed-laser annealing. 'We have use4soft x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (SXPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)/depth

profiling to characterize atomic redistribution and new chemical bonding near the

surfaces and interfaces on an atomic scale. We have refine) the technique of
/

cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS) for investigations of new compound and

defect formation at *buried" metal-semiconductor interfaces. We have employed
/

temperature-dependent current-voltage and capacitance-voltage measurements to

characterize the electronic properties and spatial distribution of interface states of

metal-InP interfaces prepared and processed under carefully controlled conditions.

This annual report for the period October 1, 1984, through September 30, 1985,

defines (Sec. 11) and summarizes (Sec. Ill) the bulk of this research and includes the

papers published or in press as a result of this effort. A list of the papers published

under Navy Contract #N00014-80-C-0778 (NR #372-098) as well as the papers

themselves are included in (Sec. IV) of this report. Also attached are: the

cumulative list of publications (Sec. V), serially numbered, a list of postdoctoral

fellows involved in the contract (Sec. VI), a list of Publications/Patents/

Presentations/Honors (Sec. VII), money spent on equipment (Sec. VIII), transitions

of research to industry (Sec. IX) and a list of collaborations with workers from ..

academic institutions (Sec. X).
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11. Background

It is now clear that substantial chemical interactions can occur between

semiconductors and metals or other adsorbates, even near room temperature.

Furthermore, such interactions can strongly modify the surface or interface

electronic properties.{1"3) These chemical interactions can affect Schottky barrier

formation by producing defects (4"6) of various types, interfacial regions with new

dielectric properties(7), metallic alloy layers with new effective work functions18,9) as

well as new interface states at the intimate semiconductor-metal interface. (10 ,11)

Each of these mechanisms may play a role in modifying electronic behavior at

different interfaces, yet each is difficult to characterize unambiguously - particularly

if these interfaces are characterized at only one stage of the metal-semiconductor

interaction.

0 We are now investigating the detailed relationships between chemical interactions

and electronic structure at metal-GaAs, InP, and Si interfaces by promoting these

interactions at elevated temperatures and under nonequilibrium thermal conditions.

• By studying the evolution of electronic properties with chemical changes under

carefully controlled conditions, we can begin to identify which factor or factors

dominate the Fermi level movement, the type and distribution of interface states,

and the Schottky barrier as measured by conventional electrical techniques. To

promote these chemical interactions on a microscopic scale near the interface, we

have used pulsed-laser annealing and rapid thermal annealing under ultrahigh

vacuum conditions. To measure electronic properties at the interface after

"burying" it with bulk metal films, we have employed a variation of

cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS) with sub-surface sensitivity. Thus. with

our complement of ultrahigh vacuum techniques, we have developed the capability

.-',?..'-,.- .- .-'--: -..-. -? -'.,.-.. .. -,:.-..:-. .,-. .. '-. ,.-. .,'- -. -,'- '-..,' .-,.-.... v . .. -- ,, .. .,.-',,',,,,',,'...,.,. ., .. .- ,
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to measure surface (SXPS) and subsurface (CLS) electronic properties and surface

* (AES, SXPS) and subsurface (AES/depth profiling) chemical properties. This

combination of techniques reveals new electronic/chemical relationships and

suggests new approaches to controlling these properties by atomic scale techniques.

111. Result

The work underhis-contaq can be grouped into four rwte areas: 1) chemical

* and electronic structure of 4buried 4 Ill-V and Il-VI compound semiconductor-metal

interfaces, 2) localized chemical reactions at Al interfaces with Ill-V compound

semiconductors promoted by pulsed-laser annealing as well as laser-induced

oxidation of Si, 3) electrical characterization of the UHV-prepared AI-[nP (110)

interface, and 4) control of competitive Ti-Si and Ti-Si0 2 interfacial reactions by

rapid thermal annealing.
0

In the first area, we have used AES combined with Ar+ sputtering to obtain depth

profiles of atomic composition vs. distance from the intimate interface for a variety

of common metals deposited on UHV-cleaved InP (110) surfaces.(14) Interface

composition can change with increasing overlayer thickness as more semiconductor

outdiffusion can be accommodated. Analysis of the free surface alone can not

provide this information. Special care is taken to minimize ion-induced mixing of

the overlayer-substrate system. In this way, we are able to demonstrate that anion

and cation outdiffusion is a general phenomenon at thick (70X) metal-InP interfaces,

even near room temperature. The relative stoichiometry of In and P atoms changes

substantially between the substrate, the interfacial region, the overlayer, and the free

surface. Nevertheless the same patterns of diffusion are observed for "unreactive"

(Au and Cu) and "reactive"0 2 ) (Al, Ni, and Ti) metal overlayers. These patterns are

* ". .. ., --' - - ; ,,,. ,i --'-° "' ,' '.-'....., ,",', *-'. ."- ',.-- .- ,*. , ,*.
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highly sensitive to the strength of metal-anion and metal-cation bonding and can be

* altered dr atically by thin (40k) interlayers. Our depth-profiling studies allow us

to demonstrate that "chemical trapping" 13) at the interface can change the

interfacial region from In-rich ("unreactive" to P-rich ("reactive"). Comparison with

* vacancy and antisite defect calculations of energy levels reveals that our

identification of interfacial atomic composition is inconsistent with Fermi level

pinning by such simple native defects. Hence, our results for this prototypical Ill-V

• compound semiconductor point to either more complex defect combinations or

other electronic mechanisms - chemical or otherwise( l ) - as the dominant factor in

Fermi level pinning.

The evolution of metal-semiconductor interfaces with temperature is of considerable

interest in identifying the dominant factors in Schottky barrier formation and

interface degradation. Yet surface-sensitive techniques are not optimum for studies

of such evolution occurring at "buried" interfaces - i.e., many monolayers below the

free surface of the metal overlayer. We have adapted the technique of

cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS) to monitor changes in buried metal-p
semiconductor interfaces with room temperature deposition and with pulsed-laser

annealing.(15) By choosing incident electron energies in the range of 0.5 to 2 keV,

one can vary the excitation depth in the range of several tens to several hundreds of

, respectively. These incident electrons can excite optical transitions characteristic

of the semiconductor band-to-band emission, new interface compound emission, as

well as new deep levels within the band gap(s). Thus, by spectrally resolving this

emission, it is possible to identify chemical and electronic features from optical

transitions below the surface and, by varying the electron energy, discriminate

between electronic states distributed at different depths below the free surface with

• -C -..... '.: '? -,_'' '.' ,..':. - .;.. ;.- -'- -- ..... '-.-.-.-.-.- ... ..- -. : -. .--. .- -. ..-. -
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microscopic resolution of less than hundreds of ,. We have demonstrated this

capability for metals on CdS, for which identification of luminescent features is

relatively straightforward. CLS provides evidence for Cu2S formation after laser-

annealing Cu on UHV-cleaved CdS. On the other hand, Al deposition on CdS

0 followed by laser annealing leads to formation of at least two deep levels distributed

at different depths from the interface. The relative intensities and spatial

distribution of these features changes with subsequent processing, highlighting the

* utility of the energy-dependent CLS technique for in-situ electronic characterization

under real device conditions.

In the second area, we have used pulsed ultraviolet (UV) laser anneling to prepare

highly localized chemical reactions at metal-semiconductor interfaces.( 18-20) These

interfaces were annealed in UHV and characterized by surface-sensitive techniques

in order to monitor the chemical processes on a scale of monolayers. Because of the

extremely short laser pulse (5 nsec) and resultant heating (- 100 nsec), interdiffusion

of the metal and semiconductor atoms could be limited to tens of X even though

0) temperatures near the melting point are reached. Longer heat treatments, even at

low temperatures, would produce extended diffusion and a broadening of the

interfacial structure below the detection level of our surface-sensitive techniques. In

addition, the step-wise nature of the pulsed annealing allows us to characterize the

nature of the spatially-localized interface chemical reactions in discrete stages, using

successive pulses. We used SXPS and AES to characterize the atomic movement

and chemical structure which occur at pulsed-laser-annealed AI-InP (110) interfaces.

In addition, for Al on each of the semiconductors GaP, GaAs, GaSb, lnP, InAs, and

InSb, we have found a finite range of energy density above a characteristic threshold

such that a chemical reaction occurs without disruption of the surface morphology.

t"

' ,,, -.- ': X czi,.',,,. , a; ,',g .- ,:- - - , '-. .....- - .- -. ,. . ...- ,. ' .--,' .'-.- .'..' P .'-. '.. , -,- AA P'. A .- '
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The systematic change in threshold across the II-V semiconductors indicates a

* thermally-activated reaction occurring in a molten phase of the Al overlayer and a

thin (-- 100-200k) substrate later. Excellent agreement between the observed

thresholds and calculations which model the heat flow demonstrate that the thermal

• properties of the semiconductor have a dominant influence on the interfacial

temperature profile and the threshold energy density for reaction. Hence we have

demonstrated how to enhance the observed microreactions at room temperature on a

* scale of nanometers and in a controllable, predictable fashion. These reactions can

modify junction electronic properties( l) and may prove useful in modifying charge

transport, surface recombination and open-circuit voltage, among other applications.

We have also used the pulsed laser technique to induce ultrafast oxidation of

Si.(21,22)  This process represents an efficient low temperature technique for

depositing thin dielectric films in semiconductor device fabrication. Low

temperature techniques can reduce or eliminate substrate warpage, dopant

redistribution, defect generation and propagation associated with conventional high

temperature process steps. While researchers have used continuous-wave (CW)

lasers extensively to grow SiO 2 layers on Si, growth rates are comparable to or only

slightly larger than the rate of conventional thermal oxidation. With the pulsed UV

laser under an oxygen ambient of I atmosphere, we are able to produce oxide

growth rates of 100 X/sec between thicknesses of 300 to 1800 X. This growth rate is

comparable to that found for deposition of Si0 2 by laser-assisted chemical vapor

deposition (CVD) techniques. Taking into account that the Si wafer surface is at

elevated temperatures for only I psec after each pulse, one obtains growth rates

orders of magnitude greater than thermal oxidation processes. The electrical quality

of the interface is acceptable - 3 to 8x10 11 cm-2, and can be reduced substantially by

.' .'','. .':. . •. .. ''.,'. .'.. " ... ,,....,........- .,,...., .... ,...,.".. . . . . .. ','-',,' , .,. , '
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postannealing. An important advantage of this technique is the use of a focussed

0 laser beam with which to grow a patterned oxide. Hence, two steps in the

fabrication of integrated circuits are eliminated - masking and subsequent etching to

remove patterned oxide areas for metallization. Since the oxidation process is very

* strongly temperature-dependent, the oxide profile is usually much steeper than the

laser beam profile, yielding abrupt oxide sidewalls. By varying the energy density, it

is also possible to modulate the oxide thickness in a controlled manner during the

* growth process.

In a third area of activity, we have carried out electrical measurements on interfaces

of Al deposited on UHV-cleaved InP (100).(23) Improved understanding of this

interface is desirable for both theoretical and technological reasons. First, simple

metals such as Ad on a prototypical 111-V compound such as [nP represent a useful

test bed for the variety of current Schottky barrier models. Factors which impactQ

such models include: the Fermi level pinning position in the band gap, the density

of interface states or traps, the shape of the Schottky barrier and whether tunneling

takes place through the barrier. If, as is frequently the case, the Schottky barrier

exhibits non-ideal behavior, what is the correct procedure to extract the effective

barrier height? Considerable work on Fermi level pinning at monolayer metal

coverages is now available for metal-semiconductor interfaces01 ) Yet the relation

between such results to electrically-measured barrier heights has only begun. (24-26)

Of particular importance is whether Fermi level pinning in the band gap changes

due to screening as the monolayer films increase to bulk metallic contacts.(27,28}

Technologically, the Al/lnP interface is particularly stable under heating and can

shield the junction from ambient contamination. Contact stability is particularl

desirable for high power lnP devices such as microwave oscillators and injection

C

- **, i •bL 1'"l ,*. .. :.c.*, - .o... ,y '"" ............. V *_ Qi*:Q,.:-.V * :-.K->
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lasers. Our results show that a low but non-zero (0.21-0.26 eV) barrier is present at

* all temperatures at the UHV-cleaved InP/AI interface. Careful analysis taking into

account both forward and reverse bias data over a wide range of temperatures

reveals barrier characteristics which can not be analyzed as an ideal Schottky diode.

* The barrier is described accurately only by allowing for the presence ot a thin

interfacial layer of trapped charge. This charge resides in acceptor-like electron traps

separated by only 0.1 eV from the conduction band edge. The traps are not

* restricted to the surface, but penetrate hundreds of X into the depletion region. The

traps are distinct from the donors invoked to explain certain riP barrier heights(6)

according to the unified defect modelA5) While the measured electrical barrier

agrees with Fermi level movements extracted from SXPS datal29.30) the actual

mechanism by which the barrier is fornmd differs substantially from the interface

models currently assumed. These results emphasize the importance of a full range

O of temperature-dependent forward and reverse bias measurements of Schottky

barrier height and highlight the complexity of even these representative metul-

semiconductor junctions.

In the last area of activity, we have developed a new technique for controlling the

competitive reactions which take place at metal-semiconductor interfaces 3 1 For

metals on Si and SiO 2, the reactions which dominate will determine the success of

specific semiconductor wafer processing steps for device fabrication. In addition, for

semiconductor-metal interfaces in general, the dominant interdiffusion and reaction

process will determine the resultant Schottky barrier formed. We focussed primarily

on Ti reactions with Si and SiO, since the formation of titanium silicide is of

considerable importance for low-resistivity applications such as MOS gate electrodes

and VLSI circuit interconnects. We have discovered that 1) thin film reactions occur

' '% - * ' - , "- "° "o '.:''*m' , % %' '. . ,' ', • • ," '. . '. '," ' -'.-' - . .. . " . ' ... . .
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at Ti/Si and Ti/Si0 2 interfaces on a short timescale (seconds at conventional

* processing temperatures) and not over the course of tens of minutes or hours, 2)

these thin film (< 100 rim) reactions parallel closely thick film (multimicron)

reactions, 3) SiO 2 dissociation and Ti silicide formation occur at the Ti/SiO2

V interface which will destroy the self-aligned gate device structure, and most

importantly, 4) low temperature (400-5000C), rapid thermal annealing (tens of

seconds) provides a process window in time and temperature in which a desirable

reaction (TiSi2 formation at the Ti/Si interface) can be promoted while suppressing

an undesirable reaction (Si0 2 dissociation and Ti-silicide formation at the Ti/SiO 2

interface). Thus, our work expands the control we now have in Si wafer scale

processing technology for a key interfacial structure. From a broader, more

fundamental viewpoint, such low temperature rapid thermal annealing may permit

new control over competitive processes such as cation -,id anion outdiffusion and

metal indiffusion at compound semiconductor/metal interfaces, the balance of which

will determine the Schottky barrier formation.

Overall, we have applied combinations of interface techniques and have developed

new analytical methods to characterize electronic and chemical structure at

technologically relevant metal-semiconductor interfaces. By elucidating the

relationships between chemical interactions on a microscopic scale and the

macroscopic electronic properties, we aim to achieve a broader understanding of the

fundamental physical processes which control Schottky barrier formation at ideal

and non-ideal metal-semiconductor intefaces.

S-° - • . . . , . - - o o° - • .... *. . *. . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . ..
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INTERDIFFUSION AND CHEMICAL TRAPPING AT InP (110) INTERFACES WITH Au, Al, NI, Cu,
AND Ti

Yoram Shapira* and L.J. Brillson

Xerox Webster Research Center

* Webster, NY 14580

and

A.D. Katnani and G. Margaritondo

• Physics Dept., University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison. WI 53706

We have studied UV-cleaved (110) surfaces of InP covered with a large

variety of metal layers and interlayers, using Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES) in conjuction with Ar+ ion sputtering. All measurements were made

under identical experimental conditions, other than the thickness or type

of the metal films, in order to minimize ion-beam-induced distortion of the

data. We find that In and especially P are segregated at unreactive metal

surfaces such as Au or Cu. Very thin interlayers of "reactive" metals

between Au and InP completely reverse the outdiffusion process of the phos-

phorus, which is accumulated at the interface due to chemical trapping by

the reactive metal interlayers. Indium outdiffusion is found to be unaf-

fected by these interlayers while Au indiffusion depends sensitively on the

type of metal interlayer. The results are correlated with soft X-ray pho-

toemission spectroscopy measurements to reveal the diffusant spatial dia-

tribution on a microscopic scale while illustrating the relative limita-

tions of the SXPS technique. The contrasting effects of the unreactive

versus reactive metal interfaces are correlated with Schottky barrier he-

ights and with energy level calculations of associated surface defects.
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Page 2

* 1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a considerable interest in InP both as a proto-

* typical III-V compound suitable for basic studies and a potential candidate

for a variety of electronic and opto-electronic devices. The feasibility

of various useful devices, such as MISFET's- 4 for high speed applications,

Schottky diodes 5, solar cells6 and photoelectrochemical cells 7 , based on

InP has been extensively demonstrated. Understanding and knowledge about

the electronic and chemical properties of InP surfaces and metal interfaces

are of major technological importance for improving the performance of such

devices. Experimental works in this direction have used a wide variety of

techniques for electrical8 *9 electroniclO,1 1 compositional 12 13 and struc-

tural 14 analyses of InP surfaces 1 5 ,16 and interfaces 1 7. The experimental

techniques comprised I-V1 8 and C-V1 9 measurements, ultra-violet, soft X-ray

and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies 12 - 1 4 , (UPS, SXPS and XPS), low ener-

gy electron diffraction2 0  (LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and

sputter profiling2 1- 23 and surface photovoltage spectroscopy2 4 .

The data reveal that the metal-InP interface is not abrupt9 p2 5' 2 6 .
C:

Rather, a number of phenomena occur upon metal deposition including inter-

diffusion13 , reactions which create new interfacial compounds2 6 , defects

formation9 ,25 and removal or addition of gap surface states1 1 . These phe-
C

nomena depends very sensitively on the reactivity of the deposited metal

and can be dramatically altered by extremely thin interlayers of different

metals'0 . In turn, these interfacial processes and properties seem to be

(
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* faces. An extremely important task remains that is to find a correlation

between the interfacial properties of InP and its electrical characteris-

tics, and possibly to extend it to compound semiconductors in general.

In this paper we present results of an extensive study of InP (110)

surfaces covered with thin films and interlayers of various metals with

* different thicknesses. We have endeavoured to find a general pattern of

anion and cation outdiffusion and metal atom indiffusion as a function of

metal type and thickness. We have kept all other experimental parameters

unchanged in order to cancel out any inherent artifacts and causes for mi-

sinterpretation due to the sputtering process. Thus, we were able to probe

the InP-metal interfaces post factuz and compare the results with UPS and

• SXPS data1 2-14 ,2 5,2 6 , which are taken at very low metal coverages during

the buildup of the junction. The experimental techniques we have used are

described in Sec. 2. Sec. 3 presents the experimental results, which des-

cribe well-characterized patterns of redistribution of the semiconductor

and metal constituents at the interfaces as well as the metal surface due

to interdiffusion and reaction, depending on the reactivity of the metal

layer or interlayer. These results are discussed in Sec. 4 and compared

with other results and theoretical predictions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The InP crystals studied were supplied in the form of 5x5x15 mm3 bars

with p - 4.3x101 5 cm- 3 (Zn) by MCP Electronic materials (Alperton, Middle-

sex, England). These were cleaved in a UHV system with a base pressure

,-, , ... .. ... -. .. . . ., . . ..
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< 5xl0-l Torr to expose visually smooth (110) surfaces. These surfaces

were covered with metal layers by deposition from shielded V filament

sources at pressures in the low 10-9 Torr range. The deposition thickness

were monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator. The surfaces were then ana-

lyzed by AES using a double pass CMA and a grazing incidence electron gun.

All spectra were acquired with a 2 keV electron beam energy and 2 eV CHA

modulation voltage. Electron current was restricted to < 2 IhA focused on a

spot 0.1 m in diameter in order to minimize electron beam effects. For

sputter profiling, we used a grazing incidence Ar+ gun operated at 2x10 4

Torr Ar pressure (system Ar background pressure < 3x10-8 Torr), 25 mA emis-

sion current, and 1 keV beam energy which was typically rastered over a 4x4

=2 area on the sample. The electron beam was directed to the center of

the rastered area. Each spectrum was obtained by signal averaging for 100

sec during which the sputtering rate (for Au) was estimated to be about 3

monolayers (ML). Mild annealing (200oC) was carried out using a focussed Quartz halogen

lamp external to the chamber. We also performed angle.integrated SXPS experiments using

synchrotron radiation at the University of Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center and a double

* pass CMA in a similar UHV chamber.

3. RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows an Auger electron spectrum of a typical UHV-cleaved (110)

surface of InP. There are no traces of contaminants on the surface.

However, the P:In peak-to-peak (p-p) height ratio is much higher than the

one shown in Fig. 2 which was obtained from the same crystal after pro-

longed Ar+ bombardment. Fig. 3 is a depth profile of the In and P atomic

cconcentrations as a function of sputtering time. There is a sharp change

++ ,. ,.,+_,, ... _,,'...*..:,,-. '~ . .".. . - . . . .• . . . . . . .... . . .... . . . . . .
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at the surface, followed by a slower decrease (increase) of the P(In) peak

to peak height. The latter is evidence of the phosphorus preferential

sputtering2 2 but the topmost layer behaviour Is a strong indication of a

P-rich surface produced by the cleavage. This is further supported by sur-

face photovoltage measurements1 1  and by comparison with InP (100)

surfaces2 4 . After Ar+ sputtering of the cleaved surface, a constant In/P

peak-to-peak heitht ratio is achieved., In Fig. 3 only, the relative In/P Auger
9 sensitivity was taken to match In and P intensities after prolonged sputtering. Taking the

subsurtace.as representative of the clean, stoichiometric InP, we have adjusted the relative In/P
Auger sensitivity accordingly and used the new sensitivity ratio to normalize all subsequent
depth profiles.

Fig. 4 shows a typical Auger electron spectrum obtained from a 30 A

thick Au film deposited on a UHV-cleaved (110) surface. Besides the Au

peak, In and P are also present. No other peaks can be detected. These

AES Au, P and. In p-p heights were recorded as a. function of sputtering9
time, during 1 keV Ar+ ion-bombardment of a 4x4 mm2 area. The normalized

depth profiles obtained from five different thicknesses of Au films are

shown in Fig. 5. Sputtering and AES parameters are identical for all the

interfaces shown. Several points should be noted: 1. As the Au film

thickness is increased, a redistribution pattern emerges, which indicates a

strong P and In segregation at the free metal surface, small In and no P

concentration within the film (in accordance with their solid

solubilities2 7) and a non-abrupt interface. 2. The phosphorus surface

segregation is up to a factor two higher than the In. 3. The bulk In peak

precedes the bulk P peak when the interface is approached. This is due to

the fact that the In MNN electrons have a larger escape depth than the P

LMM electrons. However, this effect is superimposed on the In excess (or P

deficiency) induced at the interface by the Au deposition. Results pre-

' "C : .. .. - 5 : ' .: ' ' ' ..-.- ' -' -' -" . ." .° ' . .. ' .-.. ' -. ' " " " . . . . . .• • • . . . .... .
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sented later point to this interface redistribution of P as the origin of

the segregated P at the metal surface. 4. The segregated layer is not ap-
0 a

parent at Au thicknesses below 30 A which may indicate that 10 or 20 A are

below a typical threshold thickness for segregation or more probably that

at such thin layers, the transition from the segregated layer to the sub-

strate semiconductor is masked by the inherent escape depth of the Auger

electrons and the width of the disordered layer caused by the sputtering.

We estimate that 10-20 A represent a characteristic depth resolution of the

results. 5. The Au signal is detectable after the In and P signal seem to

have reached their bulk values. This indicates gold in-diffusion simul-

taneously with In and P outdiffusion, a process which is confirmed by re-

sults presented later. 6. The segregated layer shows an almost constant P

concentration, while the In concentration seems to decrease, with increas-

ing Au thickness. We estimate the segregated P layer to be about 10

thick. These results suggest a "floating" process of the excess surface P

on top of the Au film being deposited.

In order to gain insight into the microscopic details of the latter

process, SXPS measurements were carried out under similar experimental con-
t .

ditions. Fig. 6 shows a photoemission spectrum for the In 4d levels for

increasing Au coverage of a URV-cleaved InP (110) surface. We have used a

photon energy of 70 eV in order to obtain maximum surface sensitivity, ana-

lyzing photoelectrons with 50 eV kinetic energy which have a minimal escape

depth. Indeed the spectra show that starting at Au coverages above a mono-

layer the In 4d core level exhibits an initial 0.9 eV shift to lower

binding energies while retaining its spin-orbit splitting. This shift is

C.
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28
* in good agreement with other Au/InP results. Further Au deposition

causes an additional shift until stabilization of the level at 1.05 eV

below the cleaved binding energy state. Such shifts are due to both band

bending and chemical bonding change. Specifically, the results indicate

that Au deposition causes dissociation of the In-P bonds, while covering

the surface with a continuous layer of Au intermixed with metallic In and P

atoms. This is confirmed by the absence of an unshifted In 4d peak. Thus

it seems that some of the dissociated In and P, including the initial ex-

cess P, segregate to the top of the deposited layer. The rest remains at

the interface, creating the concentration gradient from the InP substrate

to the level soluble in the Au film.

These processes may be supported by Fig. 7 which shows the surface0
concentrations of In and P (in percent of their cleaved InP surface concen-

tration) as a function of increasing Au coverage. The concentrations are

obtained by integration of the In 4d and P 2p peak areas, taken by 70 eV

and 175 eV photons, respectively. The initial drop in concentration cor-

responds to a uniform Au-InP interface without substantial interdiffusion,

as compared with the AES findings. However, the SXPS and AES results can
t-

be reconciled by the low sputtering rate of InP, which causes a diffusional

0
broadenina ofjlO A. At Au film thicknesses above 20 A the In

and P maintain a relatively constant concentrations, the P more so and at a

higher level, than the In. The Fig. 7 and 5 data are in good agreement if

the "floating" P is taken into account. The excess P in the SXPS spectra

(Fig. 7) should not be interpreted as a uniform distribution extending

into the Au overlayer.

'_( "" / *P op "."a"
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Additional information regarding the microscopic distribution in the

segregated layer can be obtained by SXPS measurements at different photon

energies, corresponding to different photoelectron escape depths. Table 1

summarizes these results, which are taken on the cleaved surface, on 20 A
Q0

thick, and on 50 A thick Au films as small as on the latter film after mild

annealing. The ratios represent the peak areas taken at 130 eV and 100 eV

for the Au 4f peak, at 175 eV, 150 eV and 140 eV for the P 2p peak at 70 eV

and 40 eV photon energies for the In 4d peaks. Those energies represent

0 0

estimated probing depths of 2-4 1 and 6-8 A respectively and 10-15 A for

the 140 eV photons used to probe the P 2p level. 9 All areas are normalized

to the most surface sensitive peak area, which is taken as unity. These

areas can be compared with the data shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the Au peak

0 0

area ratio is 1:1/2 at 20 A coverage while at 50 A coverage the Au signal

below the surface exhibits a relative increase and has the same area as the

"surface" peak. This is in accordance with the segregation data for Au

given by Figs. 5b and 5d, i.e., the segregated In and P decrease the sur-

face Au concentration. The In ratio shows that at depths of 6-8 9 from the

free Au surface there is a higher In concentration than at the surface it-

self, referred to the cleaved surface ratio. The same trend is seen by the

t 0
P data, but probing deeper (10-15 A) by the 130 eV photons shows a decrease

relative to the cleaved surface ratio. This hints at the possibility that

0
the 10 A thick segregated layer of In and P on the Au film actually has a

spatial distribution which peaks at around 5 A deep, decreases towards the

free Au surface and falls off towards the film "bulk". The microsopic de-

tails at the surface cannot be yielded by AES data due to the fixed escape

depth of the Auger electrons. This particular surface behavior is not en-

- .- -. g L. ..[
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tirely clear at the present time.

Subsequent mild annealing of the 50 1 thick Au film causes an increase

in the Au 4f peak area (not shown), an Increase of the In 4d peak and a de-9
crease of the P-2p peak areas. The variable photon energy results in Table

I suggest that the annealing causes a broadening of the segregated P layer with a preferential

loss of surface P while the surface Au concentration increases. Simultaneously, somewhat

more In diffuses out to the free surface during the annealing process.

A similar segregation and interdiffusion pattern, as encountered in

the gold films, is repeated with other unreactive metals 3 0 . Fig. 8 is an
0

example of a sputter depth profile taken from a 60 A thick Cu film deposit-0
ed on a UHV cleaved (110) surface. Cu is relatively unreactive with InP8 -

Some differences are noted compared with Au: The In segregation is less

evident, the P concentration in the Cu film is higher, and the Cu indiffu-
0

sion is deeper. Regarding the first difference, it is not clear whether

the particular pattern of surface distribution reflects the conclusion ob-

tained from the SXPS segregation data. Also, it is not clear whether the

anion accumulation at the interface is not an artifact of the sputter pro-

file data acquisition. This effect is not repeated in thinner Cu films and

therefore could reflect an enhanced knock-in effect of the phosphorus in

the copper film. As in the Au films, the In and P segregation pattern does

not become evident for Cu thicknesses below 20-30 R.

Dramatic changes in the In and P outdiffusion and segregation patterns
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*at the Au-InP interface are caused by very thin interlayers of reactive me-
0

tals10 . Fig. 9 is a sputter depth profile taken from a 70 A thick Au film
o

deposited on a 2 A thick A] interlayer on a UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface.

The > 1 ML Al interlayer is the only difference in experimental condition

between Fig. 9 and Fig. 5d. Yet the P segregation is totally eliminated.

0 0 0
Similar experiments with Al thicknesses of 5 A, 10 A and 20 A yield the

same result. The In outdiffusion does not seem to be affected by the in-

terlayer. Unfortunately, the Au and the Al Auger peaks fall at approxi-

mately the same energy and could not be resolved, so the exact interlayer

distribution cannot be seen. However, judging from results of other reac-

tive interlayers shown later, it seems that the Au indiffusion is also

unaffected by the interlayer presence.

Q

A similar experiment was carried out using SXPS in order to probe the

initial steps of the interface formation. Fig. 10 shows the In 4d photoem-
0

ission spectra taken by 70 eV photons from a UHV cleaved surface, 2 A Al
p

coverage and subsequent Au coverage with increasing thickness. Deposition

of 2 A of Al causes a 0.3 eV shift of the bulk In 4d level superimposed on

a 0.7 eV shifted In-4d level of the dissociated In. Subsequent Au deposi-

tion leaves the dissociated peak only. The surface P was monitored by ob-

serving the P 2p photomission spectrum. Such SXPS measurements are given

in fig. 11 which was taken, using 175 eV photons, from a UHV-cleaved sur-

0
face before and after 2A Al deposition. The latter case shows considerable

broadening of the peak indicative of surface reaction with Al. Subsequent

Au deposition causes the P 2 p photoemission to fall below the detectable

level.
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* In order to focus on the reactive metal interfacial reaction, SXPS

measurements were performed on InP (110) surfaces covered with increasing A1

film thicknesses. Fig. 12 shows the In 4d photoemission spectra taken by

• 70 eV electrons from a U1EV-cleaved (110) surface covered with an increasing

Al film thickness. Even at the very early stages of Al deposition one

can observe the initial 0.3 eV shift, apparently due to band bending. su-

perimposed on the shifted In d peak indicating dissociated In. These re-

sults suggest that the metallic, dissociated In -floats" on top of the react-

ed Al--Player, segregating to its surface, in agreement with our AES re-

sults. Furthermore, the observation of the In core level associated with

InP even after 8 A Al deposition strongly suggest that the reacted layer

may be discontinuous.

0

Further information about the reacted interfacial layer may be obta-

ined from fig. 13, which shows the Al 2p photemission spectra taken .7 130

* eV photons from a U11V-cleaved InP (110) surface covered with increasing

thiclnesses of Al. At low coverages the Al core level is shifted towards

higher binding energies, strongly painting to Al-P reaction which forms the

thermodynamically favorable AlP compound. At coverages below a monolayer, cluster

formation may also shift the Al 2p peak to higher binding energies 3 1 Subsequent depositions
show the evolution of spectra in which the metallic Al core level emerges. It should be noted
that a mild heat treatment increases the reacted Al "shoulder" (topmost spectrum) indicating a
thicker AI.P layer induced by annealing. This is consistent with recent LEED and AES work of

Kahn et al.3 2

The joint AES and SXPS results suggest a reaction of the Al in-

terlayer with the surface excess P which forms an Al-P compound. This

"chemical trapping" of P creates a layer which may even be discontinuous

but proves to be an excellent barrier for additional P outdiffusion.

(,,, .,, ,,..,.-... . ,. .. . .... .- ,,,: ,.,... . . .. . .-. .. .. . . .. . . . . , . . . .
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Indium is able to diffuse through the reacted layer to segregate at the

free Au surface. The effect on Au indiffusion is difficult to perceive at

such low Al coverages.

A more conclusive support for this process can be given by reactive

metals, other than Al, whose AES peaks can be distinguished from Au.

Fig. 14 is a sputter depth profile of a 70 X Au film on a 10 X Ti interla-

yer deposited on a UHV-cleaved InP surface. Again a total elimination of P

outdiffusion and segregation is noted. The In seems to be unaffected by

the interlayer. As the interface is approached, the Ti LNM peak rises while

the P peak, which has a smaller electron escape depth, lags somewhat be-

hind. The latter seems to stabilize at a certain level, indicative of a

compound formation, in the Ti film. The Au peak also shows a saturated

level in the Ti film indicating a certain solubility in the raacted layer.

Further into the interface, the In and P rise to their bulk levels, while Au

shows definite signs of indiffusion as in the Al interlayer case. A simi-

0 0lar result was obtained with a 5 A thick Ti interlayer, the difference

being a small signal of segregated P at the free Au surface in this case.

C 0
Fig. 15 shows an Auger sputter profile of another 70 A thick Au layer

0

on a UHV-cleaved InP surface with a 20 A thick Ni interlayer. Again the

reactive interlayer proves to be an effective barrier for P outdiffusion,

U
chemically trapping it at the interface, while the In is unperturbed from

following the same outdiffusion trend. However, the Ni interlayer seems to

be also a very strong diffusion barrier for Au, unlike the Ti case. The

deeper Ni concentration "tail" may indicate stronger knock-in effects in

6 4

o .- ,. .** ~ .~oA~ .A .
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this case.

In view of the results yielded by reactive metal interlayera, it is

interesting to note that a 20 A thick Cu interlayer between the Au film and

the InP (110) surface gives the Auger sputter profile shown in Fig. 16.

The interdiffusion and segregation patterns seem to be identical to the

pure Au case. A comparison of Figs. 12 and 13 leads to a realization of

the importance of interlayer reactivity in determining the interface and

free surface chemical composition.

The type of metal interlayer is not the only important factor in

determining interdiffusion. In this study we have focused on UHV-cleaved

surfaces. If these surfaces are ion-bombarded prior to metal deposition,

the results are markedly different. Fig. 17 is a sputter depth profile of
0 0

70 A thick Au film on a 10 A thick Al interlayer deposited on an

Ar+-bombarded (110) surface. The In and P are distributed throughout theS
Au film probably due to a mixture of outdiffusion and film discontinuity.

No segregation pattern is evident and the interface seems to be very ex-

tended. This enhanced interdiffusion due to ion sputtering of the InP sub-

strate in in agreement with results obtained for Al-Si interfaces 3 3

4. DISCUSSION

The results obtained by Auger depth profiling highlight the power of

this technique in obtaining important information about atomic spatial dis-

tribution at metal-semiconductor interfaces after the junction is prepared.
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The inherent interpretational difficulties of AES are avoided by performing

a series of many experiments under identical conditions. Complementary to

SXPS measurements, Auger sputter profiling reveals in-depth information

about the microscopic spatial distribution of the atomic components start-

ing at the metal surface and through the film to the metal-semiconductor

interface and the InP bulk.

9
The results indicate that UHV-cleaved InP (110) surfaces are P-rich.

Such effects have also been observed on cleaved GaAs surfaces 3 . The

P-rich surfaces are affected in a dramatically different way by unreactive

and reactive metals. The results show that Au as a representative of the

former group seems to sink into the topmost layers, dissociating the lat-

tice without reacting with it. The dissociated In and P tend to segregate0
to the top of the Au film and maintain that position apparently by

microdiffusion simultaneously with the deposition process. Increasing

thickness of the Au films shows no detectable P content, but various low9
concentrations of In diffused throughout the Au film itself. This is

in accordance with the published solid solubilities of P and In in Au. 2 7  The variance

in In concentration could be due to small differences in substrate tempera-

ture during deposition. However, the pattern of the In and P surface

segregation appears to gradually decrease as a function of the metal film
0

thickness, especially for thicknesses above 30 A. Below this value the

segregation pattern may be screened by the inherent Auger electrons escape

depth or it may be insignificant due to the segregated layer width itself.

For segregated layers thinner than the overlayer, the effect may cause misinter-

pretation of SXPS data, especially those taken at higher coverages and at a single
wavelength.

.. .- •. , .°... : ' , . . , . -.' . -.. . . . - . . j , . , . *.- ; , - . . . - , . . . . - .
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* A survey of the results for the various thicknesses of Au films leads

us to the conclusion that the Au-InP interface is 10-20 A thick2 6 and that

for Au films above that thickness there is a formation a segregated layer
0

of dissociated In and P about 10 A thick at the free surface. This segre-

gated layer has a peculiar spatial distribution-namely that the dissociated

elements may reach their peak concentration slightly (- 5 A) below the sur-

face proper.

A very different pattern of outdiffusion is observed in the case of

reactive metal deposition. These metals, exemplified by our results with

Al, Ni and Ti, tend to remain on the cleaved surface, and to react strongly

with the phosphorus. This reacted layer creates a strong diffusion barrier

for P which is chemically trapped at the interface. However, the outdiffu-

sion of atcmic In is not perturbed by the reacted layer. The reacted layer
0

itself can be made very thin (several A only) and may not even be continu-

ous but is apparently a very effective chemical trap even if used as an ex-

tremely thin interlayer. If the reactive metal interlayer is discontinuous

it is probably on a microscopic scale. This is emphasized by the results

on Ar+-boabarded surface, where the effects of the interlayer as a barrier

is eliminated (see Fig. 17).

Thus the results on reactive and unreactive metal-InP interfaces de-
V

sonstrate the importance of the chemical and physical interactions in

determining the spatial distribution of the constituents over the formed

junction. The unreactive metals appear to "sweep" the excess P to the free

metal surface and thus leave a P-depleted interface. This type of inter-

o S .
.. % . . .. . , .,
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face has been shown to have higher Schottky barrier heights 9 and surface

state concentrations at the reported Fermi level pinning positions for such

barrierhll, 3 5. The reactive metal interfaces, on the other hand, trap the

anion by chemical reaction while allowing the In to diffuse out. Thus an

In-depleted interface is created, which can be associated with the lower

Schottky barrier heights reported for such junctions 0 ,1 3 .

Our results cannot identify a particular set of defects or other

electrically-active sites as directly responsible for the reported Fermi

level positions. Calculations of energy levels for various surface defects
O 36,37

have to be reported by several research groups in recent years . The

calculations indicate a P vacancy (Vp) level in
3 6 or just below 37 the con-

duction band, an In vacancy (VIn) around midgap and antisite defects (Inp

and Pin ) deep in the InP band gap 3 6. Our results on unreactive metals

could indicate Vp formation at the interface, but such a level cannot ac-

count for the reported higher Schottky barrier heights at unreactive metal

interfaces. Similarly the reactive metal interface results which can

be associated with In depletion (Vin) are not consistent with the lower

Schottky barriers reported on such interfaces. The only level which ap-

pears to be consistent with AES, SXPS and electrical results could be the

Inp level, where In occupies P sites which are vacated by anion segregation

to the free metal surface. One should however bear in mind that these cal-

culations are based on an assumed free, relaxed surface which may be very

far from the disrupted, interdiffused interface, even in the nonreactive me-

tals case. For want of more adequate theoretical treatment, we therefore

limit our conclusions to the role of the metal reactivity in determining

(' ' " / '": ' " ' - "-,. ,,- .:,,', o . • - . ' . - , :."., .-..... ,..."-. .
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the electrical parameters of the junction. This role seems to be dominant

even at extremely low coverages on the UHV-cleaved surfaces. Obviously,

one cannot rule out the possibility of Schottky barrier height determina-

tion by interfacial defects which can include antisite vacancy and inter-

stitial defects or combinations thereof.

0

C
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 AES features of a Ul3E-cleaved InP (110) surface taken with a 2
keV, 2 IJA electron beam focused to a 0.1 - diameter spot and
2 eV CMA modulation.

Fig. 2 AES features taken under same experimental conditions and from
same sample as in Fig. 1 after 40 min. of Ar+ ion bombardment
after a constant In:P p-p ratio had been achieved).

Fig. 3 Normalized AES intensities of P (solid curve) and In (dashed
curve) as a function of sputtering time taken from an initially
UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface.

0

Fig. 4 AES features taken from 30 A thick Au film deposited on a
UV-cleaved InP (110) surface. AES parameters same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5 AES Au, In and P depth profiles for different Au overlayer
thicknesses on a UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface. Sputtering con-
ditions were identical throughout the profiles for al1 five in-
terfaces. Ion beam raster dimensions were 4 by 4 mm'.

Fig. 6 Soft X-ray photoemission spectra of the In 4d core level as a
function of increasing Au deposition on a UV-cleaved InP (110)
surface using hv - 70 eV.0

Fig. 7 Surface concentration of In (open circles) and P (solid circles)
(in percent of cleaved surface In 4d and P 2p peak areas) as a
function of increasing Au coverage using hv - 70 eV and 175 eV,
respectively.

* Fig. 8 AES depth profiles of Gu (triangles), In(solid circles) and
P(open circles) from 60 A Cu film on a UHV-cleaved InP (110) sur-
face.

0

Fig. 9 AES depth profiles of Au, In and P from a 70 A Au film on 2A Al
interlayer on UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface.

Fig. 10 Soft X-ray photoemission spectra of the In 49 core level as a
function of increasing Au deposition on a 2 A Al interlayer on a
UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface using hv - 70 eV.

Fig. 11 Soft X-ray photoemission spectra of the P 2p core level on a
UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface before and after 2 A deposition
using hV -175eV.

Fig. 12 Soft X-ray photoemission spectra of the In 4d core level as a
function of increasing Al deposition on a UHV-cleaved InP (110)
surface using hv -70eV.

Fig. 13 Soft X-ray photoemission spectra of the Al 2p core level as a
function of increasing Al deposition on a UV-cleaved InP (110)
surface using hv =175eV.

.5 ,'/ ***-'.,:... .-.. ,,.:-.......... .....-. \ ,...
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• 0
Fig. 14 AES depth profiles of Au, Ti In and P from a 70 A Au film on a

10 A Ti interlayer on a UHV-cleaved InP (110) surface.

Fig. 15 AES depth profiles of Au, N i, In and P from a 70 A Au film on a
20 A Ni interlayer on a UHV-cleaved (110) surface.

Fig. 16 AES depth profiles of Au (triangles), Cu(squares) In(solid cir-
cles) and P(open circles) from a 70 R Au film on a 20 X Cu inter-
layer on a URV-cleaved InP (110) surface.

Fig. 17 AES depth profiles of Au, In and P from a 70 X Au film on a 10 A
Al interlayer on an ion-bombarded lnP (110) surface.

Table 1 SXPS peak intensity ratios for Au 4f, In 4d, P 2p core levels
(columns 2-4) for different surface coverage (column 1) taken at
their respective photon energies (in parentheses in eV).
Corresponding photoelectron escape depths appear in row 5.

C
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Table 1

Surface coverage 4f '13O)/I'f(100) 1 2p(175)/1I2p(150)/1 2p(140 4p(7 ),4 (0

cleaved 1:12:12 1:1

InP(110)
0

cleaved + 20A Au 1:1/2 1:13:8 1:2
o K +

cleaved + 50A Au 1:1 1:15: 10 1:2.2

cleaved + 50A Au 1:2 1:18:30 1:2

+ annealing
* _ _-- . .. .

0
escape depth (A) 2-4/6-8 2-4/6-8/10-15 2-4/6-8

C
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Cathodoluminescence Spectroscopy Studies of Laser-Annealed Metal-Scmiconductor
0 Interfaces

L.J. Brillson, H.W. Richtert, M.L. Slade, B.A. Weinstein and Y. Shapiratt

Xerox Webster Research Center
• 800 Phillips Road W114

Webster, NY 14580

Abstract

We have extended cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS) to the study of new

compound and defect formation at metal-semiconductor interfaces. CLS provides

evidence for Cu 2S and/or impurity band formation after laser annealing Cu on

UHV-cleaved CdS. Al deposition on UHV-cleaved CdS followed by laser annealing
leads to formation of at least two deep levels distributed at different depths from the
initial interface. The energies, densities and spatial distribution of these levels

depend sensitively on the laser intensity and the presence or absence of particular
metal overlayers. These results demonstrate the utility of CLS in revealing electronic

* features of the buried metal-semiconductor interface while still maintaining depth
resolution on the order of hundreds of A or less.

1. INTRODUCTION

Interface studies by surface science techniques suggest that strong changes in
chemical and electronic structure can take place at the metal-semiconductor

contact. 1-3  In particular, chemical reactions and diffusion at the microscopic
interface and their associated defects, dipoles, and alloy layers can have a profound
influence on the macroscopic Schottky barrier. While many of these effects can

occur near room temperature, they are expected to become more pronounced upon
annealing, and their evolution with temperature is of considerable interest in
understanding Schottky barrier formation and degradation. Unfortunately, surface-

sensitive techniques are not optimum for studies of such evolution, especially for'
changes occurring at "buried" interfaces - i.e., below the free surface of the

overlayer. In this paper, we present results illustrating the use of
cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS) to monitor changes in buried metal-

semiconductor interfaces after pulsed laser annealing. While CLS is a relatively old

-7
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technique 4 whose surface sensitivity has already been demonstrated, 5 we apply it
here for the first time to interface-specific phenomena. Furthermore, by irradiating
metal-semiconductor interfaces with strongly absorbed light from a pulsed excimer
laser, we can induce chemical changes over depths on the order of IO00A. 6 This is

in contrast to the macroscopic changes produced by conventional annealing. As a
result, our interface-specific effects remain spatially microscopic during thermal
processing. We show that with incident electron energies of 0.5 keV to 2 keV, it is

possible to identify chemical and electronic features below the free surface induced
by laser annealing and, by varying the energy, discriminate between electronic states

* distributed at different depths from the free surface with a resolution of only
hundreds of A or less. Thus, CLS provides information unobtainable by standard

surface science techniques while maintaining a microscopic depth resolution.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

CLS experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber (base

pressure p=5X10 "11 Torr) incorporating a variety of characterization techniques.
Figure 1 illustrates schematically the CLS apparatus in vertical cross section.

Specimens mounted on a manipulator are positioned at the common focal point of

both a glancing incidence electron gun and transmitted, focused light from a Leiss

double-prism monochromator. In the CLS experiments, electrons impinging upon

the specimen produce luminescence which is focused by a quartz lens in UHV
* through a quartz window into the monochromator. A S-1 photomultiplier, cooled to

liquid nitrogen temperature, detected the transmitted signal with a sensitivity which

dropped sharply below 1 eV (1.3 gm). In order to filter out light emitted from the

electron gun filament, we chopped the electron beam current and detected the

t. photomultiplier current in phase with a lock-in amplifier. Both the monochromator

scan energies and the signal acquisition were controlled by a Nova 2/10

minicomputer. Incident electron beam energies were varied between 0.5 and 2 keV

to vary the depth of electron excitation. Incident beam currents were kept below
0.1uA to minimize any degradation of the target material.

Photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed using the 4579 A line of Ar* laser,

a Spex 1401 grating monochromator scanned in second order, and another S-1

photomultiplier. Both the incident laser beam and the photoluminscence were

C" transmitted by the same glass window in the UHV chamber. For these experiments,

v, ,* r "* * - - . . ..... . - - " .... . ~ * 4 . . ..
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Cu/CdS interfaces were annealed in UHV by a focused 300 W projcction lamp
* (Sylvania ELH tungsten halogen), resulting in a temperature rise of"200-3000C.

The CdS specimens used were of "ultrahigh purity" single crystals, supplied by
Eagle Picher Industries with resistivities tp to 109 0-cm (carrier concentrations below
1016 cm "3) and single crystals supplied by Cleveland Crystals with nominal resistivity
of I 0-cm. (1-2 x 1016 cm"3 donor concentration). The CdS from Cleveland Crystals
appeared orange in color, while "ultrahigh purity" Eagle Picher CdS exhibited a
yellow hue, the latter due to postannealing of the as-grown material in a S
overpressure.7  This S treatment compensates for the high concentration of S
vacancies in the as-grown material and lowers the associated free electron
concentration. The CdS crystals were cleaved in UHV to obtain smooth, clean
mirror-like surfaces oriented in the (1010) plane.

IC Metals were evaporated from heated tungsten filaments with deposited thickness
monitored by a quartz crystal oscillator. During evaporation, the pressure rose into
the high 10-9 torr or low 10-8 torr range.

We performed laser annealing in UHV by focusing an excimer laser (X = 308 nm, 5
ns pulse width) through a sapphire viewport, onto the UHV-cleaved, metallized
surfaces. The 300 by 600 mm diameter (1/e intensity) spot was rastered across the
outer surface in a serpentine pattern with 100 tim row spacing and at rates such that
each spot received 4 pulses. The rastered beam was also controlled by our
minicomputer using Oriel micropositioners to move the quartz focusing lens (350
mm focal length).

Ill. RESULTS

Cu on CdS

Figure 2 illustrates CL spectra from UHV-cleaved, yellow CdS supplied by Eagle-
Picher Ind. The UHV-cleaved surface before evaporation and laser annealing
exhibits only a single peak at 2.42 eV corresponding to band-edge luminescence at
room temperature. It should be noted that light emitted from the electron gun,
reflected off the target surface and sampled by the collection optics produces a peak
feature at -1.2 eV which is completely removed by phase-sensitive detection. Also
absent are peak features at 1.2 and 1.6 eV which appeared in CL spectra from UHV-
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cleaved CdS provided by Cleveland Crystals (not shown). These orange-colored

I crystals are expected to contain significant concentrations of bulk defects, as
mentioned above. All of the CL results presented in this paper are from "yellow"
CdS supplied by Eagle-Picher Ind. only.

Deposition of 50 A Cu on the UHV-cleaved surface produces no dramatic changes
in luminescence features but an increased background extending to lower energies
below the band edge peak and a weak peak at -1.27 eV. These new features
increase in intensity relative to the band edge luminescence following laser annealing
with an energy density of 0.1 J/cm2 , resulting in a large peak at 1.28 eV. We will

9 discuss the origin of this peak later.

Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of the laser-annealed Cu-CdS CL spectrum on
incident electron energy. As shown, there is a dramatic decrease in the band gap vs

11.28 eV peak luminescence intensity as electron beam energy is reduced. Since
electron scattering lengths decrease with kinetic energies, between 2 and 0.5 keV,8

the lower energy spectra represent excitation preferentially near the laser annealed
free surface. Of course, luminescence transitions occur at depths beyond the

0electron scattering length since electron-hole pairs generated by the incident beam
can diffuse before recombining. The difference in 2keV spectra between Figs. 2 and
3 is due to either beam damage or a time-dependent change in the Cu-CdS interface
resulting from diffusion over the course of one hour.9

We have observed a feature similar to this 1.28 eV peak in photoluminescence
experiments carried out with the 4579 A line of an Ar laser. Instead of pulsed
laser annealing, we used the focused light of a tungsten halogen lamp to promote
Cu/CdS interdiffusion. Figure 4 illustrates photoluminescence spectra obtained for
UHV-cleaved CdS from Cleveland Crystals, before and after Cu deposition and
annealing. For these measurements, the CdS specimens rested on a copper cold
finger of a Lakeshore Cryotronics cryopump. The surface temperature of the laser-
irradiated CdS surface was -500C, as extracted from the 2.54 eV band gap emission.
Other peaks evident in Figure 4 are at 2.03 eV and 1.70 eV and are due to bulk
defects. With the deposition of 100 A Cu and 135 min annealing at 200-3000C (the
error is due to uncertainty in the emissivity of the Cu/CdS surface), a new peak
emerges at 1.26 eV with a 0.1 eV FWHM. The energy of this peak corresponds

C almost exactly to the peak induced by pulsed laser annealing in Figs. 2 and 3 but has

t .. . ° .. ' -. ° .. ' -. ' .. ' -.- " o ' .' - ' -. ° . " o ',' . . ' , "'", '' . ' - . . '' . '' 4 ° "
° . " • ' ' '
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a narrower width due to the lower specimen temperature. The signal to noise ratio
of this Cu-annealed peak in photoluminescence is much worse than that evident for
the corresponding CLS peak in Figs 2 and 3. This is due in large measure to the
larger absorption depth (-600 A at 4579 A) for photoluminescence vs CLS. With an
additional 185 min. annealing, the 1.26 eV peak diminishes relative to the 1.67 eV

* peak and a large new feature at 2.36 eV. Besides its lower sensitivity to new surface
features, photoluminescence spectroscopy provides no straightforward method to
vary the depth of excitation significantly.

Al on CdS

Different luminescence features appear for Al on CdS after laser annealing. Figure
5 shows that, as with the Cu-CdS case, room temperature deposition of Al produces
no new features below the band gap energy. The UHV-cleaved surface exhibits
weak peak structures at 1.3 eV and 1.65 eV which may be due to residual damage
produced during cleavage. These weak structures increase dramatically upon laser
annealing at an energy density of 0.1 J/cm2. A subsequent laser anneal at 0.2 J/cm 2

decreases these features relative to the gap luminescence peak. The correspondence
* of the 1.65 eV with one of the bulk photoluminescence features in Figure 4 coupled

with the reduction of both 1.3 and 1.65 eV peaks by further pulsed laser annealing
suggest that both of these peaks are due to lattice damage.
The energy dependence of the CL spectra provide further information about these

O damage-related peaks. At 0.1 /cm 2 , comparison of 05. and 2keV spectra in Fig. 6a

reveals that the 1.3 eV and 1.65 eV transitions both occur preferentially near the
specimen surface. Band gap luminescence appears in the 2 keV but not the 0.5 keV
spectrum, indicating a large change in defect density between the volumes sampled

t: with these two excitation energies. Furthermore, we observe a large increase in the
1.3 eV peak relative to the 1.65 eV peak at 0.5 keV. This suggests that the 1.3 eV
transitions occur closer to the surface than do the 1.65 eV transitions.

The spatial distribution of these transitions changes with additional laser annealing.
Furthermore, the 1.3 eV peak shifts to 1.35 eV. Fig. 6b shows that a preferential
enhancement of the 1.3 eV peak does not occur for the 0.5 keV spectrum. In
addition, the enhancement of both peaks relative to the band edge luminescence is
not as large as observed in Figure 6a. These differences indicate that the 0.2 ./cm2

(
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results in a decrease in the defect density near the surface and that the density of
* defects associated with the 1.35 eV luminescence decreases relative to the 1.65 eV

luminescence as well. Thus, the CL technique permits us to distinguish between
lattice defect features with different depth distributions and to monitor changes in
these distributions with thermal processing.

Discussion

Several possibilities can account for the spectral features produced by Cu deposition
and annealing. These include the formation of: a) a Cu-S compound, b) a Cu

* impurity level deep within the CdS band gap, c) bulk defect levels, and d) Cu
impurity - lattice defect complexes. Strong evidence for compound formation arises
from cathodoluminescence studies of bulk Cu2S10 which exhibit a peak at 1.26 eV
with a FWHM of 0.12 eV at 300oK. At 770K, this peak shifts to 1.28 eV with a
FWHM of 0.09 eV. With the slight exception of the 0.2 eV FWHM for the room
temperature CLS peak, the Ref. 10 results are in agreement with our CLS and
photoluminescence measurements. Our CLS peak could be broadened by lattice
disorder which smears the band edges.

Cu impurity levels can not be ruled out in explaining the Figure 2 through 4 results.
Cu diffuses rapidly through CdS11 and may establish an equilibrium between
interstitial and substitutional Cu during the diffusion.12  Depending upon the
impurity (acceptor) relative to the bulk donor concentration, Cu may exhibit
luminescence transitions at 1.2 eV (low concentration) and 1.5 eV (high
concentration). 13,14 Fluorescence emission of Cu-doped CdS exhibits 800K peaks at
1.57 eV, 1.18 eV, and 0.75 eV15 - the latter outside our spectral range. The 1.18 eV
peak has a FWHM of 0.24 eV but differs significantly from our 1.28 eV peak. Figs.
2 and 3 show no evidence for the 1.57 eV Cu transition. Interstitial Cu donors have
been associated with a level 0.27 eV below the conduction band. 16 We see no
evidence for transitions from this level at 2.42 - 0.27 = 2.15 eV. Thus supporting
evidence for identifying the 1.28 eV CLS peak with a Cu impurity alone is rather
limited.

Native defects created by annealing must be considered as well. For example, the
1.7 eV peak in Figure 4 has been identified with a S vacancy while the 2.35 eV
feature is associated with a S interstitial. 7,' 18 These transitions are also observed

|I,-
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after Ar bombardment of UHV-cleaved CdS. 19 A more recent luminescence

* studies attributes the 1.7 eV transition to a complexed S interstitial.20  Other

transitions relevant to our results include 2.05 eV and 1.20 eV fluorescence bands

attributed to Cd interstitials and vacancies respectively.21 A 1.20 eV peak has also

been associated with CLI in a particular ionization state22 as well as with Cu

interstitials associated with Cd vacancies.23 Given the single peak observed for laser-

annealed CuI on CdS, and the excellent agreement with the cathodoluminescence

peak energy of Cu 2S, we believe that Cu 2S formation is the most likely explanation
of the many possibilities discussed.

The two peaks produced by pulsed laser annealing of A] on CdS are evidence that a

different interaction has occurred from that of Cu or CdS. Unlike the Cu/CdS case,

one can not argue for compound formation since the Al2 S3 absorption edge lies at

3.7-4.1 eV24 and no CLS structure is observed in that region (not shown). The

absence of such structure could be due to quenching by lower energy transitions.
More likely, however, the annealing of Al on CdS results in the formation of CdS

native defects. Halsted et a115 list luminescence transitions for native defects at 1.4

and 1.7 eV at 800k, consistent with our CLS peaks at room temperature. These

0peaks are also similar to the structure evident after cleavage, which can be attributed

to mechanical damage. Furthermore, the reduction of these peak intensities with

additional heating suggests lattice disorder which is being reduced by thermal

annealing. The 1.65 eV peak can also be related to Al doping of CdS. Susa et a125

propose Al complexed with a Cd vacancy to account for a 1.65 eV

photoluminescence peak at 770K. Such a defect complex could contribute along
with a native defect to the CLS peak at 1.65 eV, particularly for the 0.1 J/cm2 case in

which this peak is dominant. It is likely that defects form which are related to a S

deficiency near the semiconductor surface since we observe evaporation of S from

the AI/CdS interface during pulsed laser annealing. We detect such evaporation

from the appearance of S vapor (amu 32) as measured by a residual gas analyzer.
The different density and spatial distribution of two laser-induced defects is not

surprising given the atomic diffusion out of the crystal and chemical interactions at,

the microscopic metal-semiconductor interface. The variation in CLS features

between Figs. 2, 3, 5, and 6 emphasize that the distribution and density of defect

complexes and chemical products depends sensitivitely on both the chemical nature

of metal overlayer as well as on the annealing conditions.
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The spectral data presented here suggest that CLS can be effectively applied to the
* analysis of metal-semiconductor interactions - especially "buried" interfaces at

elevated temperatures for which chemical interactions can produce new interfacial
phases and electrically-active sites extending over nanometers or more.
Furthermore, CLS can be spatially localized to analyze particular surface features.

The CLS technique has relatively high depth resolution (e.g., nanometers) despite
the fact that injected electrons can produce lower energy secondaries which diffuse
before recombining radiatively. The depth resolution of luminescence can be
estimated from the depth resolution of backscattered secondary electrons as
measured by scanning electron microscopy. Fractional backscattering measurements
of Cosslett and Thomas26 for normal incidence yield an extrapolated variation from
100 A for 2 keV to less than 20 A for 0.5 keV. In fact these measurements represent
upper limits. Monte Carlo calculations of Murata27 show lower values for the
glancing incidence irradiation employed in our experiment.

Cathodoluminescence has a number of problems which can complicate any
quantitative analysis. These include a dependence of relative peak amplitudes on

* injection level, a dependence of cross section for luminescence on incident energy,
thermal effects and other electron beam damage, as well as on an exact
determination of electron range at particular incident angles. On balance, however,
the CLS may prove useful in characterizing metal-semiconductor interfaces since it

* can provide information on basic mechanisms of Schottky barrier formation and
changes under various process conditions - fundamental issues which are far from
understood.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Schematic experimental arrangement for cathodoluminescence (CL)
spectroscopy Linder ultrahigh vacuum conditions.

Figure 2 CL spectra obtained with 2 keV electrons incident on UHV-cleaved
* CdS(1120), after in-silu deposition of 50 A Al, and after in-situ laser

annealing with increasing energy density 0.1 J/cm2.

Figure 3 CL spectra as a function of incident electron energy for UHV-cleaved
* CdS(1120) with a 50 A Cu overlayer, laser-annealed with energy

density 0.1 J/cm2 .

Figure 4 Photoluminescence spectra for UHV-cleaved CdS(1120) before and
after deposition of Cu overlayers and annealing. The 100 A Cu/CdS

C' interface was annealed by a focussed 300 W projector lamp, first for

135 min, then for an additional 180 min. Excitation source was a 100
mW, 4579 A line of an Ar + laser.

* Figure 5 CL spectra obtained with 2 keV electrons incident on UHV-cleaved
CdS(1120), after in-situ depositon of 50 A Al;, and after in-situ laser
annealing with increasing energy density.

Figure 6 CL spectra as a function of incident electron energy for UHV-cleaved
CdS(1120) with a 50 A Al overlayer, laser-annealed with energy density
a) 0.1 J/cm2 and b) 0.2 J/cm2.
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AdvancesiL_Characterizing and Con trolling M etal-Semiconductor Intcrfaces*

L. J. Brillson

Xerox Webster Research Center

800 Phillips Rd. W-114

Webster, NY 14580

Abstract
S

We have used a variety of novel approaches in characterizing metal-semiconductor
interfaces - soft X-ray photoemission spectroscopy with interlayers or markers,
surface photovoltage spectroscopy cathodoluminescence spectroscopy, coupled with
pulsed laser annealing - to reveal new systematic- between interface chemical and
electronic structure. The chemical basis for these interfacial properties suggest new
avenues for controlling electronic structure on a microscopic scale.

L. INTRODUCTION

With the application of surface science techniques to the study of metal-
semiconductor interfaces, considerable progress has been achieved in understanding
the interactions which take place at the microscopic junction and their influence on
macroscopic electronic properties. 1-6 In particular, it is now generally accepted that
the extrinsic electronic states of a metal-semiconductor interface - e.g. those due to
some interaction between metal and semiconductor - rather than any intrinsic states
present at the semniconductor surface-dominate the Schottky barrier formation.
Considerable evidence for these conclusions has been derived from contact

*This work reported here was carried out in collaboration with C. F. Brucker, A.

Katnani, M. Kelly, G. Margaritondo, H. Richter, Y. Shapira, M. Slade, and N. G.
Stoffel.
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potential, 7.8 surface photovoltage, low energy electron loss, 9 ,10, UV, 12,13 and soft X-
* ray photoemission spectroscopies. 14 "21  With these techniques, research groups

around the world have round strong charge transfer and atomic redistribution

occuring with the deposition of only a few monolyers or less of deposited metal on

clean, ordered semiconductor surfaces. Thus related phenomena such as chemicalK reactions, diffusion, formation of defects, dipoles, and alloy layers at the metal-
semiconductor interface are observed which can account for Schottky barrier

formation on an atomic scale. Within the last few years, this body of work has been

extended to reveal further evidence that the strength and nature of chemical bonding

plays a key role in forming interface electronic properties.

Our group has used soft x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (SXPS) to show that

substantial differences exist between chemistry at metal interfaces with [I-Vt versus

[Il-V compounds. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) with depth profiling reveals

pronounced segregation of anion and cation to the free metal surface and "chemical

trapping" which depend strongly on metal-semiconductor reactivity. This chemical

trapping leads to anion accumulation at the interface which can be associated with
lower Schottky barrier heights. Surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPS) provides

direct observation of gap states at UHV-cleaved, metal-deposited, and wet-
chemically-treated InP surfaces which correlate with the Fermi level pinning. For

metals on Si, depth-dependent and marker studies of SXPS core levels demonstrate

that atomic redistribution depends strongly on local chemical bonding and solubility.

In some cases (e.g., Al-Si), more abrupt and lower resistance contacts than

conventionally available may be prepared by UHV techniques.

The chemical basis for these interface properties suggests new avenues for

controlling electronic structure on microscopic scale. These new directions invclveK modifying the diffusion and reaction processes which normally occur at the

interfaces, either by introducing new chemical species (i.e., reactive interlayers2 2 or

gas ambients23), processing the metal-semiconductor interface at elevated

temperatures and times sufficient to produce novel atomic rearrangment, or a

combination of both. Another alternative not to be considered here involves

epitaxial growth of interfacial structures having desired band gap, internal electric

field, barrier, and doping density characteristics. 24,25 In order to prepare localized

reacted layers with new dielectric properties without resorting to molecular beam
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epitaxy or metallorganic chemical vapor deposition26 techniques, we have employed
pulsed lasers to anneal metal films on Il1-V and Il-VI compound semiconductors.
The new reacted species and electrically active impurity and defect levels induced
can be analyzed in situ through relatively thick (20-50) metal overlayers using
cathodoluminescence spectroscopy. Coupled with the other surface science
techniques, these methods provide a means to characterize buried interfaces before
and after high temperature annealing. Further the systematics uncovered provide
new data with which to understanding and perhaps predict the corresponding
changes in electronic properties.

2. SYSTEMATICS OF III-V VS. II-Vl COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTOR/
METAL INTERFACE CHEMISTRY

A variety of ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) techniques have shown that diffusion of
anions and cations can occur at room termperature from a compound semiconductor
into a metal overlayer .27 29 For llI-V compound semiconductors, the stoichiometry
of this outdiffusion is sensitive to the chemical reactivity with the metal. Fig. 4
shows that the stoichiometry varies from anion-rich to cation-rich with increasing
metal-anion heat of reaction AHR.30 AH R values were calculated per metal atom
for the reaction

M + (I/x)CA -- (l/x) [Mx A + C] (1)

so that

AHR = (/x) [HF (CA) - HF: (MxA) l  (2)

where AHR is the difference in heat of formation3l' 33 HF for a compound
semiconductor CA and the most stable metal-anion product MxA, normalized per
metal atom. In Fig. 4, the stoichiometry was measured as the ratio of integrated P
2p to In 4d core level intensities, as determined from SXPS. The difference is
stoichiometry becomes more apparent with increasing thickness of deposited metal.
The Fig. 4 inset 34 illustrates the AH Rj associated with many of these metals, as well
as their correlation with Schottky barrier heights 0SW 35 Fig. '4 demonstrates that,
anion (cation) rich diffusion corresponds to unreactive (reactive) outdiffusion and
high (low) n-type OSB-

i ." "" ".''. .- " ".'.','.' .'-,' ,' '-," .. -. ' -" .... . .'. -... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•....-.- •..-.. . ...- .. ,-. .-. .. .-. .'
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Using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) with sputter depth-profiling, we have
found an accumulation or deficiency of anion atoms at the formed metal-
semiconductor interface depending on whether the interface couple are reactive or
unreactive.36 For 70A Au on InP (110), Fig. 2a shows a P excess on the surface but
an apparent excess of In within the Au interface and at the interior interface. Fig.

* 2b illustrates the effect of "reactive" metal interlayers on the In and P outdiffusion.
Here the presence of a Ti interlayer results in a complete attenuation of P within Au
film and at the free Au surface. Significantly however, the P intensity exceeds that
of the In at the position of the Ti film (e.g., the metal-semiconductor interface).

* Analogous behavior occurs for other Ni and Ti interlayer thicknesses as well as for
Al interlayers. Thick overlayers of reactive metals also produce preferential
decreases of P relative to In in comparison to unreactive metals such as Au, Cu, or
Ag.37

Our studies of chemical interdiffusion and reaction at metal/Ill-V compound
semiconductor interfaces suggest a chemical basis for their Schottky barrier
formation. For this class of semiconductors, the OS11 values tend to fall into two
energy categories. For the case of InP, the I-V data compiled by Williams et. al.34

0 indicates a high and low energy range which are well-separated. For other llI-V
compounds such as GaP,35 GaAs,38 and narrower gap semiconductors,39 the energy
separation is smaller but nevertheless recognizable. The presence of two "plateau"
values of OSB with few if any intermediate values for different metals suggests that

* the semiconductor Fermi level EF is "pinned" at either of two levels within the band
gap. A number of semiconductor defect models have been proposed to account for
the formation of similar 0SB with different adsorbates on Ill-V compounds,40 45

although emphasizing a single pinning position for all adsorbates on the same n-type
( or the same p-type surface.44.43 Several theoretical approaches have been employed

to calculate the energies of simple native defects and defect complexes and are
reviewed at this Conference by J. D. Dow and coworkers.46 Nevertheless, very little
information exists regarding the detailed nature of such defects. The data in Figs. 1
and 2 provide at least an indication of which defects are not likely (i.e., P vacancies
at the P-rich Ti-InP interface) to form and contribute to Fermi level pinning.
Furthermore, the separation of OSB levels into reactive and unreactive regimes35

provides the basis for predicting and indeed controlling Schottky barriers on the
basis of chemistry - as will be discussed later.
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3. CONTROL OF II-VI AND IIl-V COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTOR
BARRIERS

0
The Il-VI compounds exhibit a qualitative difference in interface chemical behavior
with respect to III-V compound semiconductors.47.48 In addition, SXPS data for a
large set of II-VI compounds shows that II-VI chemical behavior varies with
compound ionicity, resembling III-V behavior with decreasing ionicity.49,50 A major
difference between these two classes of compounds is that the stoichiometry of
outdiffusion does not appear to reverse with reactive vs. unreactive metals on the II-
VI's as it does on the Ill-V's. Both semiconductor classes exhibit anion-rich
outdiffusion into unreactive metals, but reactive metals appear to enhance anion
outdiffusion and retard cation outdiffusion for many II-VI compounds instead of
chemically trapping the anion as for Ill-V compounds.48 Fig. 3 demonstrates that
chemical behavior at I1-VI/metal interfaces can vary, depending upon the
semiconductor. Here SXPS anion and cation core level intensities have been
normalized to their cleaved surface values. For Al interlayers between UHV-cleaved
CdS (1010) surfaces and Au overlayers (Fig. 3a and b), the level of cation (Cd)
outdiffusion decreases with increasing interlayer thickness at a given overlayer
thickness while the anion levels increase. CI interlayers produce a similar
enhancement for CdS and CdSe. 29 For the same overlayer (Au) - interlayer (Al)
depositions on ZnSe, a less ionic I-VI compound, the level of cation (Zn) again
decreases in Fig. 3c. However, Fig. 3d shows that the anion (Se) intensity decreases
-as well, similar to behavior of III-V compounds. The behavior of all other 11-V!
compounds resembles that of either CdS or ZnSe Furthermore, the effect of the
reactive metal interlayer varies monotonically with the semiconductor ionicity,49,50

producing the most "chemical trapping" for the least ionic compound ZnTe and
increasing the effect of reactive outdiffusion in the sequence ZnTe, CdTe, ZnSe,
CdSe, ZnS, and CdS.48

The absence of Il-VI stoichiometry reversal in our photoemission studies and wider

OSi range of I-VI vs. 111-V compound semiconductor/metal interfaces suggest that
factors other than defect pinning can play a role in Il-VI Schottky barrier formaton.
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One such factor is a doping of the interface by localized cations.29,51.52 The anion
* diffusion promoted by reactive metals leaves a preferentially cation-rich region near

the metal-semiconductors interface. Dissociated cation features have been detected
in photoemission spectra tbr Al on CdS,53 CdSe29, CdTe47 and the Zn
chalcogenides,47 and CLI on CdS.29,54  Since a cation excess within the

* semiconductor strface results in an increase in doping density, reactive metal
overlayers and interlayers on 11-VI compound semiconductors can give rise to a high
doping and sharp band bending near the semiconductor surface. If this band
bending reduces the width of the surface space charge region to the point at which

* tunneling occurs, then it can reduce the effective Schottky barrier height.

This rapid band bending is indeed observed for reactive interlayers of Al between
Au and CdSe or CdS.12 For example, a comparison of the Se 3d core linewidth for
low surface sensitivity (hv=70eV, escape depth = 90-100A) vs high surface
sensitivity (hu = 130 eV, escape depth = 6-10A) reveals an anomalous broadening
when the subsurface Se contributes to the photoemission. Furthermore, such
broadening is absent for Au-CdSe or AI-CdSe interfaces without an interlayer.
Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements of the interfaces with Al interlayers reveal
a narrowing of the surface space charge region and an increase in doping
density 12,56

The extent of the doping can be controlled by the thickness of the reactive
* interlayer, leading to dramatic effects on the measured Schottky barrier height. Fig.

4 shows that very thin interlayers of Al between Au and UHV-cleaved CdS (1010)
can change the Schottky barrier from 0.8eV to "ohmic". The softening of the
otherwise rectifying characteristic requires only 2A Al and appear to be controllable
by even smaller (randomly distributed) Al deposits. Presumably, thicker Al deposits
on CdS narrow the Schottky barrier width to zero. Williams et. al. has reported
similar barrier lowering by Al interlayers for Au-CdTe interfaces as well. 57

Control of Schottky barrier heights at metal/Ill-V interfaces is possible using
reactive metal interlayers as well as gas ambients. For example, introducing a 10A
Al interlayer between Au dots or UHV-cleaned InP (110) produces a 0.1eV OSB
decrease relative to Au-[nP diodes without interlayers on the same semiconductor
surface.30 Montgomery et al. have described substantial decreases of lnP-Au and Ag

,,-
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barriers with exposure of InP to H2S, Cl or H20.58,59 Massies ei a. have reported a
*P 0.4eV modulation ofthe AI-GaAs (100) Oslt by H2S exposure.60,61 Grant et al. have

used different surface treatments to produce at least fbur different pinning levels for
Gats (110) and (100) which can range over 0.7eV - half the band gap.62

SXPS core level and electrical measurements appear to rule out localized doping at
metal/reactive metal interlayer/llI-V interfaces. Thus, localized cation doping
provide an additional mechanism which extends the range of II-VI but not III-V OSB
values, as observed experimentally.39 Nevertheless, metal interlayers do affect the
Schottky barrier values significantly and it appears that alternative processing by
ambient gases can produce even larger shifts in the Fermi level pinning.

Associated with different surface treatments of compound semiconductors are
surface states with different energies within the band gap. For example, surface
photovoltage spectroscopy (SPS) and AES studies of UHV-cleaved (110) and
chemically-treated (100) InP reveal direct optical transitions to and from a variety of
states which correlate with Fermi level pinning behavior. These transitions can be
identiied from the slope changes of the SPS featltues.63 Figure 5 illustrates SPS

* features for lnP (100) surfaces after etching in Br2-methanol, Br2-methanol, Br2-
methanol plus KAg (CN)2 aqua-regia, aqua-regia plus Ag or Au, aqua-regia plus
1012 Langmuir oxygen exposure, as well as Ar+ bombardment. 64  With the
exception of Br2-methanol and aqua-regia which produce similar spectra, each

o treatment results in a unique distribution of surface states. Thus Br2 methanol
etching produces states at 1.05eV above the valence band Ev, while subsequent
immersion of the etched surface in KAg (CN)2 - shifts this state and yields an
additional state at 1.25ev below the conduction band Ec. Deposition of Au or Ag
produce states at energies in good agreement with observed Fermi level E1, position
of the macroscopic Schottky barrier.34

AES results indicate significant changes in stoichiometry and chemical bonding
between the various surfaces in Fig. 5. The state produced by KAg (CN)2 can be
associated with formation of a volatile P compound and an In oxide surface layer.'
This layer provides an explanation for the reduced recombination velocity produced
by KAg (CN)2 treatment.65 Ar+ bombardment removes these features completely,
thereby, demonstrating their surface nature. Coupled with the SPS effects are

..t'. *-
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changes in surface work rfnction, consistent with Er shifts. Tile three chemically-
li* etched surfaces are all P-deficient, yet each exhibit a unique set of multiply-bonded

P features. UHV-cleaved surfaces exhibit cleavage-dependent features and
stoichiometry changes which can even affect the sign of' band bending within the
surface space charge region. SPS characterization provides a link between surface

* electronic states and chemical structure. Furthermore, the variation of electronic
batures with surface chemical preparation can account for the substantial effect of
interfacial chemical processing on the Schottky barriers discussed above.

4. CHARACTERIZATION AND CONTROL OF METAL-Si INTERFACES

Another example of characterization and control of metal-semiconductor interfaces
arises from SXPS studies of Al on Si. This interface is of widespread technological
interest because of the widespread use of Al as interconnects in integrated circuit
structures.65  Despite the massive diffusion reported for the Al-Si interface at
relatively low temperatures (400-450"C), SXPS core level spectra reveal that the Al-
Si interface is abrupt to within only a few atomic layers at temperatures of 2000C or
more. Fig. 6 illustrates Si 2p core level spectra taken as a function of (a) deposited
Al thickness at constant photon energy hu (130eV) and (b) hv at constant thickness

, (20A).66  At hv = 130eV, photoelectrons excited from Si 2p core levels have a
scattering length xe of only 4-6A 67 and therefore yield highly surface-sensitive core
level spectra. For Ae=120; 110, and 107eV, Xe = 6-10A, 10-20A, and 20-50A
respectively, so that Fig. 6b represents 20A Al on Si (111) with variable depth
resolution. The initial deposition of IA Al on Si in Fig, 6a produces a core level
shift to lower binding energy, consistent with an increase in n-type band bending.
Further deposition attenuates the F intensity and produces a shoulder at lower
binding energy due to Si segregated at the free Al surface. The escape depth-
dependent spectra in Fig. 6b confirm this relatively small segregation for the case of
20A Al or Si (111). As h, decreases, the escape depth increases. The surface
contribution becomes a small portion of the sampled volume, and the shoulder
disappears almost completely. This behavior is in contrast to metals such as Au, for
which Si diffuses throughout the metal overlayer, and for which special features due
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to the diffused Si do not change appreciably with probe depth. 68 Except for some
* increased Si segregation to the free Al surface, the SXPS Al-Si spectra do not change

appreciably with elevated temperatures Lip to 6000C, near the Si-Al eutectic
temperature of 5770C. Only above this point did we observe extensive Si-Al
interdiffusion. At lower temperatures, SXPS data indicated negligible Si mixing

* within the Al overlayer, consistent with the low solubility of Si in Al.69

We performed marker experiments to identify the diffusing species for the limited
Al-Si interdiffusion.68 The marker layer between the metal and semiconductor was
a 1A layer of Ni, chosen for its strong bonding to Si.70 Only a monolayer was used
in order to minimize any effects on the interdiffusion process itself. These
experiments are analogous to marker studies carried out via Rutherford
backscattering and AES except that movement on a monolayer rather than a mirror
scale is being probed. The movement of Si into the metal overlayer vs the
movement of metal into the Si was monitored by the SXPS intensity ratio [sj2P/I Ni 3d

as a function of metal overlayer thickness. An increase in these ratios corresponds to
diffusion of metal atoms past the Ni layer into the Si lattice. As shown in Fig. 7, the
deposition of Al and Au lead to opposite changes in the lSi2P/ INi3d ratio68. In the
case of Al, the overall increase indicates Si outdiffusion only. For AL on Si, the
decrease followed by an increase suggests that Au first diffuses into Si with the first
few monolayers followed by predominantly Si diffusion into the Au overlayer at
higher coverages. The qualitatively diifferent results for Au and Al suggest that the

* thin Ni marker does not significantly alter the interdiffusion processes.

The marker results for Al-Si interdiffusion are particularly significant since they
coincide with predictions of the Si-Al binary phase diagram 69 - namely, that Al has
no solubility in Si and that Si has but a limited solubility in Al below 5770C. Given
the latter property, the SXPS results shown in Fig. 6 become significant since they
confirm the limited interaction between Al and Si at temperatures below their
eutectic point.

AES sputter depth profiles of thicker Al films on Si confirm the relatively abrupt
nature of the Al-Si interface and suggest an explanation for more conventional
results. Fig. 8a exhibits the depth profile for 200A Al deposited in UH\4 on Si (100)
after a 12500C preanneal and a 4000C, 30-min post-anneal for 30 min 66. The
preanneal is known to yield clean, highly-ordered Si surfaces. Even after the post-

(
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anneal, the Al-Si interface width (here taken between 10% - 90% At and Si limits) is
200-400A, e.g. orders of magnitude more abrupt than measured for conventionally-
prepared interfaces.

By way of contrast, Fig. 8b demonstrates the effect of intentionally disordering the Si
Surface prior to Al deposition with a 5kV Ar+ bombardment. As shown, Si diffuses
through the A) overlayer with no evident attenuation. The resultant Si concentration
in Al is 100 times its solid solubility at 4000C. Thus lattice disorder, strain and/or
Ar+ intersitials produced by Ar+ bombardment promote a massive outdiffusion
into Al. These results suggest that contact interpenetration of the semiconductor,
one of the limiting factors in preparing submicron devices, may be overcome without
the need for complex metallic diffusion barriers. Indeed, we have been able to form
ohmic contacts between Al-Si which are abrupt on a scale of nonometers simply by
depositing Al on preannealed Si in UHV.

5. LASER ANNEALED METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACES

Another approach to controlling chemical and electronic properties at metal-
semiconductor interfaces is to prepare localized reacted layers with new dielectric

* properties. Using pulsed laser annealing, metal films on compound semiconductors
can be heated to their melting point and reacted without substantial diffusion taking
place. For example, using pulsed UV excimer lasers, such results are acheivable
because of the short pulse widths (5n see), fast thermal relaxation (-100n sec), and
associated shallow absorption depths (-1000A). We have studied the systematics of
such laser-induced interface reactions and have been able to produce new interfacial
phases over only a few hundred A or less. Figure 9 shows the Al 2p SXPS core level
spectra for 20A Al on UHV-cleaved lnP as a function of input energy density71.
Besides the major contribution from the metallic Al, we observe.a wing of significant
intensity at lower kinetic energy. This spectrum agrees with earlier observations
which indicate that Al reacts with the InP substrate and Al-P bands are formed at
the AI-InP interface. With increasing energy density, we observe little or no change
in the Al 2p (or the In 4d and P 2p) spectra at 0.1 J/cm2 , a shift to higher binding

,. ,. ............... . .............
,""' .s'
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energy of the major Al 2p intensity distribution between 0.17 J/cm2 and 0.3 J/cm2,
0 and a reappearance of the In4d and P2p substrate features (not shown) for higher

energy densities. Thus we find an energy window in which it is possible to react the
entire Al overlayer without disrupting the surface morphology. Contrary to laser-
annealing experiments of free III-V semiconductor surfaces, we find no significant

• loss of anion.

AES sputter profiling of the laser-anncaled metal-semiconductor interface
demonstrates the highly localized structure of the reacted layer. Fig. 10 illustrates

0 the spLitter-depth profile of a 50A Al overlayer in InP annealed with an energy
density of 0.14 J/cm2 72. We observe a slight In segregation at the surface, a region
of constant composition (8-32 min) sputter time, a very gradual decrease in Al
concentration (40-80 min) and a rather sharp drop-off of the Al concentration above
80 min. This rapid drop is remarkably abrupt, considering the expected smearing of
the Al boundary by the anion beam mixing and because the surface was annealed by
multiple laser shots. The A] concentration above 100 min sputter time i an Lipper
limit and is considered negligible. Given the average Al concentration of 25% orthe
initial 50A Al deposit, we may conclude that the reaction and diffusion of the Al0
overlayer is well defined with a steep edge and is localized to a depth of 200A. The
formation of thin reacted layers at metal-semiconductor interfaces may provide a
new method for controlling Schottky barriers if one can obtain desirable dielectric
properties. For AI/InP interfaces annealed by a pulsed excimer laser, J-V
characteristics with Al cover electrodes indicate substantial changes in apparent
barrier height, interface state density, and ideality factor which require further
analysis73. Such characteristics may depend sensitively on the detailed conditions of
pulsed laser annealing.

6. "BURIED" METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACES

While considerable progress has been made in characterizing metal monolayers on
semiconductors by surface sensitive techniques, new approaches must be developed
to probe the "buried" interface tinder thick metal overlayers. Such analysis is

r
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particularly important in characterizing chemical and electronic structure of
0 interfaces at elevated temperature, for which chemical interactions can easily extend

over hundreds of A or more. The associated changes at the initial contact can be

detected only by techniques which probe below the free surface, and to detect
features at particular -depths require even further control. Raman spectroscopy has

0 recently been extended to studying new interfacial phases at annealed compound
sem iconductor 74 and Si/meta175 interfaces. Electric field-induced Raman scattering
may also provide a measure of the band bending within the semiconductor's surface
space charge region. Inverse photoemission spectroscopy provides another method

0 for observing band structure via electron-beam induced luminescence. We have
used a lower energy luminescence technique cathodoluminescence spectroscopy
(CLS) - to demonstrate the value of subsurface interface analysis. Fig. 11 exhibits
CLS spectra for UHV-cleaved CdS (1010) before and after 50A Au deposition and

(t" pulsed laser annealing.76  The peak feature 4t 2.42eV is due to the band gap
luminescence of CdS. Au deposition produces only a mild increase in signal at
subgap energies, especially at -1.3eV. Pulsed laser annealing (5ns, 308n sec, XeC!
excimer laser) produces an intense feature at 1.27eV which can be identified with

o Cu2S formation, 77 along with a weak shoulder at -1.6eV. In contrast, laser

annealing of 50A Al on UHV-cleaved CdS (1010) produces a pair of peaks at 1.3-
1.35 and 1.7eV which can be attributed to bulk defects. Furthermore, by varying the
incident electron beam energy, CLS can emphasize the regions toward or away from
the free surface. Thus, Fig. 12a illustrates a relative increase in the 1.3eV peak at
more surface sensitive (0.5kV) v more bulk-sensitive (2kV) excitation energies.
Note that for 0.5kV excitation, both laser induced features are enhanced relative to
the bulk gap luminescence. The reannealing of this surface at 0.2J/cm2 changes the
relative intensities of these peaks. Both lower energy peaks are reduced relative to

L' the gap luminescence and the preferential enhancement of the 1.3eV feature at
0.5kV is also removed. This indicates a preferential reduction in density of 1.3eV
transitions near the twice-annealed surface. Comparison of Figs. 11 and 12
demonstrate the influence of different metal overlayers and annealing processes on
the resultant interface electronic structure.

The results of the past several years suggest that new techniques must be applied to

characterize the electronic and chemical structure of metal-semiconductor interfaces
in greater detail. Besides "buried" interface methods, high resolution microscopy
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techniques can be employed to define interface structure on an atomic scale and to

* identify structural influences on Schottky barrier formation. Scanning Auger

microscopy can provide valuable determination of overlayers films in the lateral

dimension especially at elevated temperatures where grain boundaries, precipitates,

and other phases can play an active role in reaction and diffusion. Extended X-Ray

• Fine Structure (EXAFS) experiments of near-interface atoms may also provide

evidence for new bonded phases and possibly the structure of interlhcial defects.

The chemical basis for the interface properties presented in this paper suggest new

avenues for controlling electronic structure on a microscopic scale. In addition to

these techniques, other new methods include rapid thermal annealing to drive

chemical reactions selectively, ion implantation to alter surface doping and

conductivity of electronic materials, and the use of epitaxially-grown semiconductor

interfaces (via molecular beam epitaxy or metallorganic chemical vapor deposition)

to design interface band structure and doping to order. Thus a wide variety of

opportunities exist for characterizing and controlling metal-semiconductor interfaces
which, over the next few years, should add to our knowledge of these complex
materials systems.
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Figure Captions

0 Fig. 1 SXPS ratio of surface anion/cation core level intensities Ip2P/lln4d versus Ag,
Pd, Cu, Au, Al, Ti, or Ni coverages in InP (110) relative to its UHV-cleaned surface
ratio. Om versus AH Rt is plotted in the inset (after Williams el. aL34). This plot
illustrates the correspondence between 0Sij and the stoichiometry of oLItdiffusion

0 (After Brillson el al30).

Fig. 2 AES ALI, In, P, and Ti interlayer metal depth profiles for a) 70A Au - InP
(110) ,ind b) 70A Au - 10A Ti-lnP (110) interfaces (after Shapira and Brillson). 36

Arrows indicate the relative anion/cation excess near the interior interfaces.

0 Fig. 3 Integrated SXPS peak areas for a) Cd 4d, b) S 2p, c) Zn 3d, and d) Se 3d core
levels as a function of coverage for different Al interlayer thicknesses. Each curve
correspond to a different interlayer thickness. Intensities are normalized to the
cleaned surfaces. Insets show corresponding diffusion of anions and cations through
the metal. Al interlayers increase (decrease) anion outdiffusion for CdS (ZnSe)
(after Brillson et al. 47,48).

Fig. 4 J-V characteristics of the Au-CdS (1010) Schottky diodes as a function of Al
interlayer thickness. 0Si1 measured by capacitance-voltage techniques are given for
each curve. Inset shows cross sectional schematic of interlayer structure (after
Brucker and Brillson56).

0
Fig. 5 SPS features of p-lnP (100) surfaces under various conditions. The
monolayers (ML) of metal are vapor-deposited. The features labelled Ec-E (Ev + E)
correspond to transitions to the conduction band (from the valence band) which
depopulate (populate) the surface state.

* Fig. 6 SXPS Si 2p core level spectra for Al deposited on UHV-cleaned Si (111)
surfaces as a function of (a) deposited Al thickness at constant photon energy hu
(130eV) and (b) hv at constant thickness (20A)

Fig. 7 SXPS intensity ratios of Is 2P (l30eV)/IN, 3d (130eV) for Au and Isi2P

(l30eV)/INi 3d (110eV) for Al overlayers on Si (100). Intensity ratios are arbitrarily
normalized to unity at zero overlayer coverage.

Fig. 8 AES depth profiles for 200A Al deposited on Si (100) in UHV after (a) high-
temperature preanneal and a 4000C, 30-min post-anneal and (b) a 5-kV Ar+

C- bombardment prior to Al deposition and a 4000C, 30-min post-anneal.

Fig. 9 Al 2p SXPS core level spectra taken at 120eV photon energy: 20A Al in InP
(110) surface as evaporated and after laser annealing with increasing energy density.

C
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Fig. 10 Sputter depth profile of 50A Al in lnP annealed to an encrgy density of
* 0.14J/cm2 per pulse. The excess In above 120 min is due to preferential Sputtering

of P.

Fig. I1I CathodolUmninescence spectra of UHV-cleaved CdS (1010) before and
after 50A CUi deposition and pulsed laser annealing at an energy density 0.IJ/cm .
Incident electron beam energy is 2kV.

Fig. 12 Cathodoluminescence spectra of' UHV-cleaved UcS (1010) as a function of
excitation depth for a 50A Al overlayer annealed to 0.li/cm2 and 0.2J/cm2 energy
density. The 0.5kV y-5 2kV beam energy corresponds to surface vs surface Plus bulk
excitation.
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PROMOTING AND CHARACTERIZING NEW CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AT
METAL-SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACESt

L.J. Brilison
Xerox Webster Research Center, 800 Phillips Road 114-41D, Webster, NY 14580

* Abstract

A variety of surface and "buried interface" techniques reveal that thermal processing

can influence strongly the interface interdiffusion, the dominant chemical reactions,

and the nature and spatial distribution of deep level defects which contribute to the

electronic barrier. We present here examples of tnermally-processed interfaccs

ranging from Si to III-V to Il-VI compound semiconductor-metal interfaces and

using isothermal, rapid thermal, and pulsed laser annealing techniques.

tThis paper based in part on work carried out in collaboration with A. Katnani, R.

Daniels, M. Kelly, P. Kirschner, G. Margaritondo, D. Niles, H. Richter, Y. Shapira,

M. Slade, N. Stoffel, N. Tache, B. Weinstein, and J. Woodall.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface science techniques have been used extensively over the past decade to study

the electronic and chemical properties of metal-semiconductor interfaces [1-5]. These

studies have revealed that chemical reactions and interdiffusion are quite common at
metal-semiconductor interfaces, even near room temperature. Such chemical

interactions may result in a variety of electronically-active material phases:

interfacial dielectric layers, dipoles, metallic alloy overlayers, as well as native defects,

impurities and their complexes. Hence the ultimate electronic structure can depend

sensitively on the strength and nature of chemical bonding at the microscopic metal-

semiconductor junction.

In general, interface chemical and electronic structure may evolve with metal

coverage on the semiconductor beyond monolayer coverage, especially at elevated

to temperature. Such evolution can present both a challenge and an opportunity for

interface studies: a challenge to characterize chemical and electronic features of

"buried" interfaces with surface science techniques and an opportunity to identify

o key Schottky barrier parameters which vary systematically with thermal treatment.

Here we present examples of thermally-processed interfaces ranging from Si to Ill-V

to lI-VI compound semiconductor-metal interfaces which are modified by

isothermal, rapid thermal, and pulsed laser annealing techniques. In addition to

standard soft x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (SXPS) and Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES)/depth profiling analysis, we employ cathodoluminescence

spectroscopy (CLS) to characterize compound phase and deep level defect formation

at the "buried", thick metal-semiconductor interface. Our results indicate that at

well-defined temperatures and process intervals, thermal processing can influence
strongly the interface interdiffusion, the dominant chemical reactions, and the nature

and spatial distribution of deep level defects which contribute to the Schottky

(, ? - .% -. - .. . .. . . . . - . . . . . .. -? . : -- -. . . , . - . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . .



barrier.

Our results involve thermal processing in three ways: surface preparation, interface

* processing, and chemical/electronic characterization. We present AES/depth

profiling studies of AI-Si interfaces which involve isothermal annealing to prepare

surfaces and process interfaces and which demonstrate the importance of lattice

disorder in controlling junction interdiffusion. AES/depth profiling studies of Ti-

Si0 2/Si interfaces provide another example of preparation and processing which

shows that rapid low-temperature thermal annealing can help control competitive

chemical reactions at electrically-active interface arrays. SXPS investigation of

Al/III-V compound semiconductor interfaces illustrate how pulsed laser annealing

contributes to both interface processing and characterization. Similarly, CLS analysis

of Al and Cu/CdS interfaces represents both processing and characterization of

"buried" interfaces. Finally, we include SXPS studies of metals on the ternary alloys
0

[nxGaixAs. Isothermal processing of As-capped InxGal.xAs surfaces provides clean

semiconductor surfaces which exhibit unexpectedly large variations in Schottky

barrier heights.

2. Isothermally-Annealed Al-Si Interfaces

AES depth profiling studies of annealed Al-Si interfaces demonstrate the importance

of lattice disorder in metal-semiconductor interdiffusion. The Al-Si junction finds

widespread use as interconnects in integrated circuit structures [6]. At temperatures

of 400-500oC, Si from a single-crystal substrate diffuses into an A) metallization layer

and Al penetrates through the dissociated interfaces to form Al "spikes" and

recrystallized Si layers doped with Al which can extend up to tens of microns [7]. It

is desirable to minimize such diffusion in the fabrication of ultrasmall devices, where

the semiconductor thickness may be only a fraction of a micron. SXPS studies of Al-

Si interfaces performed at room temperature and above indicate that, below the Si-Al

".
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eutectic temperature of 5770C. there is relatively little interaction between 20X Al

overlayers and clean, ordered Si [8). Except for a relatively small amount of Si

segregation to the free Al overlayer surface, Si-Al interfaces are abrupt to within tens

of X. Consistent with the low Si solubility in Al [91, SXPS data indicated negligible

*f Si mixing within the Al overlayer, even at temperatures of 200-400oC [81.

AES depth profiling measurements confirm these conclusions for thicker Al films.

As with the SXPS experiments, we prepared Si surfaces from Si (100) wafer sections
S

which were annealed first at 1250oC for 1 min. then at 950CC for 10 min. AES and

low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) revealed atomically clean, ordered (lx1)

surfaces. We monitored surface temperature using an optical radiometer focussed

through a sapphire viewport into the UHV chamber and using emissivity values for

Si previously calibrated at different temperatures [8]. During Al evaporation,

pressure rose from 10-10 torr to the high 10.9 torr range only.9

Figure 1(a) demonstrates that 200A Al overlayers on clean, ordered Si exhibit

relatively abrupt junctions even after postannealing at 400CC for 30 min. [8]. Here

* the AI-Si interface width is 200-400k, based on the time required to sputter through

the crossover point, using 1 kV Ar+ ions to minimize surface damage. Sputter-

induced mixing effects limit the depth resolution of this AES technique to only 10-20

X (minimized by the low incident ion energies). Without the 400oC postanneal, the

same interface is ten times more abrupt (not shown). Even with postannealing, the

AI-Si interdiffusion is two to three orders of magnitude more abrupt than

conventionally reported.

Figure 1(b) illustrates the effect of intentionally disordering the Si surface prior to Al

deposition, using a 5 kV A + sputtering for 30 min. to clean the Si surface. As

shown, Si diffuses through the Al overlayer with no evident attenuation. The Si

(¢ : ." -.-. ' ' ' ' ' -' ' ' ' ' -" -". . . --. - .-. - - . . . . . .



concentration within the Al is 100x its bulk solubility at 4O0oC, so that the Al film

thickness is not a factor in limiting Si outdiffusion on this scale. Significantly there

appears to be no enhancement of Al extending into the Si over the preannealed,

unsputtered surface. This is consistent with Si movement into Al as the primary

diffusion process, as determined from SXPS marker experiments [10]. Hence, Fig.

1(b) reveals that lattice disorder, strain, and/or Ar + interstitials promote a massive Si

outdiffusion into Al. Lattice disorder may account for the high interdiffusion of Al

with amorphous Si [11].

These results demonstrate the importance of eliminating near-surface disorder to

reduce metal-semiconductor diffusion. For AI-Si junctions, high temperature

annealing reduces lattice defects and stress, leading to highly uniform interface plane.

It is not yet known to what extent crystal cleavage introduces subsurface stress and

disorder which could contribute to enhanced interdiffusion.

Besides ion bombardment, the presence of strongly interacting species at the intimate

metal-semiconductor interface may lead to enhanced interdiffusion. SXPS studies of

*) Au-Si interfaces [10,121 reveal that a pronounced interdiffusion occurs at the

interface, resulting in formation of an extended Au-Si eutectic phase. Au deposits on

Si do not yet exhibit bulk metallic features until coverages above 10A - 20A [101. In

Fig. 1(c), a clean, ordered Si (100) surface and a 200 Al overlayer (analogous to Fig.

1(a)) with a 10k Au interlayer exhibits a pronounced AI-Si interdiffusion after a

400oC, 30 min. postanneal of the AI/Au/Si (100) junction. Analogous to Fig. 1(b),

the AES depth profile shows Si diffusion throughout the Al overlayer. In contrast to

Fig. 1(b) however, Al now appears to penetrate past the interface into the Si

substrate. Hence Au interlayers at the intimate Si interface appear to catalyze the

C interdiffusion at the otherwise relatively, abrupt Al-Si interface. Presumably, other

metals can promote similar atomic redistribution which can result in electronic band

.
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bending changes.

* 3. Rapid Thermal Annealing of Ti-SiO2/Si Interfaces

Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) provides a new technique to promote chemical

reactions at interfaces without extended furnace annealing. The RTA technique can,

for example, activate dopants by annealing ion-implantation damage in a

semiconductor wafer without extensive dopant redistribution [131. AES/depth

0 profiling studies show that RTA at relatively low temperatures can enhance

preferentially one of two competitive reactions within the same interface array [141.

Ti films deposited on Si are used commonly to produce low resistivity interconnects

Cl by formation of TiSi2. AES and photoemission studies indicate that such silicide

formation can occur over the course of several minutes at moderate (600-1000oC)

temperatures rather than over a conventional half to one-hour anneal [15-16]. For
0 heating intervals of only a few minutes, the stoichiometry of such silicides changes

consistently with annealing temperatures consistent with the silicide phases reported

by Murarka [17].
0

Reactions can also occur at the interface between Ti and SiO 2. Figure 2 illustrates an

AES depth profile of 400X Ti on 1400A SiO 2 on a Si substrate which was annealed

for 2 min. at 700*C. Here the resultant interface structure consists of a layer of Ti

oxide at the outer (free) surface, a layer of Ti silicide, the SiO 2 film and the Si

substrate. In only 2 min., the entire Ti film is consumed by Si and 0 from

dissociated SiO 2. The 0 segregates to the outer surface, consistent with predictions

for surface segregation of the phase with the lowest heat of vaporization [18].

Assuming thermal equilibrium is reached, consideration of the ternary phase diagram

[191 leads to an identification of Ti5Si3 as the only stable silicide phase in contact

with both a Ti oxide and SiO 2. On this basis, the Ti oxide stoichiometry is that of

. -. . . . . .. . - .
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TiO.

The presence of 0 on the free Ti surface in Fig. 2 is an indicator of SiO 2

dissociation. Such dissociation is usually undesirable in an active device structure

since it results in conducting silicide pathways across the insulating Si0 2 layer.

Likewise, the presence of Si on the free Ti over Si surface is an indicator of Ti

silicide formation. One can use these signs to uncover a process window in time

during which Ti silicide can form on Si before significant SiO 2 dissociation occurs.

Figure 3 demonstrates this for 425oC annealing at 400A Ti on Si and SiO 2 on the

same heat-cleaned wafer. Note the immediate appearance of Si on Ti/Si in Fig. 3(a),

whereas the appearance of 0 on Ti/SiO2 in Fig. 3(b) requires between 8 and 12

minutes. Hence, a conformal Ti film deposited over both Si and Si0 2 on the same

substrate can be processed to promote silicide formation at the Si but not the Si0 2

interface.
9

The ability of low-temperature RTA to enhance one of several simultaneous

reactions illustrates another avenue to modify interfacial chemical and electronic

* structure. This presents new opportunities for metal-semiconductor interfaces

involving several chemical changes, i.e., Au diffusion into GaAs versus Ga and As

diffusion out of the GaAs lattice. A relative alteration of these chemical cl.,nges is

( significant because the diffusion of each atomic species can influence the Schottky

barrier in a different way.

4. Pulsed Laser Annealing of Al/III-V Compound Semiconductor Interfaces

We have used pulsed laser annealing to prepare highly localized chemical reactions

at metal-semiconductor interfaces. Furthermore, we have utilized the step-wise

C nature of the pulsed annealing to characterize the nature of the spatially localized

interfacial chemical reactions. These reactions can modify junction electronic
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properties [1,20,211 and may prove useful in modifying charge transport, surface

recombination and open-circuit photovoltage among other applications.

Figure 4 illustrates an AES depth profile of 50k Al on UHV-cleaved InP(110),

annealed at an energy density of 0.145/cm2 [221. A 308 am excimer laser with 5ns

* pulse width generates a transient temperature rise lasting -lOOns. The duration of

this transient is long enough to heat and perhaps even melt the solid without

significant atomic diffusion beyond the annealed volume. The focussed laser beam is

* rastered in a serpentine pattern across the ,. - of a cleaved InP crystalline UHV.

From the integrated Al signal, one may infer a sputter rate of 2.25,/min. Thus the

reacted interface region in Fig. 4 is only 200X deep. The composition profile

suggests that Al has mixed with the In and P to form an AInP ternary alloy layer.

Note the almost flat P concentration extending away from the InP substrate. The

apparent increase in In concentration beyond 200A is due to preferential sputtering

O of P from the InP substrate. Note the rather abrupt decrease in Al concentration at

the reacted layer/InP interface, indicative of minimal atomic diffusion beyond the

reacted region. This is particularly remarkable since every point on the Al-lnP(11O)

surface was annealed on average by at least 5 pulses. Hence, the reaction and

diffusion of the Al overlayer is well-defined and localized to a microscopic surface

layer.

SXPS studies of 20A Al deposits on UHV-cleaved InP after pulsed laser annealing

demonstrate that the Al reacts with the lattice, giving rise to a ternary layer and some

dissociated In which segregates to the free surface. The core level intensities provide

a guide to the evolution of the AI-InP reaction with increasing laser energy density

[23]. In Fig. 5(a) the ratio of covalently bonded to total Al 2p photoemitted core

electrons increases with increasing energy density. The total P2p versus In4d core

level intensity ratio in Fig.5(b) decreases abruptly upon Al deposition, as reported

- . ..-. '. *
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earlier [241, remains constant for intermediate energy densities, then increases as part

* of the free surface layer is removed at high energy densities. Deconvolution of the

dissociated ln4d doublet from the bound components lead to a metallic versus total

ln4d intensity ratio in Fig. 5(c) which increases at low energy density as dissociated

*) In segregates to the free surface. Above 0.3J/cm2, this ratio decreases strongly,

suggesting that higher energy densities cause evaporation of atoms from the surface.

We have used AES peak intensities and Al LW Auger line shifts to identify the

onset of chemical reaction with increasing laser energy density [22,25). For Al on

each six 111-V compounds - GaAs, GaP, GaSb, InAs, InP, InSb - we have found a

finite range of energy density above a characteristic energy density such that a

chemical reaction is promoted without disrupting the surface morphology. These

threshold energy densities exhibit an excellent linear correlation with the

semiconductor heat of fusion, indicating that melting of a thin layer of IN-V
p

compound with the metal overlayer initiates the chemical reaction. Furthermore,

calculations of the energy needed to melt the Al overlayer and a 250, layer of the

particular underlying semiconductor agree with the observed threshold for the0
reaction [22,25].

SXPS analysis of CdTe, CdSe, and CdS/AI interfaces after pulsed laser annealing

reveal significant differences 1261, consistent with chemical interactions observed at

room temperature [271. Furthermore, the change in near surface stoichiometry and

distribution of dissociated species depend sensitively on laser energy density and

'C" annealing prior to metal deposition [27].

Several features of pulsed laser annealing emerge from these interface studies - the

manifestation of microreactions on a larger, controlled scale, the step-wise analysis

and the consistency between observations of reaction thresholds and calculated heat

transfer based on thermodynamic data.

,. -, ,'-" ,' .. - *. -., .- , . .*~ P *e" "-" "- • " ... . .. . . .
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5. Cathodoluminescence of "Buried" Metal-Semiconductor Interfaces

The evolution of metal-semiconductor interfaces with temperature is of considerable

interest in understanding Schottky barrier formation. Yet surface-sensitive technique

are not optimum for studies of such evolution occuring at "buried" interfaces - i.e.,

below the free surface of the overlayer. We have adapted the technique of

cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CLS) to monitor changes in buried metal-

semiconductor interfaces with pulsed laser annealing [28]. By choosing incident

electron energies in the range of 0.5 to 2 keV, one can vary the excitation depth in

the range of several tens to several hundreds of X respectively. Thus, it is possible to

identify chemical and electronic features from ontical transitions below the free

surface and, by varying the electron energy, discriminate between electronic states

distributed at different depths below the free surface with microscopic resolution of

less than hundreds of A.

Figure 6(a) illustrates CLS results for Cu-CdS interfaces with pulsed laser annealing.

The UHV-cleaved CdS exhibits only a single peak at 2.42 eV corresponding to band-

* edge luminescence at room temperature. Deposition of 50k Cu produces no

dramatic changes but an increased background extending to lower energies below the

band edge peak and a weak peak at -1.27 eV. Following laser annealing, with 0.1

J/cm2 energy density, these new features increase in intensity, resulting in the large

peak at 1.28 eV. This feature provides strong evidence for the formation of CuS,

the main bulk CLS feature of which is a peak at 1.26 eV [29]. At 0.9 keV excitation

energy, the 1.28 eV feature increases relative to the CdS edge luminescence,

indicative of its near-surface origin.

CLS results for AI-CdS interfaces with pulsed laser annealing exhibit qualitatively

different features from Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6(b), the UHV-cleaved surface exhibits

weak peak structures at 1.3 and 1.65 eV probably due to residual damage produced

• °o. °o. -o.° •• *o . • o o



during cleavage. These features increase dramatically upon laser annealing at an

* energy density of 0.1 J/cm2 . Subsequent annealing at 0.2 J/cm2 decreases these

features relative to the gap luminescence peaks [28] along with their reduction upon

further laser annealing suggests that both are due to lattice damage.

The energy dependence of CLS provides additional information about these damage-

related peaks. At 0.1-i/cm2 energy density, both 1.3 and 1.65 eV transitions occur

preferentially near the surface (not shown). At 0.5 keV incident electron energy,

these features dominate the gap luminescence feature completely relative to the 2

keV spectrum - indicating a large change in defect density between the two volumes

sampled by these two excitation energies. Furthermore, the 1.3 eV feature increases

relative to the 1.65 eV peak, revealing that the transitions associated with the former

occur closer to the surface.

* With additional annealing, the spatial distribution of the transitions change. In

particular, the enhancement of the 1.3 eV peak feature no longer occurs for 0.5 keV

excitation (not shown). Furthermore, both sub-bandgap transition decrease relative

* to the edge luminescence at both excitation energies, indicating that the higher

energy density reduces the density of these defects. Thus, the CLS technique

provides a means to distinguish between lattice defect features and to monitor their

(. near-surface spatial distribution with thermal processing. In addition, the metal/CdS

results reveal the changes in interface electronic features and their spatial distribution

which occur with different metal overlayers and thermal process steps on the same

semiconductor surface. The extension of the CLS technique to other semiconductor

systems promises to uncover considerable information concerning new electronic

states and band structure resulting from metal-semiconductor interactions.

6. Metal Interfaces with Thermally Cleaned InxGal.xAs Surfaces

.C o o° ,. . . j 4 o € . . . . . . . . . .
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A final and relatively straightforward example of thermal processing to study

Schottky barrier formation is the preparation of clean In.Gal-..As (100) ternary alloy

faces. These surfaces are obtained by desorption of an As "cap" which protects the

outer semiconductor layer from ambient contamination [301. Desorption of this cap

* by isothermal annealing eliminates the need to study the alloys in a molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) chamber. This is particularly helpful in carrying out synchrotron

radiation studies, which impose their own unique set of experimental constraints.

Figure 7 illustrates SXPS In4d and Ga3d core level features obtained from a

clean, LEED-ordered In0.25Gao.75As (100) single-crystal (unstrained) surface with

increasing deposits of Al [311. With a photon energy hv, =40 eV, (resolution = 0.2

eV) the photoemitted core electrons leave the solid with minimal kinetic energy so

that the escape depth extends below the outer semiconductor monolayers. As a

result, the spectra deemphasize surface core level shifts due to chemical bonding

changes which can otherwise interfere with shifts due to band bending changes.

The deposition of Al on In%.25Ga0 .75As leads to pronounced chemical changes in

the near surface region. Even with an extended escape depth, the hi' =40 eV spectra

exhibit formation of substantial dissociated In with the first 0.5k Al deposition. This

In4d component of dissociated In completely dominates the spectra with increasing

Al coverage, demonstrating that an Al-In exchange reaction occurs at room

temperature. Significantly, no comparable Ga dissociation is apparent. consistent

with the higher Ga-As vs. In-As bond strength [321. As 3d core level spectra

obtained at hi, = 60 eV with comparable depth sensitivity reveal strong anion versus

total cation attenuation, consistent with the "chemical trapping" of anions at Ill-V

compound semiconductor/metal interfaces reported earlier [33].

The energy shifts of bulk core level peaks in Fig. 7 indicate changes in band

bending with Al deposition. Almost all such shifts for the In4d, Ga3d, and As3d
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features occur within the first 2-4 A of metal coverage. For Al on Ino.25Ga0.75As, the

Fermi level, EF moves toward the conduction band by 0.3-0.45 eV with metal

coverage. Depending on the metal, this shift can be either toward or away from the

conduction band with a range of 0.5-0.75 eV. Such a range of EF movement

* represents a substantial portion of the alloy semiconductor band gap of 1.1 eV [341.

We observe similar phenomena for metals deposited on other InGaAs ternary alloy

compositions [321. This wide range of Schottky barriers on the same IlI-V

* compound semiconductor is similar to results obtained for GaAs (100) surfaces [35]

but unlike those obtained for UHV-cleaved GaAs(110) surfaces [36].

Besides the preparation of clean surfaces, we have used isothermal annealing to

promote in-situ changes in chemical structure of the InGaAs/metal interface. These

chemical changes result in Schottky barrier changes which will be reported elsewhere

[321.
0

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have described some methods by which isothermal, rapid
0 thermal, and pulsed laser annealing can be employed in the study of metal-

semiconductor interactions. Such thermal treatments can be used (a) to prepare

clean or altered surfaces, (b) to process interfaces in time and temperature to enhance

a particular reaction, or (c) to "step" through a metal-semiconductor interaction. The

interface chemical rections, interdiffusion, and formation of electrically-active sites

depend strongly on the temperatures and process times employed. Thus, the

promotion of interfacial chemistry in a controlled manner at elevated temperatures

yields a promising new avenue by which to analyze the formation of electronically-

active interfaces.
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Figure Captions

1. AES depth profiles for 200k Al deposited on Si(100) in UHV after (a) high

temperature preanneal and a 400oC, 30 min. post-anneal, (b) a 5 kV Ar +

bombardment prior to Al deposition and a 4O0oC, 30 min. post-anneal {after

Brillson et al. [81 and (c) a high temperature preanneal, predeposition of a LO Au

interlayer, and a 400C, 30 mi. post-anneal {after Li. Brillson, H.W. Richter and

M.L. Slade, unpublished).

2. Auger depth profile of 400, Ti on heat cleaned SiO 2 on Si annealed at 700oC for

2 minutes. After Brillson et al. [14].

3. Evolution of Auger intensities as a function of 425oC anneal time for 400A Ti onS

heat-cleaned Si (a) and SiO 2 (b). After Brillson et al. [14).

4. AES depth profile of 50X Al on InP annealed at an energy density of 0.14 I/cm 2

0 per pulse. Excess In above 120 min. is due to preferential sputtering of P.

Integration of the Al signal yields a sputter rate of 2.25,Admin. After Richter and

Brillson [221.

5. Change in SXPS surface composition of 20X Al overlayer on UHV-cleaned

InP(l0) surface as a function of annealing energy density - (a) covalendy bonded

vs. total Al:conversion of metallic into covalently bonded Al, (b) total P2p versus

In4d:attenuation of P2p level at surface due to Al overlayer and recovery upon high

energy density anneal, and (c) metallic versus total ln4d:metalic In segregation then

removal with increasing energy density. After Richter et al. [23].

6. Cathodoluminescence spectra as a function of incident electron energy for UHV-

- ,, ,, :"a--x "-,~t2 ,:X . :- ,>.' £ ,,,,*,, .,, .t. .*. . . ,. ** ,-.. . .. -, ". . .. '"-'.. "..-'-. .,
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cleaved UdS (1120), after in-situ deposition of (a) 50A Cu or (b) 50A Al. and pulsed

laser annealing with energy density 0.lJ/cn 2. After Brilison et al. [281.

7. Ga3d/In4d core level spectra taken at 40eV photon energy: clean In.25Ga.75Ms

(100) surface obtained by isothermal desorption of an As "cap" and as a function of

* Al deposition. After Bnillson et al. [311.
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Control and Characterization of Metal-lnP and GaAs Interface Structures Formed by
* Laser-Enhanced Reactions

H. Richter and L.J. Brillson

Xerox Webster Research Center, Webster, NY 14580

and

M. Kelly, R. Daniels and G. Margaritondo
Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl 52706

Abstract

We have used pulsed laser annealing to produce highly localized chemical reactions

at the AI-lnP and Al-GaAs interfaces. At successive stages of these laser induced

reactions, we have monitored atomic movement and chemical structure on a

microscopic scale using soft x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (SXPS) and Auger

electron spectroscopy (AES). We have found a finite range of energy density such

that a chemical reaction is promoted without disrupting the surface morphology.

The reactions and atomic movements are explained by simultaneous melting of the
Al overlayer and a thin layer of the semiconductor substrate.

.... ......-... .... ..... ...... ...... . .......... ...... .... ........ ,...- .- .. . . .
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1. Introduction

A number of studies using surface science techniques show that chemical reaction

and diffusion are quite common at the metal semiconductor interface, even if all the

i process steps are carried out at or near room temperature. 1"3  Although such

phenomena are usually localized to within tens of X at room temperature,

nevertheless the resultant changes in chemical structure can strongly effect the

macroscopic electronic properties of the metal-semiconductor contact. Thus, it is of

interest to study how these chemical processes evolve for higher temperatures at

which greater atomic movement can occur. Such studies can provide new

information on mechanisms of Schottky barrier formation, such as formation of

interfacial dielectric layers or defects within the semiconductor. They can also reveal

modes of interface degradation for semiconductor interfaces at lower temperatures

over relatively long times.

We have used a pulsed ultra-violet (UV) laser to anneal metal-semiconductor

interfaces and promote highly localized chemical reactions. These interfaces were

o annealed in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and characterized by surface-sensitive

techniques in order to monitor the chemical processes on a scale of monolayers.

Because of the extremely short laser pulse (5ns) and resultant heating (- 100 ns),

interdiffusion of the metal and semiconductor atoms could be limited to tens of X.

Longer heat treatments, even at lower temperatures, would produce extended

diffusion, and a "washing out" of the interfacial structure, below the level of

detectability of our spectroscopic techniques. In addition, the discrete laser pulses

provide us with the means to monitor the laser-induced process in discrete steps,

using successive pulses. The UHV environment excludes ambient contamination

V. which could interfere with or otherwise mask the metal-semiconductor interaction.
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Surface science techniques like soft x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS) -nd

• Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) allow to follow atomic movements on a

monolayer scale and to determine the chemical state of these atoms.

In this paper, we report on the laser-induced chemical reactions at the AI-lnP (110)

and Al-GaAs (110) interfaces, formed by depositing Al overlayers on InP and GaAs

single crystals cleaved in UHV. Considerable spectroscopic evidence4 "10 suggests

that a strong Al-P bonding takes place at this interface, even with the InP substrate

held at room temperature. With our laser-induced annealing technique, we have

discovered that it is possible to induce a strong chemical reaction at the Al-Ill-V

semiconductor interface limited to depths on the order of a hundred A in which all

the Al-AI bonds are replaced by Al-anion bonds. This can be achieved without

severely disrupting the surface morphology i.e., roughness as measured by optical

microscopy and electron beam induced imaging with 3 Im resolution. We also find,

that in contrast to most other studies on Ill-V semiconductors, 11-17 the stoichiometry

of the semiconductor near the surface is not disturbed. Preliminary investigations

show pronounced differences in the electronic behavior between the AI-lnP contact

and the Al contact with the laser reacted layer.

II. Experimental

SXPS measurements were performed using inP- and GaAs bars of dimension 5 x 5 x

15 mm, cleaved in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber (pressure ( 5x10 l1 torr) which was

connected to the Stoughton electron storage ring Tantalus. AI-overlayers ranging

from 20 to 50 X thickness (monitored with a quartz-crystal oscillator) were

evaporated onto visually-smooth (110) surfaces from a heated tungsten filament in

the same chamber. These overlayers were exposed to 5 nsec pulsed laser light from
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a 308 nm XeCI-excimer laser. The light was focussed onto the specimen with a 350

mm quartz lens to a spot size of 0.9 mm diameter. Special care was taken to align all

specimens into exactly the same position realtive to the focussing lens in order to

assure good reproducibility of energy density from anneal to anneal. We also

eliminated laser reflections from the specimen to the UHV chamber, which could

desorb gases and contaminate our clean interfaces by aligning the sample surface in

a way, that the laser beam was reflected back onto the entrace window.

To anneal the 5x5 mm2 cleaved surface completely, we used repetitive pulses while

scanning the laser beam over the surface. Scan speed and pulse rate were chosen

such that the individual laser spots overlapped with each surface point receiving 4

pulses. All energy densities quoted in the following are energy densities per pulse.

While the absolute value of energy density is only accurate to about 25%, the relative

accuracy and reproducibility between different anneals is estimated to be better than

10%. Up to the highest applied enrgy density of 0.8 J/cm2, no visual damage was

introduced on the lnP surfaces. Photoelectrons were excited with light passing

through a grasshopper monochromator; the angular-integrated photoelectron spactra

were taken with a double-pass PHI-cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA). The

combined resolution of the monochromator plus CMA was kept at 0.25 eV for the

ln4d and Ga3d core level, 0.3 eV and 0.5 eV for the Al 2p and P2p core level

respectively.

1l1. Results

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the In4d and P2p core level spectra for the different stages

of our experiment: cleaved surface, with deposition of 20 X of Al, and after

exposure to pulsed laser light with indicated energy density. The spectra were taken
(7

o'. • . °.................................................................................................. .



with 60 eV and 140 eV photon energies respectively, corresponding to mean electron

escape depths of 5 X for the In 4d and 15 X for the P2p core level.18 In the case of

the cleaved surface, both the In4d and the P2p core level show their characteristic

spin-orbit splitting of 0.8 and 0.85 eV with intensity ratios o, 2:1. The 20 X Al

overlayer strongly attenuates the P2p intensity, but as far as we can tell from the

rather weak signal, there is no change in either peak position or peak shape. This

indicates that the strength of chemical bonding between the P atoms and its

neighbors is affected very little by the Al overlayer as it is expected because of the

small difference between AI-P and In-P binding energies. In contrast, the In4d line

changes drastically. We now find two major peaks separated by 0.8 eV of

approximately equal intensity and a rather small shoulder at higher binding energy.

It has been shown earlier 5.6.8 that this In4d structure is due to a combination of two

components representing the two different chemical states In-atoms are in: a) In in a

• covalent bonded, semiconductor-like environment and b) In in a metallic bonded

state. We have deconvoluted the two contributions by superimposing two "as-

cleaved" spectra, treating the energy position of both components and the relative

• intenstiy as adjustable fit parameters. (The dotted line in Fig. 1 shows an example of

such a fit.) For the unannealed Al overlayer, we find that 75% of the In-atoms

within the detection depth are in the metallic state, thus comfirming that, even at

room temperautre, In diffuses into the Al overlayer and to the surface.

Even though cluster formation can occur in some metal semiconductor systems

especially at submonolayer coverage, we are confident that in our experiment, the 20

A Al-layer forms a rather continuous overlayer, since the P intensity is attenuated by

a factor of about 4, which is consistent with the expected attenuation due to an

electron escape depth of 15 A.
(-

. t - -- -- _*.*-*-**
i "
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The AI2p spectrum of the 20 \ overlayer before laser annealing is shown in Fig. 3

(lowest curve). Beside the major contribution from the metallic Al, we observe a

wing of significant intensity at lower kinetic (higher binding) energy. This spectrum

agrees with earlier observations5,6.8 which indicate that Al reacts with the lnP

substrate and Al-P bonds are formed at the Al InP interface.

Annealing the AI-overlayer with increasing energy densities, we observe the

following: At the lowest applied energy density of 0.1 J/cm2 , we detect very little or

no change in all three (In4d, P2p, Al2p) spectra, indicating that this energy density is

too low to promote any kind of fast chemical reaction during the short annealing

time. Between 0.17 J/cm2 and 0.3 J/cm2, the P2p spectra and the P2p/ln4d

intensity ratio change very little (Fig. 4b). This means, that the P is relatively

unaffected by the annealing, and also that there is no significnat loss of the anion in

contrast to other annealing experiments of lnP or GaAs. 11 17

The ln4d spectra show a gradual change between 0.17 J/cm2 and 0.3 J/cm2: the low

binding energy ("metallic") peak increases gradually with increasing power relative

to the total In signal (Fig. 1), indicating that increasing amounts of In are driven out

of the semiconductor and segregate as metallic In near the free surface. As shown in

Fig. 4c, the metallic component increases from 75% after evaporation to 85% after

0.3 J/cm2 annealing. The most obvious changes in this annealing regime occurred in

the Al2p-spectra (Fig. 3). Between 0.1 J/cm2, the major intensity contribution in the

photoelectron spectrum is shifted from 41.3 eV kinetic energy to 40.3 eV kinetic

energy, indicating that more and more Al change their chemical bonding from being

bonded in a metal to a stronger covalent bond. This trend continues with higher

annealing energy density until 0.3 J/cm2, for which only a very small contribution

" from the 41.3 eV "metallic" peak is left. In order to quantify the two contributions

U
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to the Al 2p spectra, we have modelled the 41.3 eV-component in the following way:

0' two Lorentzian curves with spin-orbit splitting of 0.4 eV 19 and intensity ratio 2:1 are

superimposed and convoluted with a Gaussian-function. The width of the

Lorentzians and Guassian are adjusted to fit the high energy side of the measured

spectrum of the unannealed sample. The "spectrum" generated in this way is then

scaled and substracted from the measured spectra. For all spectra shown here, the

model-spectrum fits the metallic component very well, indicating that this peak does

* not broaden, but the intensity is transfered into the peak at higher binding energy.

The intensity contribution from the "covalent" peak is plotted in Fig. 4a, illustrating

a sharp onset of the reaction between 0.1 and 0.17 J/cm2.

Up to 0.3 i/cm2, the total Al-intensity drops by only 40% compared to the initial 20

A-Al, indicating that the reaction is limited to a small volume near the surface.

Since the attenuation of the P and In-signal does not change in this energy regime,
Q

there is no evidence that lateral distribution of the Al is significantly changed i.e. by

forming clusters. Above 0.3 I/cm2 this behavior changes significantly - the Al-

intensity drops by a factor of 5. Simultaneously, the P/In ratio recovers its initial

value before evaporation of the Al and the contribution of the "metallic" In

component is reduced significantly (Fig. 4c). Auger depth profiles taken at this stage

of anneal reveal that the Al diffuses several hundred X into the InP. However, the

energy density of 0.8 J/cm2 is probably also sufficiently higher to cause evaporation

of atoms from the surface, thereby producing a more bulk-like composition. 50 X-

Al overlayers on InP show the same overall behavior, except that the energy density

required to initiate the reaction is about 25% higher. Again the Al-bonds are

completely converted to covalent bonds.

.. o:,,-: ~~~..-..-..-:...'.-'o. ..- ...... ....... ...... ............................ ...... . ,
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The results for Al on GaAs can be summarized as follows: the unannealed Al-

overlayer shows a weaker interaction with the GaAs substrate: less Ga goes into the

metallic phase (45% compared to 75% for the InP) and less Al-anion bonds are

formed, as indicated by a less pronounced shoulder in the Al2p spectra. The
0 reaction does not start until over 0.3 J/cm2, but at 0.4 J/cm2 the Al2p peak has

mostly shifted by 1 eV to higher binding energy, leaving little traces of the metallic

component.

IV. Diwcussion

Using SXPS, we have studied chemcial reactions at the AI-lnP (110) and AI-GaAs

(110) interface promoted by exposure to pulsed laser-light on a microsocic scale. We

find, that both systems show very similar behavior: an energy density threshold

characteristic for both materials exists for the onset of the reaction. We find an

QP energy window where it is possible to react the entire Al-overlayer, by forming

covalent bonds with the substrate, without disrupting the surface morphology, on a

em-scale, as explained earlier. Contrary to laser-annealing experiments of free 111-V

* semiconductor surfaces,11-17 we find no significant loss of anion within our probing

depth. The Al diffuses into the semiconductor substrate over the order of hundred

during the reaction time, which can be estimated to be on the order of 100 ns,

based on heat-flow calculation in Si,20 a material with comparable thermal

conductivity. It has been shown 20 that 0.45 J/cm 2 (10 ns, 694 nm ruby-laser) is

sufficient to melt a 1000 A layer of GaAs. With decreasing pulse length and shorter

wavelength causing shorter absorption depth, this threshold decreases.

Preliminary calculations based on Baeri's and Compisano's heat flow model20 for

InP yields an energy density threshold for melting of 0.15 J/cm2. Experiments to

C..' ' '4 ' " " .o -' ,- -.w.,,, ", ". ", 4 , x' . - " i . ' , ..-, - " . % o , ." " % , , " " " ' " "
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determine the threshold for the Al-III-V semiconductor reaction carried out with six
different 111-V compounds reveals a very strong linear correlation between the

threshold and the heat of fusion of the semiconductor. The influence of the Al-

overlayer on the threshold of melting for the semiconductor substrate can be

0 estimated in the following way: bulk Al has a reflectivity of 92% at 308 nm at room

temperature, but the reflectivity of a 20 X or 50 X Al layer on a GaAs substrate

calculated by the formulas given in the AlP handbook23, is only 51% or 59%

0 compared to 40% for the bare GaAs substrate at room temperature. With increasing

temperautre, the optical constants of Al change in a way, that the reflectivity is

further reduced 22. Therefore, the amount of energy deposited in the Al-

semiconductor system -is reduced by less than 20% compared to the bare

semiconductor surface. In addition, the energy require to heat the 20X Al layer

from 300K to 1300K including the heat of fusion 23 is only 0.0007 J/cm 2, which is

f small compared to the melting threshold of the bare substrate (- 0.15 J/cm2). The

melting threshold of the substrate should therefore be only slightly increased by the

20-50 A Al overlayer.
0

From all these considerations we conclude that the observed reaction is promoted by

simultaneous melting of the AI-overlayer and a thin layer of the semiconductor. In

this molten layer atoms, a highly mobile and a fast intermixing occurs. The melting

and subsequent resolidification also account for the rearrangement of bonds. Since

the Al-P bond is stronger than the lnP bond (heat of formation 40 kcal/mol

compared to 21 kcal/mo124), the formation of Al-P bonds is favored and therefore In

diffuses out of the substrate and segregates at the free surface. The large heat of

formation for Al-P can also account for the effective trapping of P-atoms in the Al

layer, whereas in similar annealing experiments of the free InP surface25 up to 50%

of the P-atoms escape.

C

",~~~~.*.-..- .......... '. , l '. . .- ° - * --........... b .... , , ,-.. ... . . - , ." -" ." .°
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Our work demonstrated that laser annealing of thin Al layers on Ill-V

semiconductors can produce ultrathin layers of new materials, such as AlXlnYP or

AlXGayAs for the interfaces discussed here. One expects that such layers

dramatically change the electronic properties of the metal-semiconductor contact.

Preliminary measurements of the AI-InP system indicate that this is indeed the case.

While Al forms a quasi-ohmic contact with InP, the AlXInyP interlayer exhibits

rectifying behavior, but more experiments must be performed to determine the exact

electronic behavior of the interface layer.
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Figure Captions
U

Fig. 1 ln4d SXPS core level spectra taken at 60 eV photon energy, yielding

maximum surface sensitivity: UHV-cleaved (110) surface, with 20 A Al

overlayer, and after laser annealing with increasing energy density. The

dots indicate the model spectrum as described in the text.

Fig. 2 P2p SXPS core level spectra taken at 140 eV photon energy, UHV-cleaved

(110) surface, with 20 A Al overlayer, and after laser annealing with

increasing energy density.

Fig. 3 Al2p SXPS core level spectra taken at 120 eV photon energy: 20 A Al on

InP (110) surface as evaporated and after laser annealing with increasing

energy density.

Fig. 4 Change in surface composition of 20 A-Al overlayer on UHV-cleaved InP

(110) surface as a function of annealing energy density.

a) covalent bonded Al versus total Al: conversion of metallic Al into

covalent bonded Al.

b) P2p versus In4d: attenuation of P2p level at surface due to Al overlayer

and recovery after high energy density ann I.

c) metallic ln4d versus total ln4d: metallic segregation due to Al overlayer

increases with energy density up to 0.3 J/cm2 and then drops at higher

energy densities.
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LASER INDUCED CHEMICAL REACTIONS AT THE AL

Ill-V SEMICONDUCTOR INTERFACE

H. W. Richter* and L. J. Brillson

* Xerox - Webster Research Center, Webster, New York 14580

We have used pulsed laser annealing to produce highly localized chemical reactions at the
interface between Al and various Ill-V semiconductors. We employed soft X-ray
spectroscopy, Auger-electron spectroscopy and sputter depth profiling to characterize the

1 interfacial chemical composition. From the variation of reaction threshold with the
semiconductor substrate, we find that melting of both a thin layer of Ill-V compound and
the metal overlayer initiates the chemical reaction.

I Chemical reactions and diffusion at the metal-semiconductor interface have been studied quite extensively
using surface science techniques /1-3/. Although such phenomena are usually localized within tens of A at
room temperature the resultant changes in chemical structure can strongly atfect the macroscopic electronic
propertie-'. of the metal-semiconductor contact. Interface reactions are strongly enhanced at elevated
temperature, but they are generally accompanied by extensive interdiffusion. Laser annealing has not been
used in many studies to modify the properties of Si/4/ and Ill-V semiconductors, in the latter case mostly to
annoal ion implantation damage in GaAs. Relatively little work has been performed to induce metal-
compound-semiconductors reactions via laser-annealing. Notably, Gold et al. /6/ and Barnes et al. /7/ have
promoted the formation of ohmic contacts in the Au-Ge-GaAs systems. Kirkpatrick /8/ has suggested pulsed
electron beam annealing of deposited Al on GaAs as a means oi Gal.xAlxAs formation. Since laser
anneaing can be performed within very short times (<10ns) and depths (<100nm), such processing offers the
potential of promoting strong localized chemical reaction without extensive interdiffusion.

In this study, we have combined pulsed ultraviolet laser annealing (5ns pulses from a 303 nm XeCI laser) to
promote a chemical reaction near the Al-Ill-V semiconductor interface with surface sensitive techniques such
as soft X-ray photoemission (SXPS) and Auger electron -.pectroscopy (AES) to monitor changes in atomic
composition and bonding. All experiments were performed on (110) surfaces cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) (pressure < 10"10 torr) from 5x5x15mm bars of GaP (doping level unknown) GaAs (n=0.47-10 18 Te),
GaSb (p= 1.3"10 17Zn), InP (p=4.310 15Zn), InAs (nominally undoped) and InSb (n =0.9.1018). Al overlayers
ranging from 20 to 100 A thickness were evaporated from a heated tungsten filament. The laser annealing
was performed in the same UHV-chamber. Using a oval 0.6x0.3mm (1/e intensity) spot size, up to twenty
single shot anneals could be performed on visually smooth surface areas of one cleave. AES-data were
recorded from the center of the annealed spots with a fine focus (31&m) electron gun aligned by using the
electron beam-induced image displayed by a TV-monitor. Auger-sputter depth-profile were taken for Al on
InP. In this case, the entire 5x5mm surface was annealed by using repetitive pulses while scanning the laser
beam over the surface.

The effect of the laser anneal on the AI-overlayer and near surface region of the semiconductor was
characterized in two ways: 1) near surface atomic composition and 2) chemical state of the Al-atoms. Figure
1 shows atomic composition for a 50A Al overlayer on two of the semiconductors investigated, GaAs and
InSb, as a function of annealing energy density. The atomic composition was deduced from the intensitites
of the strongest Auger peaks and calibration factors given in /9/. Prior to the :aser annealing (i.e., zero
energy density) we find in general a larger signal from the substrate than would be expected from the
attenuation by a 50A-AI overlayer. This behavior may be due to a non-continuous Al-overlayer as well as the
inteaction between the AI-overlayer and the semiconductor - especially the diffusion of the cation to the
surface /10/. Annealing at low energy densities we find very little or no variation in the atomic composition
until, within a relatively narrow energy range, the Al concentration decreases significantly. At high enough
energy density the atomic concentration is again constant over a rather wide energy range. We define a
reaction threshold by the midpoint between initial Al concentration and the high energy density plateau, thus
making it independent of the intensity calibration. This threshold is characteristic for each material, ranging
from 0.09 J/cm2 for InSb to 0.19 J/cm2 for GaP.

The sharp change in atomic composition is paralleled by a change in the chemical bonding of the Al-atoms.
Well below the annealing theshold, the Al LVV transition is found at 68 eV, above the threshold at 64 eV.
This indicates a change from metallic to covalent bonding as reported earlier usinn SXPS /10/. On the other
hand, the position of the P-LVV transition is not affected, indicating little or change in the chemical
environment of the P-atoms.
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In order to demonstrate the localized nature of the chemical reaction, we show in Figure 2 a sputter-depth
profile of a 50A-AI overlayer on InP annealed with a energy density of 0.14 J/cm2. We observe a slight In
segregation at the surface, a region of constant composition (8-32 min sputter-time), a very gradual decrease
in the Al concentration (40 to 80 min sputter-time) and a rather sharp defined drop of the Al-concentration
above 80 min. This sharp drop is even more remarkable, since in this experiment multiple shots were applied
and every spot on the surface was annealed on average by 5 pulses. At low Al concentrations an exact
measurement becomes difficult due to a weak structure in the In-spectrum in the same energy range. Above
100 min souttered time, the Al concentration can only be considered as an upper limit. At this point, the
spectra became almost indistinguishable from those taken from pure, sputtered InP surfaces. Therefore, we
conc!ude that even after multiple pulses, the reaction and diffusion of the Al overlayer is well defined with a
steep edge and localized to a depth of about 200A.

In order to understand the systematicv in the annealing behavior among the III-V semiconductors, we
compared their optical and thermal properties (112/). At 308mm (4eV) the reflectivity of all material are in the
range from 42 to 56%, the absorption coefficient 8'105 to 12"10 5cm "1 , a variation too small to explain the
observed behavior even reduced by the common Al-overlayer. Likewise, we found no correlation between the
reactio, ZHR threshold and the heat of reaction released by the chemical reaction. While AHR has proven
effective in characterizing reactions at the metaf-semiconductor interface /1.13/, it appears to be
inappropriate in tne case studied here. For example, GaP and GaAs show a similar threshold of 0.19 and
0.17 J/cm2 but substantially different heats of reaction, e.g., 18.8 and 10.8 kcal/mol respectively. Thus, while
the reactions are thermodynamically favorable, their rates are not determined by the difference in free energy.
On the other hand, Figure 3 shows an excellent linear correlation between the reaction threshold and the
heat of fusion H, /14/ tor all materials. This fact suggests the following explanation of the metal-

:us.
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semiconductor reaction analogous to annealing of ion-implantion damages /5/. The laser pulse quickly
heats the Ai.layer and near surface region of the semiconductor. If enough energy is supplied, the Al
overlayer and a thin layer of the substrate will melt. During the melt time (10-100ns) a fast interdiffusion of all
atoms occurs and new bonds are formed. The assumption that the intermixing and reaction occurs almost
exclusively in a thin molten layer can also account for the sharp interface after multiple pulse annealing:
since the melt depth is constant from pulse to pulse, once the AI-overlayer is fully reacted, no significant
increase in interdiffusion will occur.

Temperature profile calculations based on Baeri's and Compisano's heat flow model /15/ show that other

thermal properties such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity and melting point influence the melting
threshold of the semiconductor substrate. For the III-V compounds however, these properties in general
follow the trend given by the heat of fusion. Our preliminary calculation show that the energy needed to melt
the AI-overlayer and a 250A layer of the underlying semiconductor is, given the experimental error, in
agreement with the observed threshold for the reaction. These calculations will be continued and refined and

* details will be published later.

In conclusion, we explain our observation on the laser induced AI.II-V compound reaction by a simultaneous
melting of the metal and semiconductor substrate. The threshold in the AI.lII-V semiconductor case is mainly
controlled by thermal properties such as heat of fusion, melting temperature, thermal conductivity of the
semiconductor substrate. This model explains not only experimental observations such as a sharp onset of
the reaction and a 3harp interface between a metal-rich layer and the underlying semiconductor substrate
even after multiple pulses, but it can also be used to predict reaction thresholds for other systems on the
basis of their thermal properties.

Partial support by the Office of Naval Research (ONR N00014-80-C0778) is gratefully acknowledged. We
thank G. Margaritondo for valuable discussions and for supplying the GaP and InSb crystals.

*Present address: -Max-Planck.lnstitute for Solid State Research, Stuttgart, West Germany.
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Laser Induced Chemical Reactions at the Ai/III-V Compound
Semiconductor Interface
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* We have used pulsed laser-annealing to promote and characterize highly localized

chemical reactions at Al interfaces with 111-V compound semiconductor. At

successive stages of these laser-induced reactions, we have monitored atomic

movement and chemical structure on a microscopic scale using soft x-ray

photoemission spectroscopy (SXPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). For Al

on each of the six II-V compound semiconductors investigated, we have found a

finite range of energy density above a characteristic threshold energy density such

that a chemical reaction is produced without disrupting the surface morphology.

The systematic change of threshold with different semiconductors indicates a

thermally activated reaction occurring in the molten phase of the Al-overlayer and a

* thin substrate layer. Heat-flow calculations which model the temperature profiles

during and after the laser pulse confirm this model and also account for the highly

abrupt interface between the reacted ternary overlayer and the binary substrate. The

excellent agreement between experiment and theory demonstrates that thermal

properties of the semiconductor have a dominant influence on the interfacial

temperature profile and threshold energy density for reaction.

*Present address: Max-Planck Institute for Solid State Research. 7000 Stuttgart 80,

W. Germany
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Introduction

Chemical reactions and diffusion at metal-semiconductor interfaces are quite

common phenomena, even if all interface fabrication steps are carried out at or near

room temperature. 1"3 Research involving surface science techniques reveals that

* these effects are usually localized within a few tens of A near the interface.

Nevertheless, the resulting changes in chemical structure can strongly Wffect the

macroscopic electronic properties of the metal-semiconductor contact. Thus, it is of

* interest to study how these chemical processes evolve for higher temperatures at

which interface reactions and interdiffusion are strongly enhanced. 4 Such studies

can provide new information on mechanisms of Schottky barrier formation, such as

formation of interfacial dielectric layers, alloy layers, or defects within the

semiconductor. They can also reveal modes of interface degradation for

semiconductor interfaces at lower temperatures over relatively long times.

o Laser annealing has been used in many studies to modify the properties of Si such as

recrystallizing damage after ion implantation, 5 changing as-implanted doping

profiles, 6 amorphizing crystalline silicon, 7 changing surface reconstruction, 8 and

Sforming silicides from the elemental layers.9 Comparatively little work has been

done with III-V semiconductors, and most of that has been concerned with

annealing ion implantation damage in GaAs.10 Relatively few studies have been

performed to induce metal-compound-semiconductors reactions via laser-annealing

and these have focused primarily on the formation of Ohmic contacts. 11 Notably,

Gold et al. 12 and Barnes et al. 13 have promoted the formation of ohmic contacts in

the Au-Ge-GaAs systems. Kirkpatrick 14 has suggested pulsed electron beam

t- annealing of deposited Al on GaAs as a means of GalxAlxAs formation. L.D.

Laude 15 has used CW- and pulsed-laser annealing to form compound

semiconductors such as CdTe and CdSe from the elements. A major problem with

most of the annealing work in compound semiconductors seems to be a significant

..... ..... ...-. ?...... .?.-..........,........-..............-........................- . ............ ,- .... ........ ,
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loss of the more volatile component near the surface, leaving a non-stochiometric

* layer with rather unpredictable properties. 16 19

Short UV-laser pulses provide a source of energy for semiconductor interfaces which

is highly localized both spatially and temporally. Pulsed UV-laser annealing can

promote processes far from thermal equilibrium, as is best illustrated by the

amorphization of Si7 by picosecond laser-pulses. In our study, we have used a

pulsed ultra-violet (UV) laser (5 ns pulses from a 308 nm XeCI excimer laser) to

* anneal metal-semiconductor interfaces and promote highly localized chemical

reactions. These interfaces were annealed in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and

characterized by surface-sensitive techniques in order to monitor the chemical

processes on a scale of monolayers. Because of the extremely short laser pulse (5 ns)

and resultant heating (- 100 ns), interdiffusion of the metal and semiconductor

atoms could be limited to tens of X. Longer heat treatments, even at lower

temperatures, would produce extended diffusion, and a "washing out" of the

interfacial structure, below the level of detectability of our spectroscopic techniques.

In addition, the time structure of the laser pulses permits us to monitor the laser-

induced process in discrete steps, using successive pulses. The UHV environment

excludes ambient contamination which could interfere with or otherwise mask the

metal-semiconductor interaction. Surface science techniques such as soft x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)

C combined with sputter-depth-profiling allow us to follow atomic movements on a

monolayer scale and to determine the chemical state of these atoms.

We have systematically investigated laser-induced reactions at interfaces formed by

depositing Al overlayers on ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) cleaved (110) surfaces of GaP,

GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, and lnSb. Considerable spectroscopic evidence11 suggests

that strong Al-anion bonding takes place at this interface, even with the

semiconductor substrate held at room temperature. With the laser-induced

"' -" " "-"" t' ,; " Z .. .. . .. .. % .......... . :.. :.... .% . . .... -. :.-'. " -....- : '. " ... .- .". .-.... "
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annealing technique, we have discovered that it is possible to induce strong chemical

0 reactions at the AI/III-V compound semiconductor interface which are limited to

depths on the order of a hundred X and which involve all Al-Al bonds being

replaced by Al-anion bonds. This can be achieved without severely disrupting the

9 surface morphology - i.e., roughness as measured by optical microscopy and electron

beam induced imaging with 3 Lm resolution.

The materials investigated exhibit a wide range of energy density thresholds for

0 laser-induced reactions. For example, the Al-GaP and GaAs system react only at

highest energy densities of .19 and .17 J/cm2 whereas InSb begins to react at energy

densities as low as .08 J/cm2, we explain these differences using a purely thermal

model, in which the energy is absorbed near the metal-semiconductor interface

much faster than the semiconductor substrate can reach thermal equilibrium. If

enough energy is supplied, the AI-overlayer and near surface (tens of nm or less)

regions of the substrate will melt and a fast intermixing and rearrangement of bonds

takes place. From numerical heat flow calculations, we can explain the differences

in threshold between the systems as the manifestation of different thermal and, to a

much lesser extent, optical properties of the semiconductor materials. Taking into

account variations in heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and reflectivity, we find

that differences in semiconductor heat of fusion scale extremely well with the

observed thresholds. In this time and temperature regime, differences associated

C with bulk melting appear to be dominant, whereas heats of of reaction released due

to rearrangements of bonds do not seem to play an important role.

II. Experimental

All experiments were performed on visually smooth (110) surfaces cleaved in

ultrahigh-vacuum (p . 10-10 torr) from bars (5x~x15 mm) of the semiconducting

material, thereby ensuring an atomically clean, reproducible starting point for the

annealing and the surface characterization. Both SXPS and -ES Aere applied to

......................



GaAs (n type, 4.7x10 17 cm"3 Te) and InP (p-type, 4.3x10 15 cm"3 Zn), whereas GaP

* (doping unknown), GaSb (p-type, 1.3x101 7 cm"3 Zn), InAs (nominally undoped) and

InSb (n-type, 9x10 17 cm "3) was investigated by AES only. Al-overlayers ranging

from 20 100 A thickness (monitored with a quartz-crystal oscillator) were

* evaporated from heated tungsten filaments at rates of approximately 0.5 X/s in the

same UHV-chamber. The laser annealing was also performed in the same UHV-

chamber immediately after the deposition of the Al-overlayer with an Excilite model

XL-401 XeCl-laser operating at 308 nm with pulses of up to 5 mJ energy. The light
S

was focused through a sapphire-window onto the specimen with a 350 mm quartz

lens. Light reflected from the sample surface was directed out of the UHV-system

through the entrance window in order to prevent laser light from impinging on the

vacuum chamber walls, since the resultant desorption of ambient species could

possibly contaminate the specimen surface under investigation.

Two different modes of annealing were used. Single shot anneals produced - .3 x .6

mm spots sufficiently large to perform AES with a fine focus (3 jum) electron gun

and a PHI model 15-I1OA single pass cylindrical mirror electron energy analyzer

(CMA). In this mode, anneals with up to 20 different pulse energies could be

performed and analyzed on a single cleaved surface. For the AES-sputter profiles

and the SXPS measurements at the Tantalus electron storage ring, large

homogeneously annealed areas were required. We used repetitive pulses while

scanning the laser beam to anneal the 5x5 mm 2 cleaved surface completely. Scan

speed and pulse rate were chosen such that the individual laser spots overlapped

with each surface point receiving 4 pulses. In both modes, special care was taken to

align all specimens into exactly the same position relative to the focusing lens in

order to assure good reproducibility of energy density from anneal to anneal. This

was actually verified by repeating the same annealing steps on sexeral specimen

surfaces and comparing the associated spectroscopic features.

.' *-" ,. ."a'' % % -. %' % %'°. .- o-I.. -° " ' .. . . . . . . . . .% % ' ,° " ".°- 
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In the case of the single shot experiments, the annealed areas could be inspected

with an optical microscope after removal from the system. From the dimension of

the annealed area as a function of the pulse energy, the I/e - values (assuming

Gaussian profiles in both directions) of the oval spot could be determined accurately

to be 0.3 and 0.6 mm for the short and long axes respectively. When the laser was

scanned to cover the whole surface, this method could not be applied. In. this case,

we estimated the spot-size from the imagrig properties of the optical system.

Therefore the relative accuracy and reproducibility between different anneals in the
same mode is estimated to be better than 10% (including shot-to-shot variations in

the laser output), but the absolute value of the energy density, especially of the

SXPS measurements, is only accurate to about 25%.

Up to the highest applied energy density, none of the materials exhibited any visual

damage. The single shot experiments showed both in optical and electron beam-

induced images a homogeneously annealed inner portion of each anneal, while the

edges showed a number of concentric ring structures due to the decrease in energy

density.

III. Results

The effect of the laser anneal on the Al overlayer and near surface region of the

semiconductor was characterized in two ways: 1) near surface atomic composition

(. and 2) chemical state of the Al-atoms. The most obvious changes due to the laser

annealing appear in the Al 2p-SXPS spectra, as shown in Fig. 1 for the case of a 20

X Al film on InP. In the Al 2p spectrum of the 20 X overlayer before laser

annealing in Fig. 1 (lowest curve), we observe a wing of significant intensity at lower

kinetic (high binding) energy beside the major contribution from the metallic Al.

This spectrum agrees with earlier observations2 - 3 which indicate that AI reacts with

the InP substrate and Al-P bonds are formed at the Al-lnP interface.I,-
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Annealing the Al-overlayer with increasing densities, we observe the following:

* between 0.1 J/cm2, the major intensity contribution in the photoelectron spectrum is

shifted from 41.3 eV kinetic energy to 40.3 eV kinetic energy, indicating that more

and more Al atoms change their chemical bonding from being bonded in a metal to

* a stronger covalent bond. This trend continues with higher annealing energy density

until 0.3 J/cm2, for which only a very small contribution from the 41.3 eV "metallic"

peak is left The two components can be separated quantitatively by fitting a model

spectrum consisting of the Lorentzian doublet of metallic Al broadened by a

Gaussian function (representing the experimental resolution) to the high energy side

of the measured spectrum of the unannealed sample. For all spectra shown here,

the model spectrum fits the metallic component very well, indicating that this peak

does not broaden but that the intensity is transfered into the peak at higher binding

energy. The intensity contribution from the "covalent" peak is plotted in Fig. 2a,

illustrating a sharp onset of the reaction between 0.1 and 0.17 J/cm2.

Up to 0.3 J/cm2 , the total Al-intensity drops by only 40% compared to the initial 20

A-Al, indicating that the reaction is limited to a small volume near the surface. The

details of the corresponding In 4d and P 2p spectra are discussed in Ref. 27 in detail0
and summarized in Figs. 2b and c. The Al overlayer strongly attenuates the P 2p

intensity of the cleaved surface but as far as we can tell from the rather weak signal,

there is no change in either peak position or peak shape. This indicates that the

strength of chemical bonding between P atoms and its neighbors is affected very

little by the Al overlayer, as expected because of the small difference between Al-P

and In-P binding energies. During the anneal, both the intensity ratio P 2p/In 4d

and the P 2p peak position change very little, again indicating that the chemical

surroundings of the P-atoms are relatively unaltered. In contrast, the In 4d line

changes drastically. After the evaporation of the Al vAe find tAo major peaks

- separated by 0.8 eV of approximately equal intensity and a rather small shoulder at

higher binding energy. It has been shown earlier 2° 2- that this In 4d is due to a

........... """ . '"" """""" " " - " • .' " -.-'''' . .'""',-. """" ,." .,,". ..""'.;-. . .' '.'..
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combination of two components representing two different chemical states of the In

* atoms: a) In in a covalent bonded, semiconductor-like environment and b) In in a

metallic bonded state.

By deconvoluting these two In components, we can follow their intensity during the

• laser annealing, as shown in Fig. 2c. We find a gradual increase in the metallic

component which parallels the increase of tbe covalently bonded Al (Fig. 2a), and

which can be attributed to an exchange of the metal atoms. Only at the highest

annealing energy does this trend reverse, along with a recovery of the P 2p intensity.

We attribute this behavior to a partial evaporation of both In and P atoms from the

surface, leaving an almost "as cleaved" surface.

The results for Al on GaAs from SXPS can be summarized as follows: the

unannealed Al-overlayer shows a weaker interaction with the GaAs substrate: less

Ga goes into the metallic phase (45% compared to 75% for In with the lnP) and less

Al-anion bonds are formed, as indicated by a less pronounced shoulder in the Al2p

spectra. The reaction does not start until over 0.3 J/cm2, but at 0.4 J/cm 2 almost all

of the original Al 2p peak has shifted by 1 eV to higher binding energy, leaving few

traces of the metallic component.

AES reveals information which is complementary to that of SXPS. Peak-to-peak

height anal ses allow us to determine the atomic composition of near surface layers.

Also the significantly large chemical shift of 4 eV between the Al LVV Auger line of

metallic and covalently bonded A128 permits us to determine easily -the chemical

state of the Al-layers at different stages of the anneal. Unfortunately a similar

chemical shift cannot be observed for the In MNN and the Ga LMM lines, partially

due to the intrinsic width and partially due to the reduced resolution of the CMA at

higher kinetic energies. Significant chemical shifts in the PLVV Auger lines are in

pnnciple observable, but as in the case of SXPS we did not in fact obserxe an\

chemical shifts from the initial cleaved position. Figure 3 shows as an example the
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AES spectra in the range 40 to 140 eV, displaying the Al LVV and P LVV transitions

* of 50 A of Al on GaP after annealing at the indicated energies. Between 0.1 and 0.2

J/cm2 the major part of the Al LVV shifts from 67 eV to 64 eV. At 0.2 J/cm 2 there

is an indication of more than one component and at 0.3 J/cm2 the transition is

*complete. Even though the total linewidth of the P LVV is comparable to that of Al

and shifts on the order of 0.3 eV are observable, no shift could be detected here.

The change in chemical state is paralleled by a drop in the intensity of the Al LVV

line relative to the P LVV and, not shown here, the Ga LMM lines.

We have recorded Auger spectra at energy densities ranging from no anneal to 0.4

J/cm2 for all six III-V compounds investigated here. Figure 4 shows the atomic

composition for a 50 X Al overlayer on two of the semiconductors investigated,

GaAs and InSb, as a function of annealing energy density. The atomic composition

was deduced from the intensities of the strongest Auger peaks and calibration factors

given in Ref. 29. Prior to the laser annealing (i.e., zero energy density) we find in

general a larger signal from the substrate than would be expected from the

attenuation by a 50 A-Al overlayer. This behavior may be due to a non-continuous

Al-overlayer as well as to the interaction between the Al-overlayer and the

semiconductor - especially the diffusion of the cation to the surface. 27 Annealing at

low energy densities we find very little or no variation in the atomic composition

until, within a relatively narrow energy range, the Al concentration decreases

significantly. At high enough energy density the atomic concentration is again

constant over a rather wide energy range. We define a reaction threshold by the

midpoint between initial Al concentration and the high energy density plateau, thus

making it independent of the intensity calibration. This threshold is characteristic

for each material, ranging from 0.08 J/cm2 for InSb to 0.19 J/cmr 2 for GaP. (See

also Table 1).

.. ..-. .
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In order to demonstrate the localized nature of the chemical reaction, we .show in

Fig. 5 a sputter-depth profile obtained with AES of a 50 A-Al overlayer on InP

annealed with energy density of 0.14 I/cm2, i.e., just above the threshold. We

observe a slight In segregation at the surface, a region of constant composition (8-32

min sputter-time), a very gradual decrease in the A] concentration (40 to 80 min

sputter-time) and a rather sharp defined drop of the A-concentration above 80 min.

This sharp drop is even more remarkable in this experiment since multiple shots

were applied and every spot on the surface was annealed on average by 5 pulses. At

low Al concentrations, an exact measurement becomes difficult due to a weak

structure in the In-spectrum in the same energy range. Above 100 min sputtered

time, the Al concentration can only be considered as an upper limit. At this point,

the spectra became almost indistinguishable from those taken from pure, sputtered

InP surfaces. Therefore, we conclude that even after multiple pulses, the reaction

and diffusion of the Al overlayer is well defined with a steep edge and localized to a
V depth of about 200 A.

IV. Discussion

* The AES and SXPS data can be summarized as follows: The laser annealing

promotes a strong reaction of the Al-layer with the semiconducting substrates. Al-Al

bonds are broken and Al-anion bonds are formed. At high enough energy we find a

complete reaction of the metallic Al. While no anion loss near the surface is

observed, cations segregrate near the surface and form metallic clusters. Even after

multiple-shot annealing, the reaction is highly localized on a scale of 100 X. For

each material, we find a characteristic threshold for the onset of the reaction.
I.

The long on-going controversy concerning the mechanisms of energy deposition

during pulsed laser annealing experiments in silicon, has been resoked recentl.' 0 It

is generally believed that, on a nanosecond (ns) timescaie. essentially all of the

deposited energy is converted into lattice vibrations or macrcscopicall. to an increase
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in temperature. All the observations involving diffusion of dopants, recrystallization

etc. can be understood by thermally driven processes. For the balance of our

discussion we will therefore assume that, on the ns-timescale of our experiments, the

deposited energy is converted to thermal energy somewhere in the system. In order

* to understand especially the different thresholds for the different materials, we will

discuss these topics: a) optical properties, b) interface heat of reaction between Al

and III-V semiconductors, c) bulk thermal properties, and d) the resultant heat flow

calculation.

a) Optical Properties

Aspnes and Studna 3h give a comprehensive overview on the optical properties of

semiconductors at room temperature. According to their earlier data, the absorption

coefficient for the materials investigated in our study range from 7-105 cm1 for InP

to 1.5-106 cm"1 for InSb and the reflectivity from 38% (InP) to 61% (lnSb) at 4 eV.
0 As reported for Si32 at elevated temperature and photon energies above the direct

bandgap, the optical properties of InSb change little up to temperatures close to

melting33 at 4 eV. Preliminary measurements 34 on GaAs up to 800K indicate the

same behavior. Therefore, for further discussion, we will assume that the data in

Ref. 31 are a reasonable approximation for the whole temperature of the individual

material.

The influence of the absorption coefficient on to the temperature profile during and

after the exciting laser pulse is discussed in Ref. 35. Under certain conditions the

heat flow equation can be solved analytically. In this approximation, the

temperature profile becomes independent of a if the light absorption length a 1 is

small compared to the thermal diffusion length V'l-DF= V/tlpCp. where K is the

thermal conductivity, Cp the heat capacity, p the density of rhe material, and t the

laser pulse duration. In simple terms this means that thermal diffusion during the

pulse has already smeared out all temperature gradients near the surface Ahich
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would be expected due to the gradient in deposited energy. For the materials

* discussed here, - Dt at all temperatures is larger than 2-10- 5 cm, which is an order of

magnitude larger than the largest optical absorption length of 1.4.106 cm"1 (InP).

Therefore, the temperature profile becomes independent of a and of changes in a

* due to temperature changes.

The energy deposited Edep in the sample is directly related to the reflectivity R of
the material via the formula Edep = Eiaer (1 - R), where Elaser is the pulse energy.

* The differences in reflectivity (see Table I) cannot account for different annealing

behavior - we find an anticorrelation between threshold and reflectivity. GaP, with

the highest threshold, shows a relatively low reflectivity. Conversely nSb, with the

highest reflectivity, shows the lowest threshold energy. The reflectivity of the Al-

overlayer [II-V semiconductor system can be calculated from the optical constants of

both material using the formulas given in Ref. 36. Using n = 0.25 and k = 3.33 for

AI, 36 these values are given in Table I for a 50 X Al overlayer on the III-V

compounds: in general, the surface reflectivity increases and differences between

the substrates decrease. These are the values we have used for our heat flow

calculations.
0

b) Interface heat of reaction

At room temperature, the reaction between monolayers of metal on various

semiconductors, II-V's as well as others, can be explained by assuming that the

driving force for this reaction is provided by the heat of reaction LHR'1.37 Systems

react strongly if LHR is large. Examples include Ti, Ni, and Al on [nP. 20 If LH R

is small, the metal-semiconductor system behaves qualitatixely different. For the

systems investigated in this study, LHR calculated from the difference in heats of

formation given in Ref. 38 are listed in Table I. There is no obvious correlation

between the observed threshold for the reaction and the change of enhalp. due to

the reaction. Especially noteworthy is the comparison bereen Al-GaP and Al-
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GaAs. While these two systems show rather similar thresholds of .19 J/cm2 and 0.17

J/cm2, their respective tAHR of 18.8 and 10.8 kcal/mol are substantially different.

Thus, while the reactions are thermodynamically favorable, their rates and thresholds

do not seem .to be determined by the energy released from the metal-semiconductor

* reaction.

c) Bulk thermal properties

* In contrast to the interface heat of reaction, the bulk heat of fusion provides a

striking, linear correlation with Ethres. Figure 6 shows the reaction threshold Ethres

for the six materials plotted versus the heat of fusion 42 Hfus. These results suggest

that melting of the substrate is the important step in the reaction scheme that

determines the reaction between the metal-overlayer and the substrate. The

extremely good correlation shown in Fig. 6, is particularly significant, given that the

heat of fusion is only one of several material parameters which determine the

melting threshold for our interface laser annealing experiments. To verify that

substrate melting is the basis for our observations given the particular thermal

properties of these III-V compounds, we have performed extensive calculations to

* model the thermal behavior of the materials during and after the laser pulse. Since

the thermal properties of heat conductivity K and heat capacity C p are strongly

temperature-dependent (see Table 1I), the basic heat-flow equation 39

aT 1 a / aT
T = l(Zt) + - (1)

at PCP PCP aZ az

cannot be solved analytically. The numerical model used to solve the problem

follows the lines given in Refs. 35 and 40. We section the interface and subsurface

material into slabs, making use of the equations for the one-dimensional case given

in Ref. 39. The Al overlayer is treated as a separate slab with K = 2.37 W/cm K, CP
= 2.85 J/cm3 K, and Hfus = 1.07 J/cm 3 treated as constants, since these parameters

* "

',. : , ., " , , , ,._-, ., ...-... . - -- -. ,- ,: •.......... . . .. ., -..... .. . .. . .. .,-...:., ,..-.-,,...'.', .. ., . . . ., ..',.' . .. .- ; .. -",..-. .-..
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are only slightly temperature-dependent. 41 For better accuracy near the surface, we

use slabs of 50 X or less near the surface, geometrically increasing in thickness with

depth into the substrates. To facilitate the calculations, we assume that Cp = CPO

+ xT, T < Tmax, Cp = const, T > Tma , and' = Ko T-x, where Cp0 X, KO are

* fitted to the experimental data (see Table II). In the course of collecting the thermal

properties, we discovered that for most of the materials only fairly old data are

available,42 and some cases taken only on polycrystalline materials. 43 Even for the

commonly studied material GaAs, there are wide discrepancies between different

sources.35 ,43 Based on a survey of the literature, it is our judgment that the data

collected in Table I are the most accurate values. For our specific calculations, the

exact temperature dependence of Cp and c is not important, but the overall

functional behavior of these parameters can influence the results strongly. We have

calculated the temperature profiles for all materials for a wide range of incident

energies. In all cases, the actual energy absorbed was determined by the reflectivity
tP for the system given in Table 1. The profiles were calculated up to a depth of 10,000

X, where with further increase no changes near the surface occurred. The elapsed

time between iterations had to be chosen according t6 the stability condition given in

b Ref. 39 and was typically 2.10-11 s. The melt duration near the threshold is typically

10-20 ns and the melt depth rises approximately linearly with energy density.

In order to compare the calculations with the experimental reaction threshold, we

plot in Fig. 7 the reaction threshold as defined earlier over the calculated energy

necessary to melt the Al overlayer and 250 A of the substrate. For GaAs, two

calculated values are given: 1) for thermal data from Ref. 35 and 2) from Ref. 43,

indicating the uncertainties in the calculations arising from variations in the thermal

properties from the literature. For InAs, the thermal conductivity varies by a factor

of two with doping43, and there are significant differences between nominally

undoped samples. Since the thermal conductivity was measured on polycr :stalline

material only up to 8000K, there is some uncertainty in the accuracy of the thermal
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properties used in our calculations. Also indicated in Fig. 7 is the estimated absolute

* error of the reaction threshold ( 25%) for the highest energy. The relative error

between the different materials is less than 10%. Except the InAs point, all points

fall within the relative error of the measured threshold onto a best fit straight line,

* passing through the origin of the coordinate system with a slope of 1.02. This

excellent correlation between calculated melt energies and measured threshold

energies strongly supports the proposed model. The slope of nearly one also

indicates that the experimental energy calibration is fairly accurate and free of

systematic errors. Even though the thermal data on the II1-V compounds are fairly

old and sometimes taken on inferior material, they seem to describe the correct trend

and also allow quantitative calculations. We have applied this model to estimate the

reaction threshold for the Cu-CdS system in advance, and even with just

approximate values for the thermal properties, the expected threshold was met quite

accurately. 46

e
V. Conclusions

In summary, we have used SXPS and AES measufements of chemical shifts and

* atomic spectral intensities at laser-annealed metal-Ill-V compound semiconductor

interfaces to identify the probable mechanism which determines the threshold for

metal-semiconductor reaction. Such reactions can be localized to depths of only tens

(, of nanometers using pulsed excimer lasers and they exhibit a finite "window" of

deposited energy density in which reaction can occur without disruption of the film-

substrate surface morphology. An excellent correlation between the observed

threshold in energy density and the semiconductor heat of fusion for six III-V

compound semiconductors demonstrates that melting of the substrate within the

laser pulse duration governs the metal-semiconductor interaction at elevated

temperatures. Model calculations of laser-deposited heat transfer and temperature
(- profile based on observed threshold energy densities and reacted interface depths

. . . . . . . . -
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reveal very good agreement between observed and calculated thresholds based on

available thermal data. In the case of GaAs, this systematic agreement permits us to

discriminate between divergent reports of thermal data. Analogous laser-threshold

studies are planned for metals with other classes of semiconductors, providing a basis

* for predicting and controlling the features of metastable metal-semiconductor

interface layers.
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TABLE I

Reaction Reflectivity Reflectivity

Threshold at 4 eV with 50A-Al AHR
q Material fJ/cm 2] [%} at 4 eV [%] [kczL1/mol]

GaP 0.19 45 57 18.8

GaAs 0.17 42 54 10.8

GaSb 0.11 58 68 13.0

lnP 0.11 38 52 18.6

InAs 0.125 39 53 13.6

InSb 0.08 61 71 15.7
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TABLE 11

V Thermal Proper-ties of Ill-V Semiconductors

*Tmeit 42  Hfus42  Cp45  K

[K] [kcal/moll (cal/mol KI 1W/cm, K] Ref for C

GaP 1740 27.7 10 +1.6-10- 3T 1458-T-133  43a

GaAs 1513 25.2 10.8 + 1.45-10-3T 208-T-109  43
35.5.-.66 35

GaSb 985 14.8 10.9 + 310-3T 633-T-1-33  43a

In? 1335 14.8 9.8 +3.5.10 3T 200.T-1-0 44

InAs 1215 17.6 10.9+1.8 -197-T1
16  43b

InSb 800 11.5 10.6+3.6 20.61-T- 847 41
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* Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Al 2p SXPS core level spectra taken at 120 eV photon energy: 20 A Al on

InP (110) surface as evaporated and after laser annealing with increasing

, energy density.

Fig. 2. Change in surface composition-of 2M A-Al overlayer on UHV-cleaved InP

(110) surface as a function of annealing energy density.

a) covalently bonded Al versus total Al: conversion of metallic Al into

covalent bonded Al.

b) P 2p versus In 4d: attenuation of P 2p level at surface due to Al

overlayer and recovery after high energy density anneal.

c) metallic In 4d versus total In 4d: metallic segregation due to Alw
overlayer increases with energy density up to 0.3 J/cm2 and then drops at

higher energy densities.

Fig. 3. Chemical reaction in the AI-GaP system identified by AES: with

increasing energy density, the Al LVV transition shifts from 67 eV

("metallic") to 64 eV ("covalent"), while decreasing in intensity. The P

LVV feature unchanged in energy.

Fig. 4. Atomic concentration of 50 A Al on GaAs (top) and lnSb (bottom) as a

function of annealing energy density.

Fig. 5. Sputter depth profile of 50 A-Al on InP annealed at an energy density of

0.14 J/cm2 per pulse. The excess In above 120 min is due to preferential

sputtering of p.47  From the integration of the Al signal. ve deduce a

sputter rate of 2.25A/min.

) j q, O1 o = w, ot , ) " ., - % . - . = ,' 'o, .' '-b - % ,= '- . = 
.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between energy density of reaction threshold as defined in

text and heat of fusion as compiled in Ref. 42.

Fig. 7. Experimentally determined reaction threshold Emea versus calculated

melting threshold EcaI for 50 A Al and a 250 A semiconductor layer: X

GaP, 0 GaAs, D GaSb, 6 InP, o InAs, 0 InSb. For GaAs, two sets of

thermal properties were used for the calculations: 1) from 35 and 2) from

43.

Table Captions

1. Reaction thresholds, reflectivities with and without 50 A Al overlayers, and

heats of reaction 37 AHR for each of the six compound semiconductors.

2. Thermal properties for each of the six III-V compound semiconductors

studied.

a

4.
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Ultrafast Laser-Induced Oxidation of Silicon: A New Approach Towards High

* Quality, Low Temperature, Patterned SiO2 Formation

1.E. ORLOWSKI and H. RICHTER
Xerox Webster Research Center, Rochester, NY 14644

S

A new low temperature method of rapidly forming (>100A/sec) high quality patterned

silicon dioxide (Si02 ) layers on silicon substrates is presented. Ultraviolet pulsed laser

excitation in an oxygen environment is utilized. Infrared absorption measurements indicate

that the laser grown oxide is stoichiometric but with a higher degree of disorder than

thermally grown oxide. From capacitance-voltage measurements we deduce a fixed oxide

charge near the Si-SiO2 interface of 6x10 10 /cm 2 for oxides that have been thermally

annealed following the laser induced growth making this material a candidate for

applications in semiconductor devices.
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There has been considerable activity in the search for efficient low temperature

techniques for depositing thin dielectric films in semiconductor device fabrication

processes. Low temperature techniques can reduce or eliminate problems such as

substrate warpage, dopant redistribution and defect generation and propagation1

associated with conventional high temperature processing steps. Much progress has been

made in rapid low temperature deposition of Si3N4 and SiO2 utilizing laser-initiated

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques2'3 . Other studies have shown that oxygen

trapped in amorphous silicon layers during pulsed laser annealing of silicon wafers rapidly
9

forms Si024 . Although considerable work has been done using continuous-wave(CW)

lasers5'6 to grow thin SiO2 layers on Si, growth rates reported for these measurements are

comparable or only slightly larger than the rate for conventional thermal oxidation

processes. The work reported here is concerned with a new low temperature method of

rapidly forming high quality patterned silicon dioxide layers on silicon substrates utilizing

pulsed ultraviolet (UV) laser excitation. We examine the growth kinetics and stoichiometry

of the laser grown SiO2 (L-SiO2 ) and characterize the electrical properties of metal-oxide-

silicon (MOS) devices made using L-SiO2 .

The technique involves optical excitation and subsequent rapid heating of a silicon

. ubstrate (p-type, 10-20 Qcm, (100) surface) to near or above its melting point in an oxygen

environment (1 atm.) using a XeCI excimer laser which provides 5 nsec pulses with up to

5mJ energy at 308 nm. Focusing the beam to a 1.0 x 0.5 mm spot on the sample results in

energy densities of up to 0.9 J/cm2 . A laser pulse repetition rate of 100 Hz. is used which

produces no residual substrate heating and even the surface of the sample cools within 1

psec of excitation. In order to reduce the strain in the substrate during the rapid heating

and cooling, the substrate was resistively heated to 400oC. Repetitive pulses combined

with scanning the focused laser beam over the sample surface produced patterned oxide

layers large enough to perform infrared (IR) and electrical measurements.

.. ...... . .:. :; £,* ,,:, .i , , ,,~r. - . - - *- ' .': . . * ** "?-' . * .-- '.--:'7 "? " -"'."'", .< ' ' ' ' '- . . *"'"" -:''" '""?"" "- '' . .- .,, - , -- -'""'- : ',
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Figure 1 shows the thickness of L-SiO2 as a function of laser exposure time. For

*l; thicknesses between 300 and 1800 A the oxide growth rate is linear (- 100 A/sec) and

comparable to that found for deposition of SiO2 by laser assisted CVD techniques2 ,3 . For

thicker oxides the growth kinetics appear to follow a quadratic behavior (i.e., XSi02 (A) C

(Bt)'/2 where B is a time-averaged parabolic rate constant) indicating that the diffusion of

oxygen across the SiO2 layer toward the Si-SiO2 interface is influencing the overall oxide

formation rate. From the fit in Figure 1 (dotted line) we obtain a value of B - 8.5 ,Lm2 /hr

which is - 30X larger than that found for the thermal oxidation process at 1000oC and 1

atm. 02 pressure 7 . These considerations do not take into account that the SiO2 and the

surface of the Si wafer stay at elevated temperatures for less than 1 IFsec after each laser

pulse. Taking this time as an upper limit, and with a laser repetition rate of 100 Hz, the

effective parabolic rate constant would be 8.5 x 104 um 2/hr or 3x10 5 times larger than in

conventional thermal oxidation processes!

Several points can be made concerning these results. The onset of parabolic behavior

of the growth kinetics for L.SiO2 occurs at thicknesses a factor of two greater than for

typical thermally grown oxides. This could happen if the diffusion of oxygen through the L-

SiO 2 is faster or if the concentration of dissolved oxygen is larger than in thermally grown

0 oxides. In order to understand the dramatic increase in the overall oxidation rate however,

much more information is needed concerning the effect of Si electronic excitation upon

the formation of Si-O bonds. Other investigators have reported enhanced oxidation of

silicon using CW lasers5 '8 and in one case5 dramatic differences in enhancement were

found between visible and UV excitation. It was proposed5 that electrons excited from the

conduction band of Si into the conduction band of Si0 2 (barrier height 3.2 eV) by UV

photons could combine with dissolved 02 in the SiO2 layer to form 02'. Many researchers

have suggested9 ,10 that a negatively charged species of oxygen plays a key role in the

oxidation process. We observe a rather sharp onset to rapid oxide formation at incident

pulse energy densities near 0.3 J/cm2 which we attribute to the onset of melting of the Si

surface. Other experiments using visible1 1 and UV12 laser pulse energy densities
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exceeding the silicon melting threshold have been reported however only thin oxides (<500

A) were formed and no discussion of the electrical quality of the Si-SiO2 interface was

included. It is clear that more detailed experimental effort is needed to explain the entire

catalytic effect of the laser upon the growth process. In any event, very thick oxides can

be grown rapidly using this new method. With longer exposure times and tighter laser

focusing oxide layers up to a thickness of 1/4m have been made. Considerable effort has

been expended to characterize the quality of the oxide formed by this laser induced

process as discussed below.

Silicon dioxide shows three prominent IR absorption bands: 1070 cm 1 (Si-O stretching),

850 cm-1 (0-Si-O bending) and 450 cm'1 (Si.O-Si rocking). These bands obey a Lambert-

Bouguer law and can therefore be used to determine the thickness of SiO2 films on an IR

transparent substrate. 13  The frequency, width and relative intensities also reveal

information about stoichiometry and structure of SiO2 films. The IR-spectra were recorded

on a double beam Perkin-Elmer 283 IR-spectrometer with a bare silicon substrate (covered

* with native oxide - 20-30 A on both sides) in the reference beam. Besides the above

mentioned Si0 2 -bands, no other absorption bands (e.g. hydroxyl-groups, etc'.) were

detected in the range from 4000 cm* 1 to 200 cm-1 . Figure 2 shows a typical Si-O stretching

band of a 2830 A-thick L-SiO2 film in comparison with a 2800 A thermal oxide layer, grown

at 1000oC in dry 02- The peak position of the absorption band in both spectra is the same

(1070 cm'1 ), but the L-SiO2 band is broader (133 cm' 1 ) than the thermal oxide (90 cm'l).

A similar but larger broadening is found in CVD-deposited Si0 2 films14 . Recent work 6

reporting oxide films prepared using CW CO2 lasers show the opposite effect (i.e., a slight

narrowing of the Si-O stretching band compared to the thermal oxide). It has been shown

earlier 15 that the Si-O stretching frequency in SiO x is linearly related to the oxygen

concentration x, whereas the band width is mainly determined by the O-Si-O bond angle

variation. We therefore interpret our IR-data in the following way: The bulk of the L.Si02 is

stoichiometric within the accuracy of the measurement and shows no oxygen deficiency.

The broadening of the bands on the other hand shows an additional degree of structural

°( °= 4 t ° . '. . , , . , .. . -O . , . . - , . . . " ' , , ° . . - . .. = . - • , + o . = , . %
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disorder like large variations in bond angle. Similar results are obtained from soft x-ray

photoemission(SXPS) data: the bulk of the L-SiO 2 shows no sign of SiO x suboxides while at

the interface, a layer of SiO x is found of comparable thickness as in thermally grown

SiO 2 .16

The strength of the 1070 cm "1 absorption band was used as the standard way of

determining the thickness of the L-Si0 2 films (Figure 1) using the absorption coefficient of

3.4 x 104 cm"1 given in Ref. 17. The thicknesses determined in this way are in good

9 agreement with standard color charts and the oxide thickness determined from capacitance

measurements of MOS-capacitors using the standard Si02 dielectric constant ei = 3.5 x

10-13 F/cm.

Two critical parameters for the application of an insulating layer in metal-insulator-

semiconductor devices are the fixed oxide charge density, Df, and the interface state

density, Dit. We have studied both parameters in the L-Si0 2 films using the combined high.

and low-frequency capacitance, voltage (CV-) technique reviewed in Ref. 18. Al-contacts of

.0033 cm2 area were evaporated onto the L-Si0 2 layers with no post metallization

annealling. For these capacitors, the CV-plots reveal fixed oxide charge densities in the

range of 3x10 11 - 8x10 11 cm 2 and surface state densities of the same magnitude. The

capacitors also show leakage currents of typically 10"6 A at 3x10 5 V/cm. This electrical

quality can be improved significantly with a short ( 20 min.) anneal at 900oC in 1 atm. 02

prior to metallization. From the CV-plots shown in Fig. 3 one obtains characteristic values

of 6x10 10 cm"2 fixed charge and 2x10 11 cm- 2 eV- 1 surface states near midgap following

this treatment. Leakage is also reduced dramatically. Up to a field of 5x105 V/cm (our

experimental limit), leakage currents are less than our detection limit of 10.10 A. These

values are in the same range as the values for plasma oxides 19 or CVD-oxides20 following

longer annealling treatments at higher temperatures. Further studies on the annealing

behavior in a variety of ambients (H2 , N2 ) and temperatures as well as measurements of

pinhole density and breakdown voltage are in progress in order to determine the mimimum

- - . . - - .--- -. .. % ". .a-. *.- .o.." •-
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requirements for achieving "good" oxide electrical properties. At the present time we

*know that the breakdown voltage of all capacitors made with L-SiO 2 is >5 x 105 V/cm. It

should be noted that all results reported here were obtained without preoxidation cleaning

of the silicon substrate, an elaborate multistep procedure found necessary for achieving

good electrical properties in thermally-grown oxides18

We have presented a new, fast, essentially low temperature technique for growing high

quality SiO2 suitable for application in certain thin film devices. An important advantage of

* this technique is the use of a focussed laser beam which makes it possible to grow a

patterned oxide thus eliminating two steps in the fabrication of integrated circuits (masking

and subsequent etching to remove insulation layer for contacts). Since the oxidation

process is very strongly temperature dependent, the oxide profile is usually much steeper

than the laser beam profile. By varying the energy density it is also possible to modulate

the oxide thickness in a controlled manner during the growth process as we have shown.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Plot of SiO2 thickness (from IR absorption data) as a function of laser exposure time.

* The observed growth rate is linear from 300 - 1800 A Si02 thickness becoming

quadratic at greater Si0 2 thicknesses.

Fig. 2 IR absorption spectra: Laser-grown Si0 2 (solid line) and thermally-grown (1000C)

Si02 (dotted line). From the Si0 2 absorption coefficient at 1070 cm 1 we obtain an

oxide thickness of -2800 A.

Fig. 3 Typical high-frequency (HF) and low-frequency (LF) CV-plot of an AI-L-Si0 2-Si MOS

capacitor. The HF-curve was taken at 1 MHz, the LF-curve at 1 kHz (no changes were

observed at lower frequencies). From the HF data one obtains a fixed oxide charge

density, Df, of 6x1010 cm "2 and from the LF data, an interface state density, Dit, of

o 2x10 11 cm. 2eV-1 .
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Ultrafast UV-Laser Induced Oxidation of Silicon: Control and Characterization of the

* Si-SiO2 Interface

H. RICHTER and T.E. ORLOWSKI
Xerox Webster Research Center, Rochester, NY 14644

M. KELLY and G. MARGARITONDO
Dept. of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

A new low temperature method of rapidly forming (>100A/sec) high quality patterned silicon

dioxide (Si0 2) layers up to a thickness of 1 pm on silicon substrates is presented.

Ultraviolet pulsed laser excitation in an oxygen environment is utilized. Infrared absorption

spectroscopy, capacitance-voltage measurements, and soft x-ray photoemission are

employed to characterize the oxide films and the Si-SiO2 interface. No shift but a

significant broadening of the Si-O stretching mode compared with thermally grown oxides is

found indicating that the laser grown oxide is stoichiometric but with a higher degree of

disorder. Similar results are obtained from soft x-ray photoemission data: the bulk of the

laser grown SiO2 shows no sign of SiOx-suboxides while at the interface, a layer of SiOx is

• found of comparable thickness as in thermally grown SiO2 . From capacitance-voltage

measurements we deduce a fixed oxide charge near the Si-SiO2 interface of 6x10 10 /cm 2

for oxides that have been thermally annealed following the laser induced growth making

this material a candidate for applications in semiconductor devices.
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There has been considerable activity in the search for efficient low temperature

*techniques for depositing thin dielectric films in semiconductor device fabrication processes

to eliminate problems such as substrate warpage, dopant redistribution and defect

generation and propagation1 associated with conventional high temperature processing

* steps. Much progress has been made in rapid low temperature deposition of Si3 N4 and

Si02 utilizing laser-initiated'chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques2 ,3 . Other studies

have shown that oxygen trapped in amorphous silicon layers during pulsed laser annealing

of silicon wafers rapidly forms Si02
4 . Although considerable work has been done using

"continuous-wave (CW) lasers5 '6 to grow thin Si0 2 layers on Si, growth rates reported for

these measurements are comparable or only slightly larger than the rate for conventional

thermal oxidation processes. The work reported here is concerned with a new low

temperature method of raoidl forming high quality patterned silicon dioxide layers on

silicon substrates utilizing oulsed ultraviolet (UV) laser excitation. We examine the growth

kinetics, electronic structure, and stoichiometry of the laser grown Si02 (L-Si02) and

characterize the electrical properties of metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) devices made using L-

Si0 2.

Shown in Figure 1 is the apparatus developed for laser induced oxidation of silicon.

The technique involves optical excitation and subsequent rapid heating of a silicon

substrate (p-type, 10-20 0cm, (100) surface) to near or above its melting point in an oxygen

environment (1 atm.) using a XeCl excimer laser which provides 5 nsec pulses with up to

IL 5mJ energy at 308 nm. Focusing the beam to a 1.0 x 0.5 mm spot results in energy

densities at the sample of up to 0.85 J/cm2 . Excitation at 308 nm in silicon (absorption

coefficient= 1.2 x 106 cm*1 )7 provides over ninety percent absorption of the laser pulse

within 200A of the sample surface. With a laser pulse duration of 5 nsec and a pulse

repetition rate of 100 Hz., there is no residual substrate heating and even the surface of

the sample cools within 1 jFsec of excitation. In order to reduce the strain in the substrate

during the rapid heating and cooling, the substrate was resistively heated to 4000C.

Substrate temperature was measured using an infrared pyrometer operating at 5pm.

(' . . .. . ...-, . .. - o . " .. - , , - . - , . ., . . . , . . . ., . . ., . ., - . . . ., . . . .
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Repetitive pulses combined with scanning the focused laser beam over the sample surface

produced patterned oxide layers large enough to perform infrared (IR) absorption and

electrical measurements.

Figure 2 shows the thickness of L-Si0 2 as a function of laser exposure time. For oxides

lbetween 300 and 1800 A thick the growth rate is linear (- 100 A/sec) and comparable to

that found for deoosition of SiO2 by laser assisted CVD techniques2 ,3 . For thicker oxides

the growth kinetics appear to follow a quadratic behavior (i.e., XSi02 (A) cc (Bt)'/2 where B

I is a time-averaged parabolic rate constant) indicating that the diffusion of oxygen across

the SiO2 layer toward the Si-SiO2 interface is influencing the overall oxide formation rate.

From the fit in Figure 2 (dotted line) we obtain a value of B - 8.5 /im2 /hr which is - 30X

larger than that found for the thermal oxidation process at 1000°C and 1 atm. 02 pressure8 .

These considerations do not take into account that the SiO2 and the surface of the Si wafer

stay at elevated temperatures for less than I jAsec after each laser pulse. Taking this time

as an upper limit, and with a laser repetition rate of 100 Hz, the effective parabolic rate

constant would be 8.5 x 104 J/m2 /hr or 3x105 times larger than in conventional thermal

oxidation processes.

Several points can be made concerning the dramatic increase in the overall oxidation

rate. The diffusion of oxygen through the SiO2 layer toward the Si-SiO2 interface may be

promoted by the UV photodissociation (multiphoton) of 02 into oxygen atoms. In addition,

the effect of Si electronic excitation upon the formation of Si-O bonds is not clearly

understood. Other investigators have reported enhanced oxidation of silicon using CW

lasers5 and dramatic differences in enhancement were found between visible and UV

excitation. It has been proposed5 that electrons excited from the conduction band of Si

into the conduction band of Si02 (barrier height 3.2 eV) by UV photons could combine with

dissolved 02 in the Si0 2 layer to form 02*. Many researchers have suggested 9 10 that a

negatively charged species of oxygen plays a key role in the oxidation process. We

- observe a rather sharp onset to rapid oxide formation at incident pulse energy densities

-, ,V. ."= us UI
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near 0.35 J/cm2 which we attribute to the onset of melting of the Si surface.1 1 Other

* experiments using visible12 and UV13 laser pulse energy densities exceeding the silicon

melting threshold have been reported however only thin oxides (<500A) were studied and

no discussion of the electrical quality of the Si-SiO 2 interface was included. It is clear that

* more detailed experimental effort is needed to explain the entire catalytic effect of the laser

upon the growth process. In any event, very thick oxides can be grown rapidly using this

new method. With longer exposure times and tighter laser focusing oxide layers up to a

thickness of 11Am have been made. Considerable effort has been expended to characterize

the quality of the oxide formed by this laser induced process as discussed below.

Silicon dioxide shows three prominent IR absorption bands: 1070 cm "1 (Si-O stretching),

850 cm "1 (0-Si-O bending) and 450 cm "1 (Si-O-Si rocking). It has been shown 14 that these

bands obey a Lambert-Bouguer law and can therefore be used to determine the thickness

of Si02 films on an IR transparent substrate. The frequency, width and relative intensities

also reveal information about stoichiometry and structure of Si0 2 films.

The IR-spectra were recorded on a double beam Perkin-Elmer 283 IR-spectrometer with

a bare silicon substrate (covered with native oxide - 20.30 A on both sides) in the

• reference beam. The measurements scanned the frequency range from 4000 cm*1 to 200

cm1 . Besides the above mentioned Si02 -bands, no other absorption bands (e.g. hydroxyl-

groups, etc.) were detected. Figure 3 shows a typical Si-O stretching band of a 2830 A.

thick L-Si0 2 film in comparison with 2800 A of thermal oxide, grown on both sides of a Si

wafer ((100> surface) at 1000oC in dry 02. This figure shows that the peak position of the

absorption band in both spectra is the same (1070 cm"), but the L-SiO2 band is broader

(133 cm "1 ) than the thermal oxide (90 cml). A similar but larger broadening is found in

C- CVD-deposited Si0 2 films 15. Recent work 6 reporting oxide films prepared using CW CO2

lasers show the opposite effect (i.e., a slight narrowing of the Si-O stretching band

compared to the thermal oxide).

.'.C ,' , , ", ,. ; ..-. ... . ' ,. . . - , .....j '. ' .. . ' '. - .. ... . . ...- . • .-., - . -., , , . . .
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It has been shown earlier 16 that the Si-0 stretching frequency in SiOx is linearly related

* to the oxygen concentration x, whereas the band width is mainly determined by the 0-Si-O

bond angle variation. We therefore interpret our IR-data in the following way: The bulk of

the L-Si0 2 is stoichiometric within the accuracy of the measurement and shows no oxygen

* deficiency. The broadening of the bands on the other hand shows an additional degree of

structural disorder like large variations in bond angle.

The strength of the 1070 cm1 absorption band was used as the standard way of

determining the thickness of the L-Si0 2 films (Figure 2) using the absorption coefficient of

3.4 x 104 cm"1 given in Ref. 17. The thicknesses determined in this way are in good

agreement with standard color charts and the oxide thickness determined from capacitance

measurements of MOS-capacitors using the standard Si02 dielectric constant ei = 3.5 x

10- 13 F/cm.

The electronic structure and the stoichiometry of L-Si02 was investigated by soft x-ray

photoemission (SXPS) at the University of Wisconsin Storage Ring facility at the Stoughton

Physical Science Laboratory. All data discussed here were taken on in-situ prepared L-Si02

samples transferred from a high pressure reaction chamber into the SXPS-spectrometer.

o The valence band density of states (DOS) as revealed by photoelectron spectra taken at 40

eV photon energy, and the conduction band DOS, as revealed by secondary electron yield

measurements, (a measurement yielding information comparable to soft x-ray absorption

data) are identical with corresponding data reported in the literature 18,19 A combination

of the two measurements was applied to determine the bandgap of L-Si0 2 . In agreement

with data on thermally grown Si0 2 , a gap of 9.1 eV is found, while a double peak structure

1.8 eV below the conduction band edge in the secondary yield spectrum is interpreted as a

core hole exciton, also found in earlier x-ray absorption measurements 2 0 (details will be

published later).

Figure 4 shows the Si 2p photoelectron spectra of (a) thermally cleaved Si surface, (b)
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7.5 A L-Si02 , (C) 15 A L-SiO2 and (d) z 500 A L-SiO2 taken at 145 eV photon energy

* (resulting in maximum surface sensitivity). The Si 2p spectra of the 500 A L-SiO2 layer

shows the characteristic chemical shift of 4.5 eV relative to the clean Si 2p spectra.2 1

While the clean Si-surface as well as the 500 A L-SiO2 surface exhibit one distinct peak, the

spectra of the thin Si0 2 layers (b,c) stretch out over the whole energy range between the

"clean" Si 2p peak and the oxide Si0 2 -peak. Spectra (b) and (c) can be deconvoluted into

contributions from the underlying Si-substrate (no chemical shift), a stoichiometric Si0 2

layer (-4.5 eV shift), and a peak (dashed lines in Fig. 4b and 4c) that has been

* interpreted21 as originating from a non-stoichiometric SiOx interlayer at the Si-surface.

From the relative intensities of the three components and the electron-mean free path (5 A),

the thickness of the Si0 2 layer and the SiOx interlayer have been calculated. For a

thickness of the L-Si0 2 layer ranging from 5 to 15 A, the interlayer has a constant thickness

of 2-3 A, as also found in the case of thermally grown Si0 2 -layers.21 On the other hand,

this component is completely absent in thicker L-SiO2 where the film thickness is much

larger than the electron escape depth, showing that the bulk of the L-Si0 2 is stoichiometric,

with a suboxide layer of comparable dimension as in thermal SiO2 localized at the Si-Si0 2

interface.

* Two critical parameters for the application of an insulating layer in metal-insulator-

semiconductor devices are the fixed oxide charge density, Df, and the interface state

density, Dit. We have studied both parameters in thick L-Si0 2 films (-3000A). First, Al-

contacts (.0033 cm2 area) were evaporated onto the L-Si0 2 layers with no post

metallization annealing. Then we used the combined high-frequency (HF) and low-

frequency (LF) capacitance, voltage (CV-) technique first described by Castagne and

Vapaille 22 and reviewed in Ref. 23 to obtain Df and Dit. This CV technique relies on the

measurement of capacitance by currents from an AC gate voltage applied to the MOS

capacitor. At low frequencies (<1 kHz) interface trap response to the AC gate voltage is

immediate whereas at high frequencies (-1 MH?) interface traps do not follow the AC gate

voltage. One extracts the interface trap density from the difference in response at low and
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high frequencies to the applied AC gate voltage and the fixed charge from the shift in

* flatband voltage23 . Both HF and LF CV curves were taken with a Hewlett-Packard Model

4192A impedance analyzer. All HF CV measurements were performed at 1 MHz while LF

measurements were taken in the range 200-1000 Hz. Further reduction in frequency did

not alter the CV curve thus insuring that the measured response represents the LF case.

Using LF AC measurements instead of a linear voltage ramp significantly reduces problems

interpreting CV curves from leaky insulators. For these as prepared Al.L-SiO2 -Si

capacitors, the CV-plots reveal fixed oxide charge densities in the range of 3x10 11 -

8x10 11 cm-2 and surface state densities of the same magnitude. The capacitors also

show leakage currents of typically 10 .6 A at 3x10 5 V/cm.

The electrical quality of the as grown oxides can be improved significantly with a short

(20 min.) anneal at 900°C in 1 atm. 02 prior to metallization. Under thesi conditions -17A

of "thermal" oxide will grow at the Si.L.SiO2 intertace. Althcugh annealing of thermally

grown oxides in 02 (at temperatures lower than the growth temperature) typicall, causes
0 2

an increase in Of and it, 24 for L-SiO2 the opposite occurs. From the CV-plots shown in

Fig. 5 one obtains characteristic values of 6x1010 cm 2 fixed charge and 2x10 11 cm 2 eV 1

surface states near midgap with a narrow distribution within the number of samples

*D following this annealing treatment. Leakage current is also reduced dramatically Up to a

field of 5x10 5 V/cm (our experimental limit), leakage currents are less than our detection

limit of 10.11 A. The reason for the deviation between the LF and HF CV curves shown in

Fig. 5 at negative biases has not been explored fully. However. using the expression given

in Ref. 23,

Pit = AC 1- CI.HF+/C -1 1- CHF -1

q Cox Cox

where AC =CLF - CHF . q is the elementary charge and Cox is the oxide capacity, this

difference between CLF and CHF results in an increased density of interface states.

Therefore the value of Dit 2 x 1011 cm"leV. 1 represents an upper limit. Values of Of and
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Dit that we have obtained for annealed Si.L-SiO2 structures are in the same range as

* values for plasma oxides25 or CVD.oxides 26 following longer annealing treatments at

higher temperatures and are lower than reported values for thermal oxides grown at

900°C.23 Further studies on the annealing behavior in a variety of ambients (H2 , N2) and

4P temperatures as well as measurements of pinhole densities and breakdown voltage are in

progress in order to determine the mimimum requirements for achieving "good" oxide

electrical properties. At the present time we know that the breakdown voltage for all

capacitors made with L-SiO 2 is > 5 x 105 V/cm. It should be noted that all results reported

here were obtained without preoxidation cleaning of the silicon substrate, an &laborate

multistep procedure found necessary for achieving good electrical properties in thermally-

grown oxides23

Recently, experiments on the effects of laser annealing silicon substrates capped with

thermally grown SiO 2 layers have been reported. 27 Using ruby laser pulses (694 nm)

silicon substrates ((100> surface) were annealed exciting through the SiO 2 layer (3000 A) at

various excitation densities in the range 0.6.1.0J/cm2. From CV measurements obtained

on MOS structures made following this treatment values of Dr~3 x 1011 cm-2 and Dit~ 6 x

1011 cm 2eV"1 were found at an incident pulse energy density equal to that used in our

experiment (-0.8J/cm2). These values are remarkably close to values reported here for

unannealed Si-L-SiO2 structures which indicates that the interface damage introduced by

laser annealing the silicon surface of a Si-SiO 2 structure is similar to the residual interface

damage in the laser grown Si-L-SiO 2 structure. It was also found that at excitation

densities exceeding 0.8 J/cm2 physical damage consisting of surface wrinkles appeared in

the SiO 2 layer.27 We find no evidence for this in our work. One final remark concerning

laser annealing is that it has been reported2 7 that minority carrier lifetimes dramatically

decrease following annealing of Si-SiO 2 structures. We did not verify this for our Si-L-SiO2

structures and mention it here for consideration.

We have presented a new, fast, essentially low temperature technique for growing high

quality Si02 suitable for application in certain thin film devices. An important advantage of

this technique is the use of a focussed laser beam which makes it possible to grow a
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patterned oxide without using a mask and thus eliminating two steps in the fabrication of

* integrated circuits (masking and subsequent etching to remove insulation layer for

contacts). Since the oxidation process is very strongly temperature dependent, the oxide

profile is usually much steeper than the laser beam profile. By varying the energy density it

is also possible to modulate the oxide thickness in a controlled manner during the growth

process as we have shown.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the apparatus: the XeCI excimer laser produces Si02 patterns

on the Si substrate (<100> surface) by lens translation.

Fig. 2 Plot of SiO2 thickness (from IR absorption data) as a function of laser exposure time.

The observed growth rate is linear from 300 - 1800 A Si02 thickness becoming

quadratic at greater Si0 2 thicknesses.

• Fig. 3 IR absorption spectra: Laser-grown Si02 (solid line) and thermally-grown (10000C)

SiO2 (dotted line). From the SiO2 absorption coefficient at 1070 cm1 we obtain an

oxide thickness of -2800 A.

Fig. 4 SXPS-spectra of Si-2p core level: (a) thermally cleaned Si-surface; (b) 7.5 A - L-Si02;

(c) 15 A - L-Si02, and (d) - 500 A - L-Si02 . The dashed curves show the contribution

from a non-stoichiometric interface layer, after subtraction of bulk Si0 2 and substrate

* Si contributions.

Fig. 5 Typical high-frequency (HF) and low-frequency (LF) CV-plot of an AI-L-Si02 -Si MOS

capacitor. The HF-curve was taken at 1 MHz, the LF-curve at 500 Hz. From the

data one obtains a fixed oxide charge density, Df, of 6x10 10 cm "2 and an interface

state density, Dit, of 2x101 1 cm-2eV-1 .
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UPS, XPS, and AES Studies of CaF2-CdSe Interfaces
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Abstract

4 We have investigated overlayers of CaF2 deposited in ultra high vacuum on CdSe

surfaces using ultraviolet and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy and Auger electron

spectroscopy. The interfaces exhibit very little reaction or interdiffusion and are

* remarkably abrupt. The results are compared with metal-CdSe interfaces and

possible applications are discussed.
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Acceptor-Like Electron Traps and Thermally-Reversible

Barrier Heights for Al on UHV-Cleaved (110) InP

John H. Slowik, H.W. Richtera and U. Brillson

Xerox Webster Research Center, Webster, NY 14580

Temperature-dependent current-voltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-V)

measurements reveal that a low but non-zero barrier is present at the interface of Al

deposited on ultrahigh-vacuum-cleaved n-lnP (110), and that the true barrier height

lies between 0.21 - 0.26 eV. An analysis which allows for the presence of of trapped

charge near the interface provides the most accurate and consistent determination of

the effective barrier. The effective barrier is strongly and reversibly temperature-

dependent, corresponding to movement of the Fermi level with temperature. The

CP trapped interfacial charge resides in acceptor-like electron traps 0.10 eV below the

conduction band edge. The traps are distributed 100-200 A into the space charge

region. These results are discussed in terms of models of defect electrical activity at

metal-semiconductor interfaces, and are related to results of annealing studies.

PACS numbers: 73.40.Ns, 71.55.Ht, 73.30. + y, 73.40.Gk
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L ]INTRODUCTION

The Al contact to InP is of high importance for both scientific and technological

reasons. It forms microscopically abrupt junctions with semiconductors including

* lnP, and the AI/InP contact is particularly stable under heating. t ,2 Al also shields

the interface on some semiconductors from ambient contamination.3  Contact

stability is particularly desirable for high power InP devices like microwave

* oscillators and injection lasers.

Reproducible Al Schottky barriers on pure (shallow donor doping density,

ND=5xl015 cm - 3) [np have been reported with ideality factor n-l only if the IP

surface is first treated.4 5 Such processing alters the surface or interface state density,

presumably by adding states, since the barrier increases 4 from a low value before

treatment to a highly reproducible 0.5 eV. On unprocessed vacuum-cleaved InP,

relatively unreactive metals6 (Au, Ag, Cu) form barriers with the same energy,,

suggesting that both cases involve defects with the same energy level. 8

* The clean unprocessed interface between lnP and a reactive metal6 such as Al is

less well understood. The free surface lacks detectable surface states.2".9 and Al

deposition results in a low barrier. It has been suggested that metal-induced defect

states could control this barrier formation, t° ' t4 though few electrcal measurements

have been published.4 ,5 7.15 This may be due to the fact that the standard analysis of

the I-V characteristic16 leads to a large ideality factor, and a lack of reproducibility

has been reported. 4 Thus a better understanding of this interface is desirable for

both theoretical and technological reasons. Theoretical studies of InP processing are

usually designed as perturbations on the simple unprocessed interface, since the

multitude of states likely to be introduced by processing are mathematically
I-
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intractable. The unprocessed interface is also important as a point of departure for

understanding the empirical results of processing technology.

The work reported here is based on thermal measurements of the I-V and C-V

characteristics of Al deposited in situ on vacuum-cleaved InP. It is found that the

non-ideal I-V characteristics result from metal-induced defect states, as suggested by

Williams, 0,13 which form acceptor-like electron traps. These states are distributed

into the semiconductor about 100-200 X. and are 0.10 eV below the conduction

• band. Because of their influence on the C-V and I-V characteristics, physically

meaningful barrier parameters can be extracted only by an analysis which takes

account of their presence. The effective barrier is non-zero at all temperatures.

though reduced by tunneling effects, and shows a strong, reversible temperature

dependence related to the thermal motion of the Fermi level. The sample-to-sample

fluctuation in the barrier is attributed to small changes in interfacial state density,

and may account for the reported lack of reproducibility. The true barrier height at

the metallurgical junction is between 0.21-0.26 eV.

Experimental details are presented in Sec. II. The reverse-biased capacitance

o characteristics and the forward-biased current characteristics are presented in Sec.

111, and analyzed in Secs. IV and V, respectively. The consistency between these two

and also with the forward-biased capacitance is discussed in Sec. VI. Section VI also

points out the similarity of the proposed electronic structure of the interface to that

of an MIS device, and relates the present results to annealing studies. The results

are summarized in Sec. VII.

1I. EXPERIMENTAL

Samples were formed on three crystals of n-[nP, ND= I to 5x10 15 cm-3, obtained

from MCP Ltd. (Cambridge, England) and Lincoln Laboratories. A large area

-, . .. . . , . . _' € _. _ . . . , . , , - : . . . , - , .. . - - . .' .... . , .-. -. , . . . - , ' - -' ,.



("ohmic") back contact was formed by heating a 5000 A Sn layer at 350"C for 15

minutes in forming gas of 10-20% H, in N.. The crystals were then cleaved in

ultrahigh vacuum. An array of 5 to 8 Al electrodes were deposited with 200

thickness and 500 Am diameter. Surface current effects were eliminated using a

guard ring structure in the manner of Padovani.17 An additional large-area electrode

was applied for determining spreading resistance and the residual resistance

associated with the ohmic Sn contact and the external circuit. 16

* Since the barriers are low and the interfaces are abrupt, the method of

establishing electrical contact with the 200 X Al electrodes is important. The

continuity must endure thermal cycling, yet contact must be gentle enough to avoid

piercing the barrier. A mechanical pressure contact made by a spring-loaded In pin

yielded good results.

Current and capacitance were measured with a Keithley 616 electrometer and a

Boonton 728 capacitance meter operating at I MHz. Measurements were made

between 80K and 360K. Forward currents were kept sufficiently low so that

spreading and residual resistances could be neglected. Usually the applied potential

was kept above 3 kT/q, although some very low bias measurements were also made.

In such cases special care was taken to interpret the current response by correctly

handling18 the exponential terms containing kT. For the magnitude of d(C--)/dV

presented here, the influence of series resistance19 was negligible. At each

temperature both capacitance and current were studied following a vanety of bias

conditions, to gauge the effect of trapped charge.

I"

I1. CAPACITANCE AND CURRENT RESULTS

Capacitance was determined as a function of temperature and applied potential.

4



V. After subtracting stray capacitance, (A/C)2 was plotted versus V. where A is the

electrode area. One representative set of data is shown in Fig. 1. where V<0

indicates the reverse-biased condition. These plots have a distinctive two-regime

structure. Between zero and -60 meV, the curves are linear with V-axis intercepts at

tenths of volts, from which the barrier height may be calculated, as discussed later.

9 At higher reverse bias, the curves asymptotically approach a different linear behavior

having a smaller slope and intercepts between 1 and 3.5 V. This smaller slope is

related to bulk carrier density, though somewhat modified by the presence of deep

bulk traps. At the highest temperature, reverse currents saturate the amplifier, 20

introducing an artifical nonlinearity. Data distorted by this effect are deleted from

the figure.

Current characteristics were obtained under forward bias at a variety of

temperatures between 84K and 360K. A set of such data is shown in Fig. 2 which

was taken at the same time as the capacitance data in Fig. 1. These characteristics are

highly non-ideal. Interpretation according to thermionic emission theory is not valid

since it leads to large field-dependent values of the ideality factor. A correct

analysis, leading to a physically meaningful picture of the barrier region, is deferred

* until Sec. V.

IV. ANALYSIS OF REVERSE-BIASED CAPACITANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The nonlinear capacitance characteristics result from acceptor-like electron traps

0.10 eV below the conduction band edge, rather than from an interfacial layer or

doping variation. Variation in the density of shallow donors can be eliminated since

the interfaces were prepared on uniformly doped, cleaved single crystals. A bias-

dependent surface state charge does not lead to non-linear behavior, though the

presence of an interfacial layer can account for large offsets of the voltage intercept.

5I
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such as are observed at high reverse bias.21 The characteristic in the presence of

such a layer has a slope equal to 2/qesn o when the surface state charge is coupled to

the metal, but much larger when decoupled by a thick intervening layer.21 The free

carrier density is no and the semiconductor dielectric constant is es. Slopes at low

bias in Fig. I significantly exceed 2/qen o if no is taken to be equal to the doping

density of shallow donors. However, there is no intervening oxide to provide

decoupling. AlP probably forms at the interface, ' 2.2 3 but in a layer too thin for

effective decoupling. Decoupling requires that the states which form during Al

metallization extend from the metallurgical junction to some depth within the

semiconductor. An effective decoupling would then result from trapped charge in

these states being isolated from the metal. Hereafter, such states are referred to as

interfacial states with the understanding that their distribution penetrates into the

semiconductor.

The existence of such states is also suggested by considering the usual analysis18

in which the nonlinearity of the capacitance characteristic is used to determine a

nonuniform doping distribution. In that analysis the slope at V is given by

a(C-2)/a(-V)= 2/qe~no(w), where no(w) is the free carrier density at the edge of the

depletion width, w, and w increases with reverse bias. Applying this to the data in

Fig. 1, the higher slope between zero and -60 meV would indicate a thin interfacial

region in which there is significant compensation due to acceptors or acceptor-like

traps (neutral when empty). A related effect was reported for ideal Au contacts on

etched epitaxial (110)n-lnP of low doping, and attributed to incomplete depletion.24

In the case of incomplete depletion, the effect is more pronounced at higher

temperatures due to diffusion of mobile carriers. In the present case the slope is

constant for fields between zero and -60 meV. independent of temperature, as would

be expected if the slope change were related to the penetration depth of the states

into the body of the semiconductor.

-
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The zero-bias capacitance, CO, increases with temperature, as listed in Table L25

This suggests the level becomes more negatively charged at low temperature. Thus

the state is an acceptor-like trap rather than a shallow acceptor. Further

confirmation of the presence of these traps is presented in the Discussion section.

The linear capacitance characteristic indicates that the occupancy of the traps is

not altered at low bias. When traps are present within the top layers of the

* semiconductor, the zero-bias barrier, vco, determined from the capacitance

characteristic,

(A/C)2 = 2(q'c° - qV - - kT)/q 2esnoo, (I)

can differ significantly from the true zero-bias barrier at the metallurgical junction,

90. This is because Tco is determined by extrapolating a parabolic potential back to

the semiconductor surface,26 whereas trapped charge may make the depletion-region

potential non-parabolic. Here noo represents a modified carrier density which is less

than the density of shallow donors due to trapping by the acceptor-like states.1 8 27

o and

= Ec - EF = kT ln(Uc/nd, (2)

t

where Ec is the conduction band edge, EF the Fermi level, and U_ the effective

density of states in the conduction band. Values of 4o and nO obtained bv

applying Eq. (1) to the data in Fig. I are listed in Table 1, and plotted in Fig. 3 as a

function of inverse temperature.

Although data could not be obtained above room temperature, -0 both Table I



and Fig. 3 show a clear increase in n. above 170 K. If the nse is assumed to

proceed linearly to no at high temperature, as the dashed line in Fig. 3. an acavaton

energy can be determined according to

noo (T) = no exp(-Ea/kT) (3)

where Ea represents the depth of the trap below Ec. The resulting value of Ea is

101±4 meV. At room temperature. emission from such a level, populated by
V tunneling from the metal, would account for the strong current under reverse bias.

At lower temperatures this emission would be much reduced, as is observed. Since

the doping density is low, trapped electrons repel free carriers at the depletion edge,

further increasing the Vco value obtained at low temperature by extrapolating the

bands to the surface. Thus Wco would be larger than the true zero-bias barrier, Wo,

throughout the temperature range, with Tco= po only when the traps are fully

ionized.
w

V. ANALYSIS OF FORWARD-BIASED CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS

Analysis of the I-V characteristics according to a model which includes trapped

charge near the interface results in physically meaningful barrier parameters.

However, since such analysis is less well known, we consider first the application of

familiar Schottky barrier transport mechanisms. Forward I-V characteristics are

usually interpreted in terms of thermionic emission18.28 (TE) over an ideal Schottky

barrier:

J = AST 2 exp(-ypBo/kT) exp(qV/nkT) (4)

where VBO is the effective zero-bias barrier height, and the ideality factor, n,

expresses the increase in barrier height under applied field. For TE in an ideal



Schottky barrier this increase is small, so that n exceeds unity by only a few percent.

Large n values occur when a thin interfacial layer is present on high resistivity

* semiconductors.29 Large n is found in the present data due to the traps near the

surface. In either case the characteristic is said to be non-ideal, transport does not

proceed by TE over an ideal barrier, and wo cannot be accurately determined from

SEq. (4).

There are four other transport mechanisms possible at an ideal Schottky barrier

which do lead to no 1. All can be formally described16 by Eq. (4). The four are:

thermionic-field emission (TFE), field emission (FE), recombination in the space

charge region (RSC), and minority carrier injection from the back contact with

recombination occurring in the bulk (RB). The n values derived from tangents to

the curves in Fig. 2 are too high for TE or RSC. RB could not account for the

magnitude of the observed current since the minority carrier injection ratio30 ,31 is

less than 3x10- 3 for all of the fields and temperatures which were applied, even

* assuming a barrier height as large as the band gap. The remaining tunneling modes,

TFE and FE, can be analyzed using Eq. (4) by setting16

* n = (Eoo/kT) coth (Eoo/kT) (5)

where

Eoo = (qh/4w) (ND/m~e)t/2. (6)

Here ND is the density of the fully ionized donors, m* the effective mass, and e the

dielectric constant. Modification of the prefactor is also necessary,L 6 but is omitted

here since it does not affect the discussion. The large n values derived from Fig. 2

imply, because of Eq. (5), that EO >> kT. This indicates FE rather than TFE. The

slope of In J is nearly temperature independent, further suggesting FE. However.

..
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for FE the reverse-biased current should exceed 16 the forward current when n >2.

This was not observed. Furthermore, values of No calculated from Eq. (6) exceed

the bulk doping density by more than a factor of 105. Thus the data conform to

none of the ideal Schottky barrier transport mechanisms. The conclusion is that the

barrier is not ideal, but rather contains an interfacial layer, which was ruled out

*1 earlier, or interfacial states. A model which includes charge trapped in interfacial

states is required to interpret correctly the I-V characteristics.

* The case where charged states are present near the barrier has been analyzed by

Levine.32 This model is useful here, although it is not decisively physical 33 35

because its generality encompasses a variety of situations where charge is present at,

as well as near, the surface. It is equivalent 35 to the Bardeen interface if the states

are at the surface and distributed over an energy greater than kT, and possibly

equivalent 35 to a modified doping profile at the surface if less than kT. For the full

analysis the reader is referred to the original work. 32 Use of the model to interpret

0P data begins with32

1/TO = 2(4B - qV - - kT)/TE o, (7)

where To is nearly independent of temperature at constant current. TB is the field-

dependent barrier height. Eo is a constant characterizing the energy distribution of

the interface states. The procedure is to obtain TO empirically from

a(ln J)/aV = q/k(T+T), (8)

(

and use the derivative of Eq. (7) with respect to V to obtain Eo =

- 2q/(T + TXaTo 'I/a V). This requires using the field dependence 32 of p, which is

related to the magnitude of T.:
C

0
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aY/V=qT/(T+Td. (9)

In situations where surface states produce a modest deviation from ideal TE
behavior, T. is small.36.37 In the present data T > T so that

aY/v~q. (10)

0 In analyzing the present data it was established that both T. and E0 depend only

weakly upon temperature at constant current. With E0 and To determined. 913
versus V can be plotted for various temperatures by using Eq. (7). The values of VB
obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 4 for 101K and 223 K.

C-)

The strong field dependence of YpB shown in Fig. 4 is a direct consequence of Eq.

(10). Because of the physical limitations of the model. 33-35 it is prudent to attribute
0 little physical significance to this field dependence. However, the saturation current

part of Eq. (4) contains only the zero-bias value (p,3. Any refinement of the model

that resulted in a different field dependence would not affect the intercept. YVBO.

0 For this reason, and because YB~ is empirically observed to extrapolate to a constant

value of Y;BO independent of the bias magnitude, as in Fig. 4. the derived values of

(pB should reflect accurately the effective zero-bi'as barrier for electrons emitted

from the conduction band. Note that p~ may be significantly less that the true

zero-bias barrier height because of tunneling through the tip of the barrier.

The value of ipa shifts monotonically higher as ambient temperature increases,

C

as shown in Table I and Fig.3. This shift is reversible with temperature. It is much
stronger than, and opposite in direction to that reported for Al deposited onto a

polished and heated TOP surface. 4

(-
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At fixed temperature and bias. the values of To fluctuated between samples by as

much as a factor of two, even for diodes on the same cleavage face. Such behavior
has been noted before.17 Dopant fluctuations have been proposed as a cause of such

variation for lightly doped semiconductors. 33-35 A variability in trap density at the

interface might have a similarly strong effect here. The fluctuation in To is a

*) mathematical consequence of J variation according to Eq. (8). Less fluctuation was

observed at reduced temperature. The influence of the fluctuation upon both TBO

and aB/aV values was somewhat less than 10%.

The Richardson coefficient, A*, as derived from the above analysis, centers

around 4x10- 3 A/cm 2 at room temperature. This is smaller than expected, but

interfacial layers are known to reduce the current in a manner t8 equivalent toC:.

reducing A*. For example, an SIS device having a thin (< 20 X) SnO 2 layer on n-Si

and a barrier near 0.2 eV was reported 38 to show A*- 10-2 A/cm 2.

SV1. DISCUSSIO

Values determined for pco and pEjo agree with published descriptions, as shown

*) in Table I. As indicated earlier, few electronic barrier determinations have been

published, which is remarkable considering the high level of interest in the structure

of this interface, and its relevance to the technology of practical processed AI/InP

( interfaces. It is likely that this situation reflects the difficulty of analyzing the C-V

and I-V characteristics, rather than a lack of interest. There are no well-developed

models for analyzing the I-V characteristic of a barrier which specifically include a

penetrating population of traps localized near the interface. The correctness of the

model of Levine for analyzing the forward I-V characteristics, is confirmed below by

a) pointing out consistency between the barriers derived from the forward-biased C-

V and I-V characteristics, and b) the demonstration that a similar )BO results from

analyzing the I-V characteristic as if it were that of an MIS layer. Such results

(e
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cannot conclusively establish the applicability of Levine's analysis, but they do lead

to a consistent picture of the interfacial electronic structure. In the final part of this

Discussion, c) the results of studies of the annealing of processed interfaces are

related to the proposed electronic structure.

*) Using a differential technique, dC/dV was measured as a function of forward

bias. Maxima were observed at VM=0.0 3 eV (85K) and 0.18 eV (295K). If these

maxima are due to the shallow donors at, for example, ED=5 meV so that the I

* MHz test frequency is low compared to their emission rate, then pBO can be

determined from 39

pW = ED + VM. (11)

The resulting values of qiO are in good agreement with the values shown in Fig. 3

as determined from Levine's analysis.
9

In Fig. 3, VBo rises faster when VBO >- 0.1 eV. This is not due to the Fermi level

passing above the top of the trap distribution at Ea = 0.10 eV. Rather it is due to

* the temperature dependence of ', since over the entire temperature range ;BO is

closely approximated by

)BO p - 38 meV + ' + kT. (12)

This suggests a model of the barrier as shown in Fig. 5. At high temperature, Fig.

5a, the traps in a thin interfacial layer are fully ionized. Since they are acceptor-like,
they are neutral when empty and do not perturb the space charge. At low

temperature, Fig. 5b. some of the traps may be tilled and negatively charged.

depending on the details of their distribution. In both cases, forward bias would

:3
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tend to populate the traps, with greater effect at low temperature due to the reduced

emission rate. Since the trap density is locally greater than the doping density, as

indicated by the behavior of noo, the band structure would be modified as if there

were strong local compensation. In Fig. 5b, the effective barrier, 'PBO, Is less than T.

because carriers activated thermally to E8O with subsequent tunneling, constitute a

larger emission current than carriers thermally activated over the full barrier height.

The shape of the conduction band in the presence of trapped charge is similar to

that of an MIS structure,28 and transport could be expected to behave similarly over

small ranges of temperature and applied bias. To determine the nature of an MIS

device with the same [-V characteristic as the Al/InP interface, the I-V data are

shown as a Richardson plot in Fig. 6a. Two regimes are evident. The current at

1t high temperature is more likely to be Schottky emission, 28 which for an MIS is

J= A*T2 exp{[q(qV/41we 1d)'/ - ,Wqo]/kT}. (13)
S

The low temperature current is more likely to be tunneling,28

1 _ ~ V2 exp{-l.89 m*d V80 312d/qAV}, (14)

where ei is the insulator dielectric constant, taken here to be identical to that of lnP.

Physically the MIS thickness. d, would be associated with the penetration depth of

the traps. Both 4pBO and d could also depend on the occupancy of the traps. Thus

the values resulting from an MIS analysis would merely approximate the actual

effective barrier and penetration depth.

According to Eq. (13), the slopes, s, at high temperature in Fig. 6a are given by

s = [q(qV/4,e 1d)'1 - (Bo1/k. (15)

) • . • , • • '• , ' - • ° " - . . . • • °



A plot of s versus V's as in Fig. 6b, then yields q)o from the intercept and d from

the slope. The linearity of Fig. 6b suggests that the higher temperature transport

mechanism is indeed Schottky emission. The resulting rp,3 is 0.05 eV, as compared

to an average value over a comparable temperature range of about 0.13 eV from Fig.

* 3. The low estimate of vBO resulting from this MIS analog is probably due to the

absence of a true insulator layer. No temperature variation of )13 is discernible

because of scatter in the data. Eq. (15) yields d = 160 A. a reasonable value which

* suggests moderate trap penetration. Williams discusses the liklihood that

electrically active states may be distributed several layers into the semiconductor, as

found here, and he points out that this implies an energy distribution consistent with

Levine's model. Finally, the value of A* determined according to Eq. (13) is
unphysically small, about lO=5 A/cm 2, due to the influence of trapped charge.

The low temperature characteristics can be analyzed according to Eq. (14), by

plotting in(J/V 2) versus V- 1 as in Fig. 7. As the applied potential increases and the

temperature drops, the data cluster toward nearly temperature-independent values.

which indicates tunneling. The slope in this region yields VBO 3 / 2 d = 1.9 eV 3/ 2 A.

* If we use d = 160 A. as derived above, then (P)O = 0.05 eV. This value is slightly

below the 0.07 eV value from Fig. 3 at comparable temperature, again because of

the absence of a true insulator layer.

Thus the results of the C-V analysis, and the [-V analysis according to Levine's

technique, can be consistently understood by postulating acceptor-like traps at 0.1

eV below EC. Since oco -> o ), 3 and since q)o and BO converge as the traps

ionize at upper temperatures, the zero-bias barrier height at the metallurgical

junction is 0.21 eV < <-- 0.26 eV. Furthermore, the interpretation of the I-V

characteristics according to MIS analogs yields values of VB0 and trap penetration

which are in reasonable agreement. The unusual, but fully reversible, temperature-

15
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dependence of tBO, Eq. (12), can be understood as resulting from the thermal

movement of EF. The values in Fig. 3 and Table 1. with vBO understood as a n

effective barrier lowered by tunneling, constitute the most complete picture to date

of the barrier formed by Al on vacuum-cleaved (110) n-[riP.

* This picture suggests an interesting interpretation of annealing studies of Al on

processed [aP surfaces. In contrast to the low, non-ideal barrier on cleaved n-lnP,

stable higher barriers, -0.5 eV, are formed if the n-lnP is etched and heated before

* Al deposition)' .2.4,7 Williams, et al.2 studied the thermal stability of the Al interface

on the processed (110) surface by measuring the barrier height as the sample was

heated. As indicated by the last entry in Table 1, they found that the initial 0.52 eV

barrier at 100"C decreased toward 0.22 eV as the sample was heated to 400°C. The

initial value is well understood as being the consequence of defect levels at the

surface.13 We speculate that annealing removes the original defect levels, creates

more metal-induced states by further reacting the Al, or both. As a result the

electronic structure becomes more like that of the UHV-cleaved interface. By the

same token, the fact that the Al barrier on (100) epitaxial InP does not drop with

annealing i could be due to a higher density of surface defects, rather than the

different crystal orientation as has been suggested. 2

VIl. CONCLLSIONS

The principal results of this work are as follows:

(1) A low, out non-zero, barrier is present at all temperatures at the interface of

Al deposited in situ on vacuum-cleaved (110) n-lnP. The convergence at high

temperature of the effective barrier under forward bias and the extrapolated barrier

under reverse bias indicate that the true barrier height lies between 0.21-0.26 eV.

(

C 1,6
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(2) The effective barrier governing the I-V characteristic is more accurately

determined from an analysis which allows for the presence of a thin interfacial layer
of trapped charge, than by analyses appropriate to an ideal Schottky barrier. A fully

satisfactory model is lacking, but Levine's analysis yields a barrier in general

agreement with MIS analogs, and close agreement with the forward-biased C-V

P analysis.

(3) The effective barrier is strongly and reversibly temperature-dependent.

Between 80-360K, its value for semi-insulating n-InP is V8O38meV. + ' + kT. This

behavior is attributed to the thermal movement of the Fermi level.

(4) The trapped interfacial charge resides in acceptor-like electron traps separated

by 0.10 eV from the conduction band edge.

(5) The traps are not restricted to the surface, but penetrate 100-200 A into the

depletion region.

(6) The traps proposed here are distinct from the donors invoked to explain

* certain InP barrier heights7 according to the unified defect model.41  Like the

donors, they are at 0.10 eV below Ec and emit electrons into the conduction band.

However these traps are negatively charged when filled, and thus are properly

termed acceptor-like, whereas true donors would be neutral. Note, however, that the(.

character of the unified defect model donors is uncertain. They could be acceptors

instead, 42.43 and could then be identical to the traps described here. Calculations

indicate that an amphoteric character is also possible.44

(7) The density and distribution of the Al-induced traps relative to that of

process-induced defects may be the key to a deeper understanding of the annealing

behavior of Al on InP.

I)
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TABLE 1. Temperature dependence of zero-bias capacitance, carrier density and

barrier height as determined from Eq. (1), and barrier height determined from I-V

characteristics. Entries without a reference are from the present work, for a single

sample with no=3.2x1015 cn - 3 bulk carrier density. Excess significant figures are

retained to show systematic variation in q9Bo. Data for further samples appear in

* Fig. 3. NI = cited as being measurable but non-ideal with no numerical value given.

NM=not measurable; see comment about room temperature co measurements,

reference 20. Last line refers to a much different sample, processed by etching

* before Al deposition, and annealed after deposition at 400°C.

103/T(K) Co&F) no10ox- 12 (cm- 3) qCo(eV) yrBo(eV)

A. UHV-cleaved

13 .46a  NIa

9.91 1.96 4.7 .44 .0700
9.04 1.96 3.8 .37 .080

8.17 2.42 4.4 .29 .095

6.01 3.05 6.2 .29 .107

5.28 3.85 7.6 .25 .121

4.47 6.85 24. .27 .141

t 3.40 NM NM NMlowa.b .180

B. Etched and annealed

1.5 .22c

aRef. 7.

bRef. 15.

CRef. 2.
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1. Capacitance characteristics of one sample at (top to bottom) 110, 101, 123, 166.

189 and 225 K. Negative values of applied potential correspond to reverse bias.

Data in lower left-hand comer, distorted by amplifier saturation, are deleted.

2. Forward I-V characteristic of same sample as in Fig. 1, at (top to bottom) 293,

223, 190, 167, 122, l1 and 101 K. If the ideality factor at 101 K were unity,

slope would be as indicated by dashed line.

3. Temperature-dependence of effective barrier height, qpBO, determined from

forward I-V, and rco and noo from reverse C-V according to Eq. (1). As traps

ionize with rising temperature, noo rises to the bulk free carrier density, no.

Approximating the rise of noo by the dashed line yields 0.10 eV activation

energy.

4. 'B versus forward-bias resulting from analysis of I-V characteristics according to

Levine's model. Intercepts equal zero-bias effective barrier, BO. Upper data at

223 K, lower at 101 K. Shift of VB with ambient temperature is reversible.

5. Schematic electronic structure of Al/n-InP interface assuming constant po.

Dashed part of conduction band indicates tunneling region. a) At high

temperatures the effective barrier. PBO, increases with . Barrier from reverse

C-V, Vco, equals true barrier, 4p, at junction (neglecting image charge) when

traps at Ec - Ea are empty and neutral. b) At low temperatures T1O and " are

small. Trapped majority carriers distort rigid band structure so that (Pco

determined by parabolic extrapolation (dotted line) overestimates To.

6. Forward I-V data analyzed as Schottky emission at MIS layer, Eq. (13). a)

Richardson plot at (top to bottom) 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 ..... 0.1 V (solid points), and

0.15 and 0.05 V (open points). High temperature slopes, s. are given by Eq.

(15). b) Linearity ofs versus V"1 is consistent with Schottky emission.

(23
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7. Forward [-V data analyzed as field emission through MIS layer, Eq. (14). Data

are for (top to bottom) 103/T = 3.4. 4.5, 6.0, 8.2, 9.0 and 9.9 K- 1. Convergence

at low temperatures indicates tunneling regime with q)B0 3/2 d 1.9 eV3/2 A.

1
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Control of Titanium-Silicon and Silicon Dioxide Reactions by Lo" Temperature
Rapid Thermal Annealing

9

L.J. Brillson, M.L. Slade and H.W. Richter

Xerox Webster Research Center, 800 Phillips Road, Webster, NY 14580

0 and

H. Van der Plas and R.T. Fulks
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, 3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304

ABSTRACT

Auger electron spectroscopy /depth profiling measurements demonstrate that

titanium silicide forms between titanium and silicon dioxide at conventional

annealing temperatures. Low temperature rapid thermal annealing provides a

process window in time and temperature to suppress this parasitic reaction relative to

silicide formation at titanium-silicon interfaces within the same thin film structure.

* PACS Numbers: 66.30.Ny, 68.40.+e. 73.40.-C, 73.40.Qr
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of titanium silicide is of considerable interest for microelectronic

applications because of its resistivity, the lowest of all refractory metal silicides, 1 and

* its compatibility with standard metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) processing.2-7 In

particular, titanium silicide finds application as low-resistivity interconnects for very-

large-scale-integrated (VLSI) circuits and as gate electrodes for MOS devices. One

*application involves the simultaneous reaction of elemental Ti with polycrystalline Si

(polysilicon) gates and with crystalline Si in the source and drain of a MOS

transistor. Shorting between the source/drain and the gate is prevented by an SiO 2

spacer on the sidewall of the polysilicon line. High temperature (900-1000°C)

annealing promotes silicide formation wherever the Ti is in contact with exposed Si.

The resultant silicide pattern forms a self-aligned gate and source/drain for MOS

transistors.

An undesirable byproduct of annealing such a Ti-Si-SiO-, structure is the

* formation of titanium silicide on the SiO 2 sidewall, which can open a conducting

pathway across the gate insulator. Initially, this unwanted reaction product was

attributed to Si diffusion from the substrate through the conformal Ti overlayer. In

this paper, we identify a second effect which may also be responsible for this

parasitic silicide - namely, the reaction between Ti and SiO,. In addition, we

demonstrate how the silicide reaction at the Ti-Si interface can be enhanced over

* that at the Ti-SiO 2 interface by rapid thermal annealing 8 at low temperatures.

Specifically we find that 1) reactions and diffusion occur at Ti-Si and Ti-SiO,

interfaces on short time scale (seconds) at conventional processing temperatures (e.g.,

400-1000"C) and not over the course of tens of minutes or hours, 9 2) these chemical
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interactions evolve for thin films (e.g., <100 nm) in a manner similar to multi-

micron thicknesses, 3) Ti silicide forms at the Ti-SiO, interface due to the

dissociation of Sit 2, 4) at a temperature of 475"C or less, a process window in time

exists such that Ti silicide can form at source, gate, and drain before SiO 2 can

dissociate and form a silicide at the insulator, 5) reactions at the Ti-Si interface are

very sensitive to interface contamination, which can form a strong barrier to Si

diffusion into Ti, and 6) ion sputter-cleaning of Si and SiO 2 before Ti deposition

accelerates dissociation of Si0 2 and outdiffusion of Si into Ti..

We used Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) with 3 keV A.r+ sputter profiling to

characterize the Ti-Si and Ti-Si0 2 interfaces under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)

conditions. Base pressure of our stainless steel UHV chamber was p= 1x10- 10 torr

with the pressure rising during Ti deposition to the mid-10- 9 torr range. AES

displayed no evidence (< 1%) of 0 incorporation within the Ti film. Our specimens

consisted of 6x12 mm sections of Si (100) wafer (intrinsic, p-type), patterned with

thermally-grown 140 nm SiO areas across the surface. These surfaces were heat-

cleaned prior to Ti deposition by passing current through the wafer section via Ta

support clips. After a 1050'C anneal for 2 minutes, AES analysis revealed no

detectable C or 0 surface contamination. We used a similar geometry for rapid

thermal annealing of the Ti-covered surfaces. An Optitherm radiometer (Barnes

Engineering) focused on the heated surface through a sapphire window provided a

measure of surface temperature. Ti deposition was intentionally over only part of

the surface so that the exposed Si provided reliable emissivity values, as measured

previously.10 AES analysis was confined to Ti-Si and Ti-SiO, interfaces located

within a few tens of microns laterally of the exposed Si surface to minimize any

possible discrepancy between the probe area and the bare surface. Because of the

3
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low thermal mass of the Si wafer section and Ta heater clips, the specimen

*temperature could be ramped up to temperatures of 300-1000°C in a matter of only

a few seconds. Radiant cooling limits the rate of temperature decrease such that 15-

30 sec. are required to reach temperatures below 200*C.

AES analysis of Ti-Si interfaces - both patterned and uniform, large areas -

reveal that silicides of various stoichiometry form at temperatures of 500-1000*C.

OP The surface stoichiometry of these siuicides increases with increasing anneal

temperature, consistent with the proportions of TiSi and TiS 2 formed,9 as well as

with the reported Si surface segregation. 11.12 However, the AES results show that

such silicides form at the same temperatures in much shorter times than are

conventionally employed - less than two minutes vs. 30-60 minutes by furnace

anneal. Furthermore, these reactions evolve even for relatively thin Ti overlayers

(e.g. 40 nm) vs. the multimicron thicknesses typically studied. Butz et al. 13 obtained

similar results, albeit with even thinner films for longer times at 500*C. Hence, our

Ti-Si AES studies complement earlier thick film, rapid thermal annealing work24 as

well as thin film, extended annealing studies11 .13 of Ti-Si interfaces. Exposition of

this Ti-Si work will appear elsewhere. 14

I.. Here we focus primarily on the reaction products at the Ti-SiO, interface - both

patterned and uniform, large areas - and the temperature dependence of such

reactions over periods of minutes or less with respect to the temperature dependence

of Ti-Si reactions over similar time periods. Ti reactions with SiO 2 slowly begin at

temperatures below 500"C and eventually result in the formation of a Ti silicide and

an overlayer of Ti oxide. Figure 1 shows an Auger depth profile of 40 nm Ti on 140

( tam SiO 2 on a Si substrate, annealed at 700"C for 2 minutes. The sputter profile

4



reveals at least three discrete regions above the Si substrate: a layer of Ti oxide at

the outer (free) surface, a layer of Ti siicide, and the SiO 2 film on the Si substrate.

The abrupt changes in Si concentration at the Ti-Si and SiO 2 interface may signal

the presence of an additional phase or mixture of phases, but with a thickness of

only a few monolayers or less. Overall, Fig. 1 reveals that all of the deposited Ti has

been consumed by Si and 0 in only two minutes, that an oxide forms at the free

surface which is not due to contamination above or within the Ti film, and that a

Ssilicide forms above the Si0 2 film. Clearly the presence of a Ti silicide across the

Si0 2 gate oxide could lead to a low resistance path between gate and source/drain

of a self-aligned, Ti-SiO 2 gate structure.

The stoichiometry of the Ti oxide and silicide in Fig. 1 can be extracted by

consideration of the ternary- phase diagram for Ti-Si0 2 recently presented by

Beyers. 15 Assuming that the constituents have reached thermodynamic equilibrium

(which is likely since diffusion into discrete phases has occurred throughout the Ti

film), the phase diagram indicates that several Ti silicides are stable next to SiO 2 but

that only Ti5Si3 is stable in contact with both SiO, and a Ti oxide. Thus, the Ti:Si

ratio is established for the intermediate layer in Fig. 1. Since the Si:O ratio in the

SiO 2 layer is determined as well, we can derive the stoichiometry of the outer oxide

layer which is that of TiO. This oxide layer evolves from the decomposition of SiO,

and not from any ambient contamination above or within the initial Ti film.

Figure 1 illustrates that the appearance of TiO on SiO, is an indication of SiO,

dissociation and subsurface silicide formation. Likewise, the appearance of Si at the

free surface of Ti on clean Si provides an indicator of Ti silicide formation. 11"14 We

have used these signs to uncover a process window in time during which Ti silicide
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can form on Si before dissociation of SiO 2 on the same Si substrate begins. Figure 2

illustrates the evolution of Auger intensities on the deposited Ti surface as a function

of anneal time for a representative temperature of 425°C. The differences in surface

chemical composition between Ti on Si in Fig. 2(a) and Ti on SiO, in Fig. 2(b)

derive from interface areas spaced less than 20 microns apart laterally on the same Si

substrate. From Fig. 2a, the Si Auger signal appears almost immediately at the free

Ti-on-Si surface, whereas the appearance of 0 on Ti/SiO2 in Fig. 2b requires

*between 8 and 12 minutes. After this time interval, almost the entire Ti film on Si

has reacted to form Ti silicide(s), whereas dissociation of the Si0 2 interface has only

begun. Furthermore, at these relatively low temperatures, Si diffusion from the

substrate will be limited to lengths of tens of nm vertically - enough to form silicide

at a gate, source and drain, but not enough for significant lateral diffusion through

the conformal Ti film across the gate insulator. These results suggest that rapid

* thermal annealing at low temperatures can be used to limit such unfavorable

reactions while promoting silicide formation where desired.

* The Ti silicide(s) formed in Fig. 2a after 10 min. are not yet completely TiSi2. As

a result, a piranha etch (5HSO4 + 2H 20 2 ) used to remove residual Ti from above

the SiO, may remove some Ti from the TiSix (X < 2) as well, leading to increased

silicide resistivity. This may be remedied by repeating the low temperature

metallization and annealing process.

Interfaces free of contamination10 are required to achieve the results presented in

Fig. 2. Our studies show that air-exposed wafers require higher temperatures,

typically 700°C or more, to initiate these reactions because of a thin contamination

r layer (primary 0 and C) which must be dissociated first. At such temperatures,

dissociation of the SiO 2 could not be controlled.

6
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* An alternative to heating the Si substrate to high temperature for obtaining a

clean surface is sputter-etching the surface prior to metal deposition. AES analysis

of surface composition vs. time shows that a process window in time exists for Ti on

1sputter-cleaned surfaces as well. However, this time interval is considerably shorter

than that for heat-cleaned Si. At 475"C, 0 appears on Ti/Si0 2 after only 120

seconds.

We are currently investigating the competition between the Ti silicide formation

and Ti/SiO 2 dissociation processes at even lower temperatures in order to determine

if the process window can be expanded further in time. Critical to the success of

such a low temperature, rapid thermal anneal are 1) the absence of any oxide on the

Si prior to Ti deposition, which will inhibit the silicide formation and 2) the absence

* of any temperature spikes during the anneal procedure, which if even for a few

seconds or less above 500"C can accelerate Ti/SiO, dissociation.

* In conclusion, we find that Ti silicide forms at the Ti/SiO, interface due to the

dissociation of SiO 2, and that at a temperature of 475"C or less, a process window in

time exists such that Ti silicide can form at Ti-Si interfaces before SiO can

dissociate at the Ti-SiO, interface. These reactions are very sensitive to interface

contamination and ion sputter damage.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Auger depth profile of 40 nm Ti over SiO2 on Si, annealed at 700*C for

two minutes.

Figure 2. Evolution of Auger intensities as a function of 425*C anneal time for 40

rm Ti on heat-cleaned Si (a) and SiO2 (b).
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* Brillson, Department of Physics, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH,

August 30, 1985. Supported by Xerox Corporation.

15. Characterization and Control of I1-V Compound Semiconductor/Metal
Interfaces, L.J. Brillson, Advanced Technology Department, Bell Northern
Research Laboratories, Ottawa, Canada, September 13, 1985. Supported by
Xerox Corporation.

16. Characterization and Control of Metal-Semiconductor Interfaces, L.J. Brillson,
IP Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, September

19, 1985. Supported by the University of Maryland.

h) Honors/A wards/Prizes

V 1. Fellow, American Physical Society
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* VIII. Money Sgent of Equipment

NONE
U

IX. Transitions of Research to Industry

The low temperature thermal annealing technique (80-C-0778-32) is being picked up

by the Integrated Circuits Laboratory of Xerox's Palo Alto Research Laboratory as a

possible means to avoid shorting across gate dielectrics in self-aligned transistor gate

structures. Such prototype VLSI structures will ultimately go into custom chips

manufactured in Xerox's El Segundo plant.

X. Collaborations With Workers From Academic Institutions

Professor Giorgio Margaritondo, Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, WI - Soft X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy of Metal-Semiconductor

Interfaces.
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